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2128/94 #l HATONN there to say about this reflection on the moral are now fully in charge of the insane asylum. 

decency of your Nation? What’s more, the locos have convinced the 
WACO/RENO DEBACLE To protect Dharma from the myriad insults outside world that it is their victims and not 

and assaults by the Hounds of Hell I shall be themselves who are crazy! 
1 have been asked to comment on the happy to offer you further insight into those Consider these rather astute and extremely 

convictions and acquittals of the ‘Davidians” ‘darlings” of the White House top advisory ruling revealing comments by Dick Hafer who has 
accused of murdering federal agents. [See team. We can begin today with Janet Reno. researched and documented the lives and hab- 
latest update on “The Trial Of The Branch Rather than repeat what we have already its of Clinton appointees: 
Davidians” on p. 33.) written-and in order to give YOU more wide- “Janet Reno is a woman [H: ??I of ‘unusual 

1 have very few comments on the case which spread confirmation of the truth of that which tastes’. Unmarried, childless, and at 6’2’; an 
have not been made several times prior to this,%y we offer-1 simply offer you what is published imposing person. Ms. Reno relaxes in various 

me. Clinton should be impeached [See re2ated in BIG SISTER IS WATCHING YOU! by Texe ways. 
story, “Living On Borrowed 7?me--The Clintons’ Marrs, Living Truth Publishers, 1708 Patterson “Onepeculiar way is to lie on her trampoline 
Very Tangled Past”, on p. 311; and Reno, ifit were Road, Austin, Texas 78733. 
the olden days of instant “justice”, 

And-YES, MR. in her backyard and recite (the famed poet 
would be BINDER AND MR. GREEN ET AL.: WE CER- Samuel) Coleridge...until she falls asleep, sur- 

lynched. Nothing can ever allow these people to TAINLY DO HAVE PERMISSION TO USE THIS rounded by 35 pet peacocks, who are ALL 
have peace or justice or restoration within their MATERIAL. WE ALWAYS HAVE INSTANT NAMEDHORACE! 
souls after what has happened. Neither should PERMISSION FROM ANYONE WHO ACTU- 
the NATION or her CITIZENS-YOU! 

‘She also relaxes by chain-sawing trees. 

ALLY AND TRUTHFULLY WANTS TRUTH TO (Does Al Gore know about this?) This is our 
So, my comments? I think I will offer, again, FLOW TO THE CITIZENS! 

the credentials of the woman (33) who ordered the 
nation’s top law enforcement official?” 

[QUOTING:] Hafer also refers to a colorful but mind- 
murders of the Waco men, women and children. JANET RENO 
She is one of the top echelon rulers of the Amazon 

boggling feature story in The Washington Post 
Duchess of Doom 

Hillary Hellcats. [Don’t miss this story, called “Big 
which explains that, in Janet Reno’s home, 

Sister is Watching You!’ on’ p. 8.) What more is 
uThere are dusty floors and a rusty refrigerator 

Janet Reno is living proof that the inmates [Please see “Ms.’ JANET RENO, p.40 ) 
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Common Sense 
IL 

2122194 #l HATONN 

I have here a well-done document from Dr. 
Carlson which I ask to share at this time. It deals 
with %eti and relationships from a totally literate 
advantage. You will see that by changing deflni- 
tions of terms and ideas a whole plethora of as- 
sumed actions and acceptance can be introduced 
into a society. 

[QUOTING:1 

February 4, 1994 

COMMON SENSE LOGIC 

COMMON: BELONGING OR PERTAINING EQUALLY 
TO MORE THAN ONE OR TO MANY 
INDEFINITELY; BELONGING TO ALL; 
GENERALLY; UNIVERSAL. 

COMMON SENSE: SOUND ,PRACTICAL JUDG- 
MENT; THE NATURAL SAGACITY 
OR UNDERSTANDING OF MANKIND 
IN GENERAL. (SAGACITY: QUICK- 
NESS OF DISCERNMENT) 

COMMON LAW: THE UNWRITTEN LAW, THE 
LAW THAT RECEIVES ITS BINDING 
FORCE FROM IMMEMORIAL US- 
AGE AND UNIVERSAL RECEPTION, 
IN DISTINCTION FROM THE WRIT- 
TEN LAW, STATUTE LAW. (STAT- 
UTE LAW ALSO KNOWN AS RO- 
MAN CIVIL LAW, EQUITY LAW, 
MERCHANT LAW (LAW OF THE 
MERCHANT), CONTRACT LAW, 
COMMERCIAL LAW, THE UNIFORM 
COMMERCIAL CODE (FEDERAL 
COMMON LAW), OR ADMIRALTY 
LAW (MARITIME), WHICH HAS A 
CRIMINAL ASPECT.) SEE BLACKS 
LAW DICTIONARY UNDER LAW ! 

NATURE: (FROM L. NATURA, FROM NATUS (FOR 
GNATUS), BORN, PRODUCED, 
FROM ROOT GNA OR GAN, GE- 
NUS): THE UNIVERSE; THE SYS- 
TEM OF THINGS OF WHICH OUR- 
SELVES ARE A PART. 

NATURAL: PERTAINING TO NATURE; PRODUCED 
BY NATURE; NOT ARTIFICIAL, AC- 
QUIRED, OR ASSUMED, IN CONFOR- 
MITY WITH THE LAW OF NATURE. 

NATURAL LAW: CONNECTED WITH THE EXIST- 
ING PHYSICAL SYSTEM OF 
THINGS, OR CREATION AT LARGE; 
ACCORDING TO LIFE AND REAL- 
ITY; WITHOUT AFFECTATION OR 
ARTIFICIALITY. 

1) COMMON SENSE IS FOUNDED UPON COM- 
MON LAW; 

2) COMMON LAW IS FOUNDED UPON NATURAL 
* LAW. 

3) NATURAL L%@ ARE THE LAWS OF NATURE 
OR CREATOR OF NATURE. 

THEREFORE, SINCE IN NATURE THERE IS EOT 
TO BE FOUND THE “UNION” (MARRIAGE) OC- 
CURRING BETWEEN SAME-SEX MATES, 
“UNION” (MARRIAGE) MAY ONLY OCCUR BE- 
TWEEN OPPOSITE-SEX MATES THUS, MAR- 
RIAGE (UNION) IN NATURE ONLY OCCURS, 
COMMO~SElvSl~~Y, BETWEEN OPPOSITE- 

SEX MATES. 

BLACKS LAW DICTIONARY. 5TH Ed.: 

SEX: THE SUM OF THE PECULIARITIES OF STRUC- 
TURE AND FUNCTION THAT DIS- 
TINGUISH A MALE FROM A FE- 
MALE ORGANISM; THE CHARAC- 
TERISTIC OF BEING MALE OR FE- 
MALE. 

BISEXUAL: NO DEFINITION! 
SEXUALITY: NO DEFINITION! 

MERRIAM WEBSTER’S COLLEGIATE DICTIO- 
NARY. 1OTH Ed.: 

SEX: EITHER OF THE TWO MAJOR FORMS OF 
INDIVIDUALS THAT OCCUR IN 
MANY SPECIES AND THAT ARE 
DISTINGUISHED RESPECTIVELY AS 
FEMALE OR MALE. 

BISEXUAL: 1 )a. POSSESSING CHARACTERISTICS 
OF BOTH SEXES: HERMAPHRO- 
DITIC b. SEXUALLY ORIENTED 
TOWARD BOTH SEXES (DID NOT 
SAY SEXUAL ORIENTATION ) 2) 
EXPRESSION OF SEXUAL PERCEP- 
TIVITY OR INTEREST. 

SEXUALITY: THE QUALITY OR STATE OF BEING 
SEXUAL: a. THE CONDITION OF 
HAVING SEX; b. SEXUAL ACTIV- 
ITY; c. EXPRESSION OF SEXUAL 
RECEPTIVITY OR INTEREST. 

WEBSTER ENCYCLOPEDIC DICTIONARY OF THE 
ENGLISH LANGUAGE, 1980: 

SEX: (FROM SECO. TO CUT) THE DISTINCTION 
BETWEEN MAiE AND FEMALE, OR 
THAT PROPERTY OR CHARACTER 
BY WHICH AN ANIMAL IS MALE 
OR FEMALE. 

BISEXUAL: 

SEXUALITY: 

HAVING THE ORGANS OF BOTH 
SEXES IN ONE INDIVIDUAL; OF 
TWO SEXES; HERMAPHRODITE; 
BOTANY: HAVING BOTH STAMEN 
AND PISTLE WITHIN THE SAME 
ENVELOPE. 

THE STATE OR QUALITY OF BEING 
DISTINGUISHED BY SEX. 

BISEXUALITY, I ASSERT, AS UNDERSTOOD 
BY THE HOMOSEXUAL COMMUNITY, DOES NOT 
EXIST. BISEXUALITY BLURRED BY THE HOMO- 
SEXUAL INDICATES A CHOICE BY THE INDI- 
VIDUAL THAT IS CONTRARY TO THE LAWS OF 
NATUREANDTHECREATOROFWHATWEKNOW 
AS NATURE. BISEXUALITY AS WELL AS 
HOMOSEXUALITY DOES NOT EXIST IN NATURE 
AS ONE IS LED TO BELIEVE BY THE CURRENT 
HOMOSEXUAL INTERPRETATION. [H: THE AC- 
TIONS OF THESE “GROUPS” CAN ONLY BE 
CLASSIFIED AS VARIOUSLY DEFINED “BEHAV- 
iORS AND ACTIONS”.] 

[H: With this above in mind Dr. Carlson has 
written a letter to a committee which is unim- 
portant as to “whom” and of which we have no 
input. It is the letter and information which is 
important and which is herein shared.] 

SAME SEX MARRIAGE 

JANUARY 3 1, 1994 

HONORABLE REPRESENTATIVE TOM, 
MEMBERS OFTHE COMMITTEE, LADIES AND 
GENTLEMEN. 

I humbly offer my words against same sex 
marriage and at the same time I suggest awise and 
prudent course on any legislation at alll Since our 
angle-Saxon common law only recognizes oppo- 
site sex-paired mates as fit and capable for mar- 
riage, and since the courts in Singer v Harp, 11 
Wash. App. 247,522 p.2d 1187,1193, define mar- 
riage as “legal union of one man and one woman 
as husband and wife”, and BLACKS LAW DICTIO- 
NARY uses that as its own definition, it is futile to 
concern ourselves with needless legislation and 
more than worthy to have this conversation. It is 
already welI settled in nature that opposite sex- 
paired mates join for the purpose of procreation, 
enjoyment of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happi- 
ness. Nowhere in nature do you see the marriage 
of same sex-paired mates, and therefore, homo- 
sexuality is contrary to the order of nature and 
natural law. This is clear and true by simple 
observation and reflection! 

There is no need to legislate that which is 
already law, for marriage is only available to oppo- 
site sex-paired mates. This is found in common 
law, the law of our land. If two same sex persons 
wish to live together and use organs of speech and 
elimination as their expression of alove” for each 
other, then they may so do in privacy. They have 
choice to do what they want, when they want, how 
they want, just as long as they violate NOT the right 
of liberty, and happiness, of others. Same sex 
persons may do this in privacy in our country even 
though it is against the laws of nature and nature’s 
GOD! 

To create legislation in this matter only leads to 
further confusion of the ISSUE. The State only 
leads to further confusion of the issue. The State 
only grants licenses for marriage for the purpose of 
recording legal relationships and responsibilities. 
It should be and is self-evident that the depart- 
ment that issues the State license may so do ONLY 
to OPPOSITE SEX-PAIRED MATES that present for 
that license. Therefore, I encourage all to recon- 
sider the issue oflegislation, for it is NOT NEEDED! 

Common sense and common law are the 
wisest of guides in this consideration! However, if 
prevailing wisdom calls for legislation then I sup- 
port H.B. No. 2312 and NOT TAMPERING WITH 
THE STATE CONSTITUTION. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Dr. R.C. (Honolulu, Hawaii) 

[END QUOTING] 

I have two other documents from Dr. C. which 
are superbly well done on “gun” control. However, 
that is not at issue in my focus today so will hold for 
future consideration as we have time to speak 
again on those matters. I wish herein to focus on 
the ‘absolutes” ofthe genders and “paired” func- 
tions of ALL things, including the lighted 
thought of GOD. Changing definitions of 
“things” does not change one iota of what IS! 

MORE READING 

To read more about this subject we 

recommend JOURNAL #65, THE LAST 
GREAT PLAGUE UPON MAN: ALDS AND 
RELATED MURDER TOOLS. See Back 
Page for ordering information. 
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The Truth 
Be.hind THOUGHT 

2/22/94 I1 HATONI 

The following two documents [Dr. Carlson’s let- 
ter on p. 2 and The Illusion of Money p. 5] are asked 
to be typed so that they can be shared with both the 

newspaper readers and placed in the JOURNAL. I 
ask you to do it, Dharma, so that you are familiar 
with the content as well as having shifted the 
material to disc. All hands are so overburdened 

that we must consider the ability of others to take 
more load. 

I must drift from personal or current local 
events and leave them to the staff to pick up-as in 

the case of the ongoing saga of Gritz, et al. Com- 

ment? Yes. What is sent forth will always return 
a minimum of ten-fold upon the sender1 Things of 
the physical are of the physical and cannot be 

integrated into the invisible except as counter- 
balancing expression. Dale S. has sent a good 

representation of the visible/invisible processes. 
Even to her I have to state that her well-thought- 
out example (drawing) is not original in content 
and I apologize for causing her to ponder and think 
upon the concept presented in illustration, for the 
concept IS THE CONCEPT EXPRESSED IN 

I ask that the drawing 

be shared with readers. If, 

in fact, we had had an art- 
ist who would ‘listen’ to me 

we would have no argument 
this day with the University 
of Science and Philosophy. 

However, the ARGUMENT is 
the lesson1 God can present 
the Truth of LIFE at any 
time in any way chosen.. The 
l lessons” are of the physi- 
cal expression so that you 

In “divine” thinking there are no 
thoughts of evil, of lack, of fear 
or hate and distress. True think- 
ing IS divine thinking. True 
thinking is so love-filled that 
fear, darkness and all evil flee 
before it. UPerfect love casts out 
all fear.” 

RUSSELL’S AND HUNDREDS OF OTHER WRITER’S can both ‘understandp Truth AND see in example 
PRESENTATIONS AND IS THE MAJOR THRUST OF those things which we share with you in ACTION of 
THE UNDERSTANDING OF HYPNOSIS AND expression. 
THOUGHT IN ACTION. EVERYTHING and EVERY You are experiencing in a world of illusions so 

ACTION has a balanced counter-action or thourrht synthetic that you need to attend the evolvement of 
expressed in the opposite 8dimension”. I.e., each those now acceptable, but unreasonable (without 

thought has an immediate expression in the visible logical Truth), activities presented in SERIOUS 

plane. Thus is the expression of YOU as God’s THOUGHT RECOGNITION. 

‘thoughts. Likewise, every physical movement or In the PLEIADES CONNECTION writings, we 
efforted to present the already 

expression moves throughout the universe of the 

unseen-even to the motion of an index finger in 
movement. I.e., an instant ‘reaction” in ?hought’ 
(the invisible universe) is garnered even by that 
one movement. A baby in random movement of the 

index finger may mean nothing but that the hand 
is aworking”. However, a finger in a hole in the dike 
may well save the day, or, a finger pointing at 
someone instantly conjures thoughts representa- 
tive of the action of the circumstance. YOU are 
thought-the physical (visible) is an expression of 
those #thoughts” in manifestation-not the YOU. 

and eternal light, one must comprehend the issues 

that are involved. ‘He must also understand the 

higher laws and be able to use them with power. 
The ‘righteousness of HIS Kingdom’ is a KNOWING 
(knowledge] of the right-use of its laws. 

Each individual will learn, in the upward as- 

cent, that every negative thought and feeling be- 
comes a weight upon his body and a drag upon his 
soul. Negative thoughts and feelings have power 
not only to retard one’s progress but to stop it 
completely, unless overcome. Mortal thinking is 

mostly negative, discordant, selfish thinking. From 

power. Furthermore, he is shackled by his inabil- 
ity to ‘think” in terms which would actually and 

physically pull him into the upward half of the 
‘spiral” journey. By this I mean that he will turn 
away from that which is physically presented in 
form for his use-because it comes from that which 
is invisible and therefore #must be bad’-as pre- 

sented by your churches and self-selected ‘lead- 
ers’. 

/ 

brought forth science of the work- 
The laws of God, the laws of .overcoming’, the 

laws of glory and happiness and power are con- 

Drawing sent by Dale S. 

ings of thought as moving into ex- tained in the ability to ‘think’ TRUE thinking which 

pressions manifest. Since we are is the processing of one’s thoughts as they are 
unable to utilize that material of- brought under control by complete comprehen- 
fered in its original state-we shall sion of their purpose and power. 

have to consider how to bring the True thinking is the thinking which holds the 

‘concept” and YOU will have to be keys of faith-filled, magnificent, unspeakable joy 
able to diagram your own percep- that all so greatly desire. Many are deceived and 
tions. If there are ones who, like enticed into evil dens and dives of iniquity, think- 

Dale, wish to demonstrate the beau- ing that joy is obtainable by imbibing strong drinks. 

tiful concepts of TRUTH in original Too late they learn that ‘strong drink is a mocker’. 
drawings, we would consider them- There are many who have to discover this truth for 

if, in fact, the illusion put to paper themselves-in fact, ALL have to somehow discover 
be accurate. Dr. Russell’s diagrams this fact for selves. Few can be told. Any who 
were accurate and depicted the con- continue to become addicted drinkers lose the 

cept in picture form for better un- power to think clearly and correctly-thusly are 

derstanding of his SCIENCE under- lout of control”. They not only relinquish their 

standing. It is now claimed that it is power of true thinking, but even their very freedom 
against the law to utilize that re- is confiscated, in time. This is a subject which begs 
source of SCIENCE and therefore I for further discussion but I do not wish to foist this 

will not jeopardize further my writer. off on you as a focus for it is a focus of its own. 

It is interesting to note the lack As one progresses into the higher realms he 

of understanding of the ‘higher” jour- must leave all this ‘negativity” behind. But, one 

ney to which you all CLAIM to as- doesn’t have the capability of realizing that %ega- 
pire. When one reaches the higher tivity’ is only a .thoughtw regarding a circumstance 

altitudes in the journey of upward or ‘thing’. In other words, it is simply a reflection 

climb, the old Earth laws and ways of thought patterns REGARDING THE PHYSICAL 
are left behind. In order to abide EXPRESSION FOR ALL HIGHER THOUGHT IS, OF 

permanentlv in that realm of high ITS VERY NATURE, POSITIVE! ” 

here on the negatives must 

be understood completely. 
It becomes necessary to 
KNOW that the negative 
thoughts and feelings con- 
tain all the laws of the lower 

realms of physical dark- 

ness. As long as an indi- 
vidual abides in the vibra- 
tions of negative thinking 
and negative feeling, he 
cannot possibly progress 
into the Light or walk with 
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One can neither think nor feel the discordant, 
harassed, evil things of which mortal life is com- 
posed. The point of transition is where one com- 

prehends this fact and drops the negative aspects, 
knowing fully what he is doing and what he will 
accomplish. 

Well, some of you ask, is Dharma able to move 

in this singularly ‘positive’ pathway? My good- 
ness, NO! In ‘divine” thinking there are no thoughts 
of evil, of lack, of fear or hate and distress. True 
thinking IS divine thinking. True thinking is so 
love-filled that fear, darkness and all evil flee be- 
fore it. =Perfect love casts out all fear.’ YOU are 
becoming ‘divine’ when you can rise above and 
beyond these terrors and perceptions-she is just 
like YOU-scared and petrified from time to time, 
as assaults strike, that she will fail somehow. This 
is *humana expression resulting from “conditioned 
learning’. It often serves as a good protector of 

physical bodies. You are all on this journey- 

TOGETHER. She is not given more than are you for 
you of GOD must reach that station of understand- 
ing worthy of higher pathways-TOGETHER. It is a 
transition, a graduation, not some medal to hang around 
a physicel neck to swell with pride over its acquisition. 

Man’s creative ability is contained completely 
in his thinking and feeling processes. Any thought, 
dropped into the emotions so it becomes something 
an individual actually feels, will become an estab- 

lished, definite reality in his life. Please note that 
the results of evil thoughts such as hate, anger or 

selfish thinking, when awakened in one’s feelings, 

are conditions precipitated as old age, disease, 
poverty and all earthly misfortune. These #symp- 
tams- go with the resulting physical manifestation 
of these ‘thoughts’. All the negative aspects of 
life come to aa individual as real experiences 
because of his own negative thinking, including 
the FIRAL SEAL OF MORTALITY, WHICH SEAL IS 
CALLED “DEATH-. 

LOVE-FILLED POSITIVE 

“THOUGHTS” 

Glorified, love-filled thoughts of praising grati- 

tude awaken and bring forth the gifts and powers 
of life eternal. Behind every glorious, love-filled 
thought is contained the breath of everlasting life. 
You can read a response to given thoughts of 

‘Truth’ or ‘lie” from a simple lie-detector testing. 
There is a physical response to the ‘thought’ which 
is Truth and that which is lie. 

With these things in mind we can then speak of 
what happens in the now-in-focus sexual pre- 

sentments within society which are now accepted 
as valid TRUE expression. They CANNOT be valid 
expression (go back and read the first part of the 

defining material in this writing). 

SEXUAL PERVERSIONS 
AND’ EXPi2ESSIONS 

’ There is love for the same sex and, then, there 
is physical expression (actions and behaviors) of 
outward misinterpretation of feelings. You will 
note that in ALL instances of ‘out of closet” homo- 

sexuals-there is no focus on respect and/or ‘love” 
of a same gender. It is a focused DEMAND for inter- 

action and PHYSICAL expression of erotic inter- 
change. In EVERY case the ‘feelings’ are birthed in 
total loss of self-respect and in that loss the cre- 

ation of good self-esteem is buried and lost while 
seeking satisfaction within the undercover world of 

physical activities-NEVER SATISFYING. 
Following the loss of self-respect there is little 

left to build upon. The only hope in existence for 
such as these unfortunates is for them to compre- 
hend the issues, then with increased understanding 
and almost super-human determination begin to 

battle for their release from enslavement and their 
rights to lost powers and lost virtues. Hopefully 

this comprehension and correction of ‘action# will 
come PRIOR to the infections which accompany the 
‘dis-EASE’ of the affliction and misunderstand- 
ings. Again, you can only heal or deal-through 

the direction of THOUGHT. 

Sex perversions of any kind are caused, in 
almost all cases, by uncontrolled ‘thoughts”. It is 
a condition that is self-encouraged and hence self- 
developed. When such uncontrolled thoughts and 
feelings are strong enough they become the con- 
trolling factors and the persons who created 
them become the slaves. When the perversion 
becomes the accepted norm of social behavior you 
have birthed the demons upon mankind from which 
burdens, once accepted, a civilization cannot pre- 
vail but will ultimately perish. 

-Over-sexed” individuals have become so 

through their own thought processes. The ‘thought” 
of no satisfaction which is sought after in all the 
wrong places and activities. Satisfaction is a thing 
singularly felt within the soul emotion expression. 
To #satisfya a physical body is a misdefinition for in 
the physical there is no such state of being-only a 
temporary ‘feeling’ of satisfaction or satiation. So, 
from their own minds in distress and misperception 
have come the seeds of downfall. In the emotions 

those seeds of thought were and are nurtured into 
feelings that have run out of bounds. In such 
degeneracy it is possible for man to sink below the 

level of the beasts and reptiles. 

LEFT WITHOUT EXCUSES 

It is necessary to speak of these things now 

and, at some point along this journey reflective of 
the issues involved between light and darkness, it 
is necessary to note these issues. Why? So that it 
can be fully comprehended, and to fulfill the prom- 
ise that: ‘All men might be left without excuse.” 

This point must have clear definition so that all 

may totally comprehend the issues involved and 

glimpse the glorified realms ahead. 
This is quite necessary in order that the tran- 

sition might be made while still in mortality. In 

Truth, it is the point where mortality can take on 
immortality through perfect understanding, divine 
obedience to Truth and with great love. This is the 
point along that upward climb in which the laws 
and powers of eternity can become fully operative 

as one leaves the mortal realms. This is the point of 
egress from the earth plane onto the higher plane, 
where mortality takes on the properties of immortality. 
The dividing line is as sharp a line as is the River of Life 
to those who pass through the experience of death. 
However, the pathway is infinitely continually merging 
wherein no ftite LINE csn be drawn and anticipated. 

None can possibly travel into the higher realms without 
comprehending in the fullest detail the issues involved. 
We speak of these things so that ultimately the very 
subject can be considered in the ways of ‘mortsliw so 
that they might afterwards be forever left behind. 

It is by VISION that all things come forth. The 
power of vision is the power of Creation. The power 
of %ision’ is also the power or gift of imagination. 
It is the power to ‘image-in’ to the emotions one’s 
thoughts until they become alive and active so they 
are registered as feelings or intense desires. It is 
then they will produce or bring forth the tangible 

results. This is the law which holds the everlasting 
powers of Creation within its embrace. This knowl- 
edge reveals the true aspect of that which is recog- 
nized as the ‘Tree of Good and Evil”. This law of 
Creation will as readily produce all good as it will 
evil. Within man himself is contained the seed of 
its fruitage. Man holds the keys and powers of all 
Creation right within himself. Whether or not the 
results of such powers are good or evil is of 
man’s choosing-each individually. Han has all 
that the Father has, even the full powers of 
Creation. Ylln himself chooses hor he will use 
such powers. 

Thus far in experience on the Earth plane these 

creative powers have been mostly MISUSED through 
man’s gross ignorance. It is time for that blinding 
veil of ignorance to be torn asunder and for man to 
begin to stand forth as a master and the deciding 
factor in such creative processes. 

I realize this is such an important step in 
‘understanding” what you ARE and what needs to 
come into your perception and actions in order to 
attain higher comprehension that we shall con- 

tinue the subject if that pleases you. It is time to 
do so in open forum. It is, further, time to come to 
understanding that ALL FRAGMENTS of MAN will 

not come into understanding at all. This is why we 
can only present TRUTH and then back off and 
allow you ones to do that which you will with THE 
WORD brought forth as promised. 

Let us close this chapter so that the segments 

do not become unmanageable. Thank you. 
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Please make all checka and money orders 

payable to: New Gaio plodvcts 
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To order; (800) 639-4242 

For more information about 
A-C-E please see page. 45, 

Tb o-rd++E $xsesee the 

ANTI-OXIDANT FORMULA ‘Order.Fom .Onpqe t7* 

l $20.00 per bottle (regular price $24.95) 
l Order 12 or more and receive the “case price” 

discount of $18.00 per bottle. 

l Special offer expires after 
March 31, 1994. 
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Goals Of 
rate states in spite of Khrushchev’s promise in 
1955 to settle the German question by free 
elections under supervision of the U.N. 

9. Prolong the conferences to ban atomic 
tests because the United States has agreed to 
suspend tests as long as negotiations are in 
progress. 

2122194 12 HATOIW 

POLITICALLY CORRECT? 

I am here accused of being “politically” 
incorrect in the way I present my speeches to 
persons with whom I disagree on matters of 
Truth and spirituality. What in the world do 
you mean? I am amused that simple language 
terminology according to dictionary or Bibli- 
cal definement are not sufficient to keep the 
lawsuits from the door. Does calling a shovel 
a “spade” or a =scoop implement” or a ‘digging 
device” make it more a “shovelm-or less? This 
is what has happened to all your foundational 
communications resources. A ‘thing” in de- 
scription at one time is not THE description at 
another time. For instance, when I said that 
the &swine” who would keep information of 
Russell from the public, etc., was stated-it 
was immediately assumed and accepted as 
totally degrading in that I was calling those 
people, there, pigs. I was referring to the 
symbolic message of “casting pearls before 
swine and being trampled beneath the feet 
of....* Further, without specifics as to identi- 
fication of =whoA, it was immediately es- 
tablished by the receivers as to “who” it “must” 
be. Was it accepted by the “correct individu- 
als”? Possibly, but then, if shoes fit I always 
suggest they be worn if suitable. 

If I were to call someone, say Georgea 
Greenspanus, an a . ..ignorant. stupid substi- 
tute for a human who is a bore and an airhead 
who is afailure, spacey and dishonest”-would 
he likely be furious with me? What if I refer to 
him as a ‘Knowledge-base nonpossessor, ce- 
rebrally challenged, heifem who is a cerebro- 
atmospheric individual who is incompletely 
successful, somewhat differently focused and 
ethically disoriented?” What if I refer to a 
‘Black” or “Hispanic” as ‘melanin saturated” 
or a ‘White” as ‘melanin deficient”? What if I 
refer to a bald man as ‘fallicularly challenged”? 
Or, a short man as ‘vertically challenged”? Or, 
a fat person as ‘horizontally challenged”? The 
facts ARE: it would become amusing, politi- 
cally correct and no-body would know what in 
the heck I said. Isn’t it true anymore that 
“Racist* actually means a politically correct 
way of saying ‘I disagree with you”? My 
“thanks^ for the explicit definitions used above 
to Henry Beard and Christopher Cerfwho have 
presented The Official Correct Dictionary and 
Handbook (Villard Books, $10). A small smat- 
tering of the contents have been forwarded to 
me from Mr. Tips whom I also thank for shar- 
ing. 

What point could I be making here in the 
middle of ‘thought” discussions as associated 
with reality and illusion and the manifestation 
of either? Simple-you are trained contina- 
ally to perceive EXACTLY that which is 
intended to disorient you and all your per- 
ceptions relative to ‘what IS”. 

C 0 m mu ni s m 
10. Allow all Soviet satellites individual 

representati0nintheU.N. 
11. Promote the U.N. as the only hope for 

mankind. If its charter is rewritten, demand 
that it be set UD as a one-world government 

COMMUNIST GOALS 

with its own independent armed forces. (Some 
Communist leaders believe the world can be 
taken over as easily by the U.N. as by Moscow. 
Sometimes these two centers compete with 

“Oh*, you say, “now we are going to get the each other as they are now doing in the Congo.) 
anti-Semite poking and the Communist intent [H: I think most Of You Can Pa== several 
to take the nations of the world.” Well, GOOD places around Your globe even more evident 
FRIENDS, the Semites are NOT the Khazarian as example--TODAY.] 
so-called Jews and the so-called “Jews” in 12. Resist any attempt to outlaw the Com- 
reference ARE the ones who established and munist party. 
continue the Communist regime so you take 13. Do away with all loyalty oaths. 
your druthers while I offer a thought-provok- 14. Continue giving Russia access to the 
ing (I hope) look at something from your Con- U.S. Patent Office. 
gressional Record, Thursday, January 10, 15. Capture one or both of the political 
1963. I don’t believe I need make comment at Parties in the United States. 
all for even if you are “POLITICALLY COR- 16. Use technicsl decisions of the courts to 
RECT* you may yet be able to see the intent of weaken basic American institutions by claim- 
the handwriting on the walls of your globe. ing their activities violate civil rights. 

[QUOTING:] 
17. Get control of the schools. Use them as 

transmission belts for socialism and current 
Communist propaganda. Soften the curricu- 

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, 
45 COMMUNIST GOALS 

CURRENT COMMUNIST GOALS 
EXTENSION OF REMARKS 

OF 
HON. A.S. HERLONG, JR. 

of Florida 
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, January 10, 1963 

Mr. HERLONG: Mr. Speaker, Mrs. Patricia 
Nordman of De Land, Fla., is an ardent and 
articulate opponent of Communism and until 
recently published the De Land Courier, which 
she dedicated to the purpose of alerting the 
public to the dangers of Communism in 
America. 

At Mrs. Nordman’s request, I include in the 
RECORD, under unanimous consent, the fol- 
lowing “Current Communist Goals”, which she 
identifies as an excerpt from The Naked Com- 
munist, by Cleon Skousen: 

CURRENT 119631 
COMMUNIST GOALS 

1. U.S. acceptance of co-existence as the 
only alternative to atomic war. 

2. U.S. willingness to capitulate in prefer- 
ence to engaging in atomic war. 

3. Develop the illusion that total disarma- 
ment by the United States would be a 
demonstration of moral strength. 

4. Permit free trade between all nations 

lum. Get control-of teachers’ associations. 
Put the party line in textbooks. 

18. Gain control of all student newspa- 
pers. 

19. Use student riots to foment public 
protests against programs or organizations 
which are under Communist attack. 

20. Infiltrate the press. Get control of 
book-review assignments, editorial writing, 
policymaking positions. 

21. Gain control of key positions in radio, 
TV, and motion pictures. 

22. Continue discrediting American cul- 
ture by degrading all forms of artistic expres- 
sion. An American Communist cell was told to 
“eliminate all good sculpture from parks and 
buildings, substitute shapeless, awkward and 
meaningless forms.” 

23. Control art critics and directors of art 
museums. =Our plan is to promote ugliness, 
repulsive, meaningless art.” 

24. Eliminate all laws governing obscenity 
by calling them *censorship” and aviolation of 
free speech and free press. 

25. Break down cultural standards of mo- 
rality by promoting pornography and obscen- 
ity in books, magazines, motion pictures, ra- 
dio, and TV. 

26. Present homosexuality, degeneracy and 
promiscuity as unormal, natural, healthy”. 

27. Infiltrate the churches and replace re- 
vealed religion with “social” religion. Dis- 
credit the Bible and emphasize the need for 
intellectual maturity which does not need a 
‘religious crutch”. 

28. Eliminate prayer or any phase of reli- 
regardless of Communist affiliation and re- 
gardless of whether or not items could be used MORE RiEADIAUS 
for war. 

5. Extension of long- term loans to Russian 
l For the PROTOCOLS injidl detail,pleaserefer 

and Soviet satellites. 
to JOURNAL #20, #24, #29, #39 8c #68. 

6. Provide American aid to all nations re- aFor more on the New World Order, please 

gardless of Communist domination. refer to JOURNAL #55 MARCHING TO ZION, 
7. Grant recognition of Red China. Admis- THE ULTIMATE WORLD ORDER. See Back 

sion of Red China to the U.N. 
8. Set up East and West Germany as sepa- 

Page for ordering information. 
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gious expression in the schools on the ground 
that it violates the principle of “separation of 
church and state”. 

29. Discredit the American Constitution by 
calling it inadequate, old-fashioned, out of 
step with modern needs, a hindrance to coop- 
eration between nations on a worldwide basis. 

30. Discredit the American Founding Fa- 
thers. Present them as selfish aristocrats who 
had no concern for the ‘common man”. 

3 1. Belittle all forms of American culture 
and discourage the teaching of American his- 
tory on the ground that it was only a minor 
part of the ‘big picture”. Give more emphasis 
to Russian history since the Communists took 
over. 

32. Support any socialist movement to give 
centralized control over any part of the cul- 
ture-education, social agencies, welfare pro- 
grams, mental health clinics, etc. 

33. Eliminate all laws or procedures which 
interfere with the operation of the Communist 
apparatus. 

34. Eliminate the House Committee on Un- 
American Activities. 

35. Discredit and eventually dismantle the 
FBI. 

36. Infiltrate and gain control of more 
unions. 

37. Infiltrate and gain control of big busi- 
ness. 

38. Transfer some of the powers of arrest 
from the police to social agencies. Treat all 
behavioral problems as psychiatric disorders 
which no one but psychiatrists can under- 
stand or treat. 

39. Dominate the psychiatric profession 
and use mental health laws as a means of 
gaining coercive control over those who op- 
pose Communist goals. 

40. Discredit the family as an institution. 
Encourage promiscuity and easy divorce. 

41. Emphasize the need to raise children 
away from the negative influence of parents. 
Attribute prejudices, mental blocks and re- 
tarding of children to suppressive influence of 
parents. 

42. Create the impression that violence 
and insurrection are legitimate aspects of the 
American tradition; that students and spe- 
cial-interest groups should rise up and use 
united force to solve economic, political or 
social problems. 

43. Overthrow all colonial governments 
before native populations are ready for self- 
government, 

44. Internationalize the Panama Canal. 
45. Repeal the Connally reservation so the 

United States cannot prevent the World Court 
from seizing jurisdiction over nations and in- 
dividuals alike. 

.’ 

[END OF QUOTING] 

‘So now let’s look at those old Protocols in 
the “short” form: 

[QUOTING:] 

LETTERS AND PROTOCOLS 
OF ZION ELDERS 

From the Revue des etudes Juives, pub- 
lished in 1889, is again presented for you who 
may not have prior writings or a copy of this 
document: 

Dear beloved brethren in Moses, we have 
received your letter in which you tell us of the 
anxieties and misfortunes which you are en- 

during. We are pierced by as great pain to hear for those who do not. With gold we can buy the 
it as yourselves. most rebellious consciences, can fix the rate 

The advice of the Grand Satraps and Rab- of all values, the current price of all products, 
bis is the following: can subsidise al1 State loans, and thereafter 

1. As for what you say that the King of hold the states at our mercy. 
France obliges you to become Christians: do 4. Already the principal banks, the ex- 
it, since you cannot do otherwise, but let the changes of the entire world, the credits of all 
law of Moses be kept in your hearts. the governments, are in our hands. 

2. As for what you say about the command 5. The other great power isTHE PRESS. By 
to despoil you of your goods [the law was that repeating without cessation certain ideas, the 
on becoming converted, Jews gave up their Press succeeds in the end in having them 
possessions]: make your sons merchants, that accepted as actualities. The Theatre renders 
little by little they may despoil the Christians us analogous services. Everywhere the Press 
of theirs. and the Theatre obey our orders. (There were 

3. As for what you say about their making no “radio” or “TV” at the time.) 
attempts on your lives: make your sons doc- 6. By the ceaseless praise of DEMOCRATIC 
tors and apothecaries, that they may take RULE we shall divide the Christians into po- 
away Christians’ lives. litical parties; we shall destroy the unity of 

4. As for what you say of their destroying their nations; we shall sow discord every- 
your synagogues: make your sons canons and where. Reduced to impotence, they will bow 
clerics in order that they may destroy their before the LAW OF OUR BANK, always united, 
churches. and ahuays devoted to our Cause. 

5. As for the many other vexations you 7. We shall force the Christians into wars 
complain of: arrange by exploiting their pride 
that your sons be- and their stupidity. They 
come advocates and 

“The,. world ic governed by 
will massacre each other, 

lawyers, and see that and clear the ground for 
they always mix vkry ,.differ&k,t -p6riokages us to put our own people 
themselves up with . . :.fronr’ .What is .imagined by, into. 
the affairs of State, in 

thoss’who a&not,behind.the 
8. The possession of 

order that by putting the land has always 
Christians under scenes.” brought influence and 
your yoke you may power. In the name of 
dominate the world Social Justice and Equal- 
and be avenged on them. 

6. Do not swerve from this order that we 
give you, because you will find by experience 
that, humiliated as you are, you will reach the 
actuality of power. 

Signed V.S.S.V.F.F., Prince of the Jews, 
21st Caslue (November), 1489. 

In the year 1844, on the eve of the Jewish 
Revolution of 1848, Benjamin Disraeli, whose 
real name was &israel”, and who was a 
“damped”, or baptised Jew, published his 
novel, Coningsby, in which occurs this omi- 
nous passage: 

“The world is governed by very different 
personages from what is imagined by those 
who are sot behind the scenes.” 

And he went on to show that these person- 
ages were all Jews. 

Now that Providence has brought to the 
light of day these secret Protocols all men may 
clearly see the hidden personages specified by 
Disraeli at work *behind the scenes” of all the 
Governments.. . . 

FUNERAL ORATION: RABBI 
REICHHORN RE: GRAND RABBI 

SIMEON-ben-IHUDA 

Prague, 1869 

1. Every hundred years, We, the Sages of 
Israel, have been accustomed to meet in San- 
hedrin in order to examine our progress to- 
wards the domination of the world which Je- 
hovah has promised us, and our conquests 
over the enemy-Christianity. 

2. This year, united over the tomb of our 
reverend Simeon-ben-Ihuda, we can state with 
pride that the past century has brought us 
very near to our goal, and that this goal will be 
very soon attained. 

3. Gold always has been and always will be 
the irresistible power. Handled by expert 
hands it will always be the most useful lever 
for those who possess it, and the object of envy 

ity we shall parcel out the great estates; we 
shall give the fragments to the peasants who 
covet them with all their powers, and who will 
soon be in debt to us by the expense of culti- 
vating them. Our capital will make us their 
masters. We in our turn shall become the 
great proprietors, and the possession of the 
land wiIl assure the power to us. 

9. Let us try to replace the circulation of 
gold with paper money; our chest will absorb 
the gold, and we shall regulate the value of the 
paper which will make us masters of all the 
positions. 

10. We count among us plenty of orators 
capable of feigning enthusiasm and of per- 
suading mobs. We shall spread them among 
the people to announce changes which should 
secure the happiness of the human race. By 
gold and by flattery we shall gain the prole- 
tariat which will charge itself with annihilat- 
ing Christian capitalism. We shall promise 
workmen salaries of which they have never 
dared to dream, but we shall also raise the 
price of necessities so that our profits will be 
greater still. 

11. In this manner we shall prepare Revo- 
lutions which the Christians will make them- 
selves and of which we shall reap the fruit. 

12. By our mockeries and our attacks upon 
them we shall make their priests ridiculous- 
then odious, and their religion as ridiculous 
and as odious as their clergy. Then we shall be 
masters of their SOULS. For our pious attach- 
ment to our own religion, to our own worship, 
will prove the superiority of our religion and 
the superiority of our souls. 

13. We have already established our own 
men in all important positions. We must 
endeavor to provide the Goyim with lawyers 
and doctors; the lawyers are au courant with 
our interests; doctors, once in the house, be- 
come confessors and directors of consciences. 

14. But above all let us monopolize Educa- 
tion. By this means we spread ideas that 
are useful to us, and shape the children’s 
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brains a3 suits us. mark. They control the economic life of the 
15. If one of our people should unhappily accursed Christians; their influence prepon- 

fall into the hands of justice amongst the derates over politics and over manners. 
Christians, we must rush to help him; find as 19. At the wished for hour, fixed in ad- 
many witnesses as he needs to save him from vance, we shall let loose the Revolution, which 
his judges, until we become judges ourselves. by ruining all classes of Christianity will defy- 

16. The monarchs of the Christian world, nitely enslave the Chtistians to US. Thus will 
swollen with ambition and vanity, surround be accomplished the promise of God made to 
themselves with luxury and with numerous His People. 
armies. We shall furnish them with all the 
money their folly demands, and so shall keep [END OF QUOTING] 
them in leash. 

17. Let us take care not to hinder the I believe you are quite capable of evaluat- 
marriage of our men with Christian girls, for ing “where you are” from measurement against 
through them we shall get our foot into the the foregoing. You’ve come a long way, Babyl 
most closely locked circles. If our daughters Now how does this come into your daily 
marry GOYIM they will be no less useful, for lives in such away as to be able to discern and 
the children of a Jewish mother are ours. Let us judge circumstances? For one thing you can 
foster the idea of free love, that we may destroy get the information we have offered and STUDY 
among Christian women attachment to the it. Or, you can continue to wade through bits 
principles and practice3 of their religion. and pieces as presented hither and yon and 

18. For ages past the sons of Israel, de- hopefully get enough to have a “picture) of 
spised and persecuted, have been working to that which is coming and has already come 
open up a path to power. They are hitting the upon you. 

Big Sister Is Watching 

YO U! 
2122194 12 HATOBA 

I wish now to give you the “INTRODUC- 
TION” from a book that I have no way to stress 
importance enough in the having. It is called 
Big Sister Is Watching YOU! by Texe Msrrs. 
Living Truth Publishers, 1708 Patterson Road, 
Austin, Texas 78733-6507 (512-263-9780). 
Perhaps you can find copy in a Christian book 
store-1 doubt you will find the editions in the 
local NW0 shelves. I’m sorry, I have no further 
information Save cataloging: Politics/Current 
Events/Issues. 

Perhaps if enough of you would want to 
obtain this volume the CONTACTmight make 
arrangements to have l ome available. I ask 
that this be considered through one of your 
business contacts. 

[QUOTING:] 

INTRODUCTION: 
BIG SISTER IS WATCNING YOU! 

‘Hillary Rodham Clinton is not just co- 
President of the United States-she’s the real 
power in Washington, D.C. And to help her 
run the big show, Hillary has brought in some 
very unusual feminist “talent”. A motley col- 
lection never before equalled in American his- 
tory, Hillary’s women friend3 include lesbi- 
ans, sex perverts, child molester advocates, 
Christian haters, and the most doctrinaire of 
Communists. 

HILLARY’S HELLCATS 

Here are just a few of “Hillary’s Hellcats” 
profiled in this startling expose: 

Attorney General Janet (‘Johnny”) 
Reno-Big Sister Is Watching You! provides 

shocking, new evidence that she’s a hardened 
lesbian. [H: It would behoove you check 
even more than THAT-she is six feet two 
inches tall, friends. Has anyone checked 
medical records on this “lady”?] As Florida 
state attorney, did she cover up voter fraud by 
crooked politico friends? Discover the REAL 
reason why this Duchess of Doom wickedly 
burned to death the innocent women and children 
at the Branch Davidian compound in Waco. 

Dr. Joycelyn Elders-As Surgeon-General, 
she’s out to make sure that pre-schoolers and 
elementary school children are given condom3 
and instructed on how to use them. Was 
Elders appointed to her high position as a 
payoff) Did she cover up the negligent act of 
Bill Clinton’s mother, Virginia, who, as anurse 
anesthetist at a hospital in Little Rock, was 
accused of carelessly bungling an operation 
and killing a patient? [H: Among other things!] 

Maya Angelou-One of Hillary’s closest 
bosom buddies, Ms. Angelou was called on to 
be the Inaugural Poet. She’s been highly 
acclaimed as the ‘feminist Robert Frost”, and 
her books are New Age bestsellers. Problem 
is, her real name is not Maya Angelou. And 
some of those books she’3 written?.... Well, 
they are different, to say the least. Stg S2s- 
ter... reveals that Maya Angelou is, in fact, a 
former stripper, prostitute, and madam. Why, 
then, did a Southern Baptist University make 
her full professor FOR LIFE? And why is this 
same institution paying Ms. Angelou over 
$100,000 annually, though she teaches no 
courses, does no real work, and has only a 
broom closet for an office? 

Donna Shalala-The lesbian community 
claims she is their Amazon “love sister”. As 
Secretary of Health and Human Services, she 
oversees a multibillion dollar budget larger 
than the national budgets of Japan and Ger- 

many. Shalala is the most vicious Christian 
hater ever to hold a top cabinet post. Be- 
queathed the title, the ‘High Priestess of Po- 
litical Correctness”, the radical Shalala is so 
politically correct she outliberals the ultra- 
liberal American Civil Liberties Union. She’s 
also a director of the elitist-controlled Council 
on Foreign Relations (CFR) and is a member of 
the globalist Trilateral Commission. 

Laura D’Andrea Tyson-A former Berke- 
ley professor, Tyson is the Chairman of the 
Council of Economic Advisors. She’s a big fan 
of the failed communist economies of Roma- 
nian tyrant Nikolai Ceaucescu and Russian 
dictator Joseph Stalin. A member of the CFR 
and the Trilateral Commission, Tyson says 
American3 are not taxed enough. 

Roberta (“Bob”‘) Achtenberg-Hillary’s put 
this lesbo crazy in charge of ALL federal hous- 
ing policies. While demonstrating at a gay 
rights parade, the militantly lesbian Achten- 
berg passionately kissed her female lover as 
her young son looked on. Achtenberg once led 
a despicable hate campaign against the Boy 
Scouts. Why?-Because, she said, their oath 
includes the word ‘God”. [H: By the way, one 
of the &heavy kissers” In point was Barbara 
Boxer, Senator, California!] 

Ruth Bader Ginsburg-Now it’s Hillary’s 
Supreme Court, thank3 to her selection of 
femiNazi Ginsburg as associate justice on the 
bench of the nation’s highest judiciary panel. 
President Clinton praised Ginsburg as a’mod- 
erate”; yet, she’s in favor of legalizing child sex 
with adults, she wants a unisex military and 
has called for the merging of the Girl Scouts 
and Boy Scouts. A radical feminist, Ginsburg 
was the general counsel for the ungodly, anti- 
Christian ACLU organization for over seven 
years. During those years, the ACLU fought to 
take Jesus and the Ten Commandments OUT 
of the classroom while New Age paganism and 
witchcraft flourished IN the classroom. 

AND THEN 
THERE’S HILLARY 

Then, there’s Hillary Rodham Clinton her- 
self. She was depicted once as the ‘Madonna” 
by the New York Z?mes. But why did the 
editors of this liberal newspaper refuse to 
print the facts about Hillary’s secret funding 
of hard-core, Marxist terrorist organizations? 

Bfg Sister provide3 convincing evidence 
that in the 609, “Hippie Hill@ aided the cop- 
killing, radical Black Panthersgroup. Now she 
believes God WANTS her to kill babies! Is 
Hillary-as rumored-a lesbian? Why did her 
feminist friend3 in the White House present 
her with a most unusual gift: a witch’s hat? 

What dark power does Hillary exercise over 
her hapless husband, Bill? What’s her real 
goal? Will Hillary Rodham Clinton’s unbridled 
ambitions catapult her into becoming Amer- 
ica’s first female president? 

THE WOMEN OF THE 
NEW WORLD ORDER 

Big Sister Is Watching You! unmasks the 
powerful White House women who are mem- 
bers of the conspiratorial Council on Foreign 
Relations and the elitist Trilateral Commis- 
sion. It reveals the identity of the women who 
have been favored to attend the annual con- 
clave of the notorious Bilderbergers, as well as 
those who are hirelings of the left-wing, radi- 
cal foundations designed to promote the New 
World Order. 
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These women sre not individualists. They are “Big Sister” is my term for Hillary Rodham ask that you get his book in point but I would 
part of a long-standing, serpentine network of Clinton and her pride of hellcats who, at this like to offer just one section in the chapter 
internationalrevolutionariesandfascistideologues moment, are plotting out new ways of stealth- called’A NewAge Goddessin the White House.” 
whose goal is to end American sovereignty and ily attacking and devouring their victims. 
bring about a global, Marxist paradise. For many [QUOTING:] 
years now, they have networked together, prepar- HAS 1984 
ing themselves for just this opportunity. FINALLY ARRIVED? “WE WOMEN ARE GOING TO 

To accomplish their objectives, they have re- BRING AN END TO GOD” 
peatedly proven their wilbngness to use the same IN HIS PROPHETIC NOVEL, 1984, George 
iron-fisted tactics employed in the past by other Orwell gave us a frightening image of gov- [Ii: One of Hillary’8 compatriots i8 a 
ruthless dictators, ranging from Romania’s ernment leadership run amok. He introduced woman by the name of Naomi Goldenberg. 
Ceaucescu and Italy’s Mussolini to Germany’s us to anew language of thought crimes, double- The book in point offers history and status 
Hitler and the Soviet Union’s Stalin. speak, and newspeak. Orwell painted a dark of uHillary’s Hellcats” but I just want to 

Totalitarian in outlook, the women profiled picture of an immoral, Godless society where offer this small reference.] 
here despise the very foundations on which our black is white, and white is black, and where two Naomi Goldenberg, who teaches religion at t.be 
founding fathers built thisgreat nation. They hate plus two equals five, if those in power say it is so. University of Ottawa, in Ontario, Canada, as a 
the sight of O&i Glory-the red, white and blue. George Orwell’s cautionary novel was first “feminist theologian”, heartily sgreeswith Reuther. 
Theysneeratanyonewhodemonstratesabeliefin published in 1948. The year 1984 has come In her book, Changing of the Gods, Goldenberg 
old-fashioned American patriotism, and they hiss and gone, but it seems as though Orwell was sternly predicts the overthrow of the exM4 
at Christisns who show reverence for God of the not far off the mark. forms of both Christianity and Judaism. 
Bible. They also heap abuse and ridicule on the Big Sister did not arrive overnight. Hillary ‘Godis~rwtoc~.~writesoOldenbe~. 
dedicated menandwomenwho serve honorably in and Bill have been practicing their political we women are &mto brfna M m To GOD. 
our armed forces-Hillary’s Hellcats want to pol- black magic and skullduggery for over two We wiZ2 BE THE END OF HIM.” 
lute the military by integrating lesbians and ho- decades. By now they are well rehearsed. Happily, Goldenberg announces that 
mosexuals. Hitler’s Nazism also had a long gestation WomanChurch will replace the obsolete Chris- 

Not just politically correct, these women are period. From his days as a corporal in Kaiser tian and Jewish faiths. And what IS 
brutrllly correct They are the hard ofthe hard, the Wilhelm’s World War I war machine, Hitler WomanChurch? a Wi?chcra.&’ she responds. 
most militant of amilitant and hostile generation. plotted his path into supreme power. Then, in Witchcraft, says Goldenberg, ‘is a perfect sub- 
Spawned during the 60s in the age of the Beatles, 1933, he burst upon the world scene as a stitute for Christianity.” 
gurus, LSD, and hippies, they are the misfits of national hero, a superman, a savior. But, Hillary’s fans may protest, Hillary has 
American society. But now the misfits ARE II Just sixty years later, in 1993, Hillary’s not advocated the overthrow of Christianity. 
CHARGE! The lunatics are running the insane Hellcats ascended to their own thrones in She has not proposed an end to God. 
asylum, and they’re out to make us into the Washington, D.C. WRONG. Hillary has, indeed, indirectly 
pathetic creatures they have become. They are Has Big Brother, in effect, been advocated the end of the patriarchal God and 
the feminist vultures who flew over the cuckoo’s demasculinized, castrated, and transformed? the overthrow of Christianity. In the most 
nest. Not really. Yes, he has assumed a deceptive, ingenious manner, Hillary seeks to give us an 

feminine mask. But behind the facade, the entirely new form of Christianity. The -new 
ARMED WITH governmental behemoth described in such religion approves the sacrifice of unborn ba- 

GESTAPO POWERS startling terms by George Orwell is still a bies, celebrates lesbian sex, and ordains mar- 
psychopath, he remains a seething dynamo of riage between homosexuals. 

What is scary is that these powerful women, energy -a dark, brooding, evil force ready at As Rosemary Reuther indicates, the “wise 
becauseoftheirhigh-levelpositionsingovernment, any moment to explode. women” know that a resistant humanity is not 
now possess awesome Gestapo powers. If Hitler Big Sister is, in fact, the feminine, flip-side yet ready for the complete rooting out and 
and his henchmen had even a tiny fragment ofthe of Big Brother, just as Communism, with only removal of traditional Christianity. But sub- 
computerized, high technology spy, surveillance, a cosmetic makeover, becomes fascism; and version and sabotage by women and the men 
and torture capabilities of today’s CIA, IRS, FBI, political correctness, taken to extremes, be- whom they dominate will f= that, to be fol- 
ATF, and DEA, imagine what additional horrors comes Nazism. If a person travels from any lowed by “anew kind of Christianity freed from 
they could have wreaked. These women have point on a circle of evil, he or she will eventu- the bonds of patriarchy and purified of the last 
behind them the full apparatus of government to ally end up in the same place. vestiges of sexism, clericalism and militarism.” 
enforce their dictatorial demands and strange The Christian church is about to be reli- 
sexual appetites. [END OF QUOTING] giously cleansed by the femiNazis. They may 

The fermNazis control aheartless police estab- continue to call it “Christianity”, for the shrewd 
lishment more efficient than Stalin’s dreaded I believe you get the gist of this book’s and cunning leaders ofWomanChurch realize 
Chekaandmore feared than Himmler’s bloody SS material. Further, there is something I would that the inhabitants of the old world feel 
Corps. They are running roughshod over the like you discerning readers to think about: strangely comforted by words and language 
American people, trampling on our constitutional was Nostradamus ’ “man in the blue turban” with which they are familiar. But the old faith 
rights,employingecologicalidiocytograbpeople’s ACTUALLY A ‘MAN”? If you ones don’t begin will eventually be cleansed and renewed, be- 
land and property, and committing terrorist acts to THINK, you are not going to make it. ing made ready for the New Age of revived, 
against horrified victims. The fiery Waco massa- And how is all the above brought into ac- national socialism... 
&e-and the mind-boggling government lies and complishment? THROUGH THE- CONTROL 
cover-up that followed by Janet Reno and her AND WARPING, BENDING AND MOLDING OF 
cohorts-exemplify the chilling fate that awaits THE MINDS (THOUGHT PROCESSES) OF THE 
those who refuse to go along with the dictatorial CIVILIZATION IN EXPERIENCING. THE AD- 
blueprint of these coercive utopians. VERSARY NEVER LOSES SIGHT OF HIS 

GOAkEVERIII YOU SWEET SLEEPING BA- 
WITCHES WHO BIES HAVE. 

TORMENT OTHERS? God bless each and every oie of you as you 
come into either an awakening or desolation- 

The corrupt women who now rule over us for the “evil empire” will recognize nothing in- 
are a strange, modern breed of Orwellian fe- between. Salu 
males who fully deserve to be called Hillary’s 
Hellcats. Webster’s New Collegiate Dictionary 2/24/94 12 HATOlA 
defines ‘hellcats” as follows” 1: WITCH 2. one 
given to tormenting others; esp: SHREW. BIG SISTER IS 

A hellcat, then is Ua witch given to torment- WATCNING YOU! 
ing others*. A hellcat is also defined as a (continued) 
QshrewB, a ferocious, rat-like animal expert at 
quickly darting back and forth while tearing I don’t have time in this writing to give full 
an enemy to pieces with its fine, sharp teeth. credit or background to this next ‘blurb”. I do 

[END OF QUOTING] 

May GOD have mercy on us all.... 

salu. 

MORE READING 

If you want to read more about the 
“man in the blue turban’ as proph- 

esied by Nostradamus, see Chapter 
7, “Isa And The Blue Turban” in 
THE GARDEN OF ATON by Nora 
Boyles. To order, contact Phoenix 
Source Dist. on Back Page. 
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Body-Trim Program 

In Process 
2/23/94 #l HATOIPN 

MEDICAL DISASTER 

I ask that this portion of the writing 
pertaining to disease and malfunction of 
the physical body be placed in appropriate 
sequence in the paper. Some things about 
which we will write are totally lost in the 
simple sequence of a JOURNAL or the 
“body” of a separately focused subject. 
However, this is the way we are going to 
present the bits and pieces and the Editors 
and Layout people will simply have to be 
on top of the matter, please. 

acceptable-you can still fully utilize the tapes). 
The tapes have been abundantly used in the 
management of bulemia and anorexia as well. 
America West offered the sets for a while until 
she withdrew them. There are probably a 
hundred or so sets left. The contact ad- 
dresses, of course, are now different but the 
personal interaction remains open and valid. 
They are recognized as positive help programs 
and even the Master Hypnotist Teacher and 
head of the Council of Hypnotist Examiners 
have featured and ‘sold” the program to 
students. 

It DOES mean however that you can’t 
fail to attend your own personal care for 
self-the tapes or the capsules DO NO 

BODY-TRIM “PROGRAM” GOOD INTHE CLOSET-RESULTS ALWAYS 
DEPEND ON THE DESIRE FOR CHANGE- 

I have been nagged and badgered to put THEY ONLY HELPYOUACCOMPLISHTHAT 
together something that would help to remove CHANGE. 
and keep off excess body fat. [For availability 
of Gaia-Trim see Rodwt Update Box on p. 4 71 CARBRAGAIA 
You people are so focused on the purely physi- 
cal aspect of experience as to concern me. 
However. there IS need among the population 

I am also asked ! ‘When will CarbraGaia be 
available [For auada&iZitg of Car6raGaia see 

for some help in con- 
trolling the negative prob- 
lems of ‘lipoid and hori- 
zontally challenged” 
people. Of course there is 
an array of natural herbal 
assistants for the prob- 
lem. There are also the 
very practical programs 
available for self-hypnotic ._ - _-- 

- -- . 

“RESULTS ALWAYS 
DEPEND ON THE DE- 
SIRE POR CHANGE” 

training for the body. Our people will, my 
request was by mid-March, have a full “pro- 
gram” in herbal form to interact with the fat 
molecules which will cause them to ‘liquefy’ 
and then with abundant fluid intake, wash 
away the surplus cellular material. The rea- 
son this is so valuable is that you are leaving 
your necessary muscle tissue untouched which 
produces the end results of a lean, healthy 
body. You will have to check with the ‘Gaia” 
people for we don? stick our noses into the 
business of the product offerings. Do ‘I” 
present the formulas and ‘create’ the prod- 
ucts? Not in all instances-but yes, I do. 
Dharma is stuck with the nasty job of physi- 
cally combining. the substances and doing the 
‘gardening. However, she then has nothing 
further to do with the management or presenta- 
tion. I can promise you, for instance, that she 
thought she could make bread until she reaches 

dissertation on the subject [See p. 37 ] for it 
replaces and surpasses by great advantage 
‘shark cartilage”. THIS ALSO SAVES THE 
LIVES OF YOUR OCEAN CREATURES AND 
PRODUCES SUCH A BETTER PRODUCT 
THAT THOSE WHO UTILIZE THE CARTI- 
LAGE WILL BE ASTOUNDED. To under- 
stand the reason for utilization of such a 
product you need to know what it is and how 
it becomes such a support. I insist that all 
cartilage grown here be grown in a fuIl hydro- 
ponic bath of Gaiandriana and a full spectrum 
of nutrients. 

As to the Gaiandriana, I believe our people 
are remiss in not offering you more informa- 
tion in the ‘physical” section of the paper-or 
in booklet form because, even though techni- 
cal, there IS great REASON for these sub- 
stances prepared and offered the way we offer 
them. - --- -- ---- - 

‘A number of pharmaceutical compa- 
nies had focused their research in the non- 
infectious area, because their marketing 
people were telling them there were enough 
antibiotics out there,D Cohen said in a 
telephone interview. [H: Im this telling 
you anything am to confirmations of 
that which we have been telling you 
over and over and over again about 
pharmaceutical companies? They are 

Heaven’s gate. I watched her ‘trying to put a PLEASE KNOW, READERS, YOU WILL 
loaf together from a batch of spelt which had BE SOON LEFT TO NO ABILITY TO GET 
lost its instruction label-and GONE were the PROPER ANTIBIOTIC CARE AND MIRACLE ALL owned by the Elite Banksterm!] 
steps and amounts. TREATMENTS. YOU ARE GOING TO HAVE Doctors also are concerned about new 

We remove these tid-bits from her memory TO BUILD THOSE IMMUNE SYSTEMS AND drug-resistant strains of tuberculosis. But 
for the most part for she has enough other BALANCE THE BODY PROPER OR YOU the diseases caused by pneumonia and 
topics with which to deal and we want NO ARENT GOING TO MAKE IT THROUGH blood and wound infections-are far more 
connections with the other entities and corn- THE ASSAULTS OF THE DEADLY ‘BUGS” common than tuberculosis. 
panics handling product-FOR OBVIOUS WHICH ARE COMING YOUR WAY. AIDS IS Certain strains of enterococcus, which 
REASONS! ONLY ONE! cause wound and blood infections, already 

Now as to the self-help training 
it IS hers. She developed itin 1986 or a totally P 

rogram- I have written all the above to get your have become resistant to vancomycin and 
attention. Dharma, please just copy the all other known antibiotics. [H: I remind 

different purpose but it has a weight reduction article from the front page of the February you that all it takem to make a “known” 
program built in (or NO program at all is 20, 1994 local paper. bacteria or vitum a deadly, untreatable 

-R&uct Update Box 
onp. 4 7) and what is 
it?” [Seep. 371 Well, 
whenever the people 
handling it find it 
suitable to make it 
fully available. How- 
ever, in all fairness 
to “them”-1 said I 
wouldwritealengthy 

[QUOTING:] 

BACTERIA EVOLVING INTO 
POTENTIAL KILLERS 

SOME CAUSES OF COMMON DISEASE 
MAY BECOME UNTREATABLE BY 

MEDICINE, SCIENTISTS WARN. 

By Paul Raeburn, Associated Press. San 
Francisco-Common bacteria that cause 
pneumonia, children’s ear infections and 
many other diseases are evolving into forms 
untreatable by all known medicines, threat- 
ening a chilling post-antibiotic era that 
would be ‘nothing short of a medical di- 
saste?, a researcher said Saturday. 

In the post-antibiotic world, the sim- 
plest infections could quickly escalate into 
fatal illnesses, said Alexander Tomasz of 
Rockefeller University in New York City. 
[H: And boy, they SHOULD K100WI] 

‘Most people think it will happen,’ he 
said. “It’s unpredictable when.’ And the 
consequences? “No one knows. The mor- 
tality is quite high.’ 

The first antibiotic, penicillin, became 
widely available in 1940. For 50 years, 
most bacterial infections have been treat- 
able. 

But certain uncommon bacteria already 
have developed untreatable strains. And 
laboratory experiments have proven that 
the same thing can happen with common 
bacteria, Tomasz said. [H: Please note 
that with the heavy use of antibioticm- 
yeasts and moniliam, fungi, etc., flour- 
ish and now become a side effect almost 
am deadly and miserable to treat am the 
original bacterial or viral ammault.] 

Tomasz sounded the alarm at the an- 
nual meeting of the American Association 
for the Advancement of Science. He is a 
leading authority on bacteria that are re- 
sistant to treatment by antibiotics. His 
concerns are shared by doctors at the 
Federal Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention in Atlanta. 

‘It’s potentially an extremely serious 
problem,# said Dr. Mitchell Cohen of the 
CDC. 

Any new drugs that might be developed 
to cope with the deadly bacteria are at 
least five to seven years away, and drug 
companies are not pursuing them eagerly, 
Cohen said. 
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entity is the integration of just ONE do you think we would LAST? We are not 
tiny DNA particle-and you have a NEW in competition with ANYONE OR ANY- 
STRAIN. Bext, the “new strain” is DNA THING. We are here to get the people of 
altered so that it mutates with EACH God through-not SAVE the whole of the 
and EVERY new host making it totally evil empire OR God’s enemies. Ones who 
individualized!] wish to utilize that which we offer are 

Enterococcal infections are mostly lim- welcome, those who do not-simply go 
ited to hospitals. But the genes for resis- your way1 
tance are carried on bacterial structures 
called plasmids that can be easily shared 

Now, readers, if you don’t believe God is 

between bacteria of different species, 
at work HERE-then I suggest you go join 

Tomasz said. 
some group or other for here you will find 
NO GROUPS-only people doing whatever 

That means’ that resistance could they are doing. I believe you will find that 
quickly move to pneumococcus and to sta- 
phylococcus. 

Col. Bo Gritz is building a Christian Cov- 
enant Community in Idaho and George 

Researchers know that such resistant Green will supply domes and there will be 
bacteria can cover the globe in a matter of guns for protection and training for han- 
years. They have seen what happened dling money and invaders-FOR A GREAT 
with penicillin. BIG FAT FEE!. . . . 

Before 1980, only a few scattered cases 
This is fine with me, but 

were reported of pneumococcus that were 
do not link us in any way to those kinds of 

resistant to penicillin. But that year, peni- 
operations. The facts are simply that YOU 
HAVE NO LEADERS IN FULL SERVICE 

cillin-resistant strains be- 
gan appearing everywhere. 

UNTO GOD, TO FOLLOW- 
IT IS THE TIME OF CHAOS 

They are now common 
worldwide. 

“If you want ON THE EARTH. THE 
CLAIMS WILL BE MANY 

Spread has occurred 
quickly with the untreatable 

Salvation, 1 ANDTHEPREACHERS WILL 
PREACH AND SHOUT AND 

form of enterococcus, too, In suggest you CLAIM JUDEO-CHRISTIAN, 
one New York hospital, the 
untreatable strain wasn’t 

HOMOSEXUALITY EQUAL- 

GET BUSY!” ITY, AND OTHER MAN-OR- 
presentin 1989. By 1992, it DAINED FOCUSES. I CAN- 
was responsible for 58 per- NOT OFFER YOU RE- 

you the answers to allow for the change 
of SELF but that is a11 I shall do! We are 
here to tell you how it IS and offer a 
hand if you wish. You are free to do or 
believe ABYTHIRG you choose-I am 
only here to fulfill a promise of GOD-to 
PRESENT THE WORD and show God’s 
people the WAY HOME1 

Our team offers no free or paid-for 
rides on ANYTHING. We do offer you a 
place if you are of US, for that is why we 
are sent again to this place. Jesus 
Christ, as you know HIM, travels WITH 
US FOR IT IS HIS RETURN TO GIVE YOU 
ABOTHER CHANCE AT GETTIRG ,IT 
%IGHT”. He doesn’t nor ever did offer 
you some “rapture” or salvation based 
on HIS BLOOD FLOW. HE %3”, WAS AID 
SHALL EVER BE AAID HIS PRESENCE IN 
YOUR MIDST IIP WHATEVER FORM-WAS 
TO OFFER YOU TRUTH OF YOUR OWB 
BEIIUGBESS IN SOUL. YOU HAVE FOR- 
GOTTEN ABD BEEN MISLED BY THE 
OI’IES WHO WOULD HAVE YOUR SOULS. 
THAT, TOO, IS YOUR BUSIBESS-BOT 
MIBE! 

Dharma, take this off the computer 
please so that the editors are not inconve- 
nienced by the heavy load of writing that 
we are doing now. I want to move into the 
presentation on ‘brain-washing” as a re- 
minder as we move into the more elusive 
subjects of ‘thought* and GOD. Thank 

cent of-the infections with that species of COURSE SAVE UNTO GOD. 
enterococcus. 

I AND MY you. 
PEOPLE ARE NOT HERE TO SAVE YOU 

[END OF QUOTING] 
OR ANY THING-If you want salvation, I 
suggest you GET BUSY1 

MORE READING 

Will Gaiandriana prevent illness? No. 
The first thing you are going to have If you want to know more aboyt the Elite 

to do, if you have mindset that someone Banksters who own the pharmaceutical 
It has one function-to allow the body to or thing is going to save you, is CHAEGE 
individualize itself within the cellular strut- YOUR MIND (thoughts). 

companies, see JOURNAL #42, UNHOLY 
You are in a 

ture of your own DNA. When a “bug” is period of total brain-washing in full force 
ALLIANCE-PRIESTS, RABBIS AND 

introduced the body is already then pre- against YOU. I cannot help that nor 
CONSPIRATORS WITHIN THE TEMPLES 

pared to attack anything which is NOT of shall I even effort to interfere-that is 
OF DOOM. See Back Page for ordering 

identical structure. This is why the NOT mv mission. I will continue to offer 
‘Gaiasorbs* work-because they are 
produced and GROWN within 
Gaiandriana which isolate and hold 
the #free radicals” and then the little 
invaders are simply absorbed and 
washed away when they hit the body 
for the Gaiandrian-enhanced im- 
mune system has already tagged the 
invaders. I guess it is complicated if 
you aren’t familiar with bodily func- 
tions, etc., even though it is totally 
and completely natural in EVERY 
way. But, it takes a while for the 
body to reclaim itself and come into 
balance so to simply #treat* an inva- 
sion of infectious disease bearers 
will not ‘cut it’. The Gaiandriana is 
NOT an antibiotic or even antisep- 
tic-but, hydrogen peroxide IS. 
Therefore we grow the Drianas and 
Drias in a neonatal fluid containing 
same. 

I do, however, insist that a solu- 
tion which kills off ALL bacteria, 
even ‘bad’ stuff, not be used. Why? 
Because I want the little buggers 
which YOU regularly consume in 
water supply be included-so that 
the Drias can neutralize them and 
present the ‘fighters” into your own 
system to counter the free ‘bearers” 
when they are taken internally. 

Couldn’t we just grow suitable 
antibiotic ‘stuff 3 Yes, but how long 
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Remote Mind 
Control Technology 

2123194 #2 HATONN 

Editor’s note: The article that Commander 
Hatonn refers to below can be found in full 
on Pages 14 through 23. 

As we move into the subject more deeply of the 
power of “thought? and mind-function, I hesitate 
to cause everyone the inconvenience of redoing 
the above material on remote mind control tech- 
nology. We have offered many writings in-depth 
on the subject [See JOURNAL 177, PLAYERS 
IN THE GAME1 and, now, all I want is con&ma- 
tion from other resources. I find one particular 
document coming to my attention is excellent and 
the authors deserve respect and notice-IF THEY 
WISH IT. 

I ask that Mr. Martin contact the authors of the 
article in point, or the source of first printing, and 
get permission to reprint it AS IS. I don’t want to 
have a discussion on the subject at this moment 
but would wish to refer to the information at later 
date at random and we are not here to have court 
appearances regarding use of anything. I never 
suggest using anything which is other than giving 
authors full credit and honor for having written 
valid and “on-target” information. 

I won’t, however, stand for holding information 
and scientific facts FROM the people just because 
personswho hold POWER over segments of a prior 
living being’s materials so ordain. In every in- 
stance I would Iike to be able to give full honor to 
those pioneers of insight and scientific data but I 
most certainly will NOT place my writer in further 
intercourse with the Federal Court System. I don’t 
believe you citizens have %me” for repeats of 
“Scopes” trials and freedom of information hear- 
ings which NEVER end. 

Dharma asked the judge in hearing (cham- 
bers) if the ongoing problems involving JOUR- 
NALS precluded her from ever again writing on 
the subject of God and/or LIGHT as scientificslly 
and spiritually applicable to human life and spiri- 
tualperception. He said’Oh no, onlythatyoumay 
not utilize such material presented in the ‘identi- 
cal’ format.” He further informed her in the pres- 
ence of witnesses that in some of the volumes in 
point there was actually no problem at all-only 
preferences to “handhi-& the material from the 
institution now holding assumed copyrights. As- 
sumed? Yes, because indeed the copyrights were 
not, and remain not, valid. 

Dr. Russell, for instance, sent all his early 
scientific work to some 600 parties for open discus- 
sion and comment. The great mass of scientific 
material was left to Princeton University. We do 
not have interest in such for we are not in the 
laboratory development of anything in the physi- 
cal plane... The ONLY use for any such material in 
point is simply to allow YOU to understand and 
comprehendthefact that GOD IS LIGHT, LIGHT 
IS EVERYTHING andYOU ARE A PROJECTION 
OF THOUGHT OF GOD IN LIGHT. 

Is Mr. Russell the ONLY one with such gift 
of insight? No, but why reinvent the WHEEL? 
He was gifted with the information from higher 

resource (according to him and everyone around 
him) and why, for goodness sakes, NOT GIVE 
HIM THE FULL HONOR AND APPRECIATION- 
HIM HAVING NOW BECOME DECEASED FROM 
YOUR GLOBE? 

Why would we not simply utilize the whole 
of ‘their” books and works? Because WE 
DISAGREE WITH ALMOST EVERY CONCLU- 
SION, INCLUDING THOSE WITHIN THE SCI- 
ENTIFIC PRESENTATION, THAT THEY OFFER. 

Can’t we just get another author’sviews onthe 
subject and use “that”? Yes, for only a few very 
insightful scientists have so much as considered 
the work because it is buried within the archives 
of a philosophical holding place. Is it available to 
the public? Yes, if anyone would go dig it out- 
BUT, if you don’t know about it-how would you 
know, where would you go and of what possible 
value would it be to you? We SHOULD sue them 
for utilizing our work as advertisement for that 
which we find unacceptable-by mere fact of coex- 
istence. 

Now, ones who never heard of Walter Russell 
come on the airwaves and tout the miracle of his 
receiving some 50 years ago-and make more 
aggression against us. Oh? Would you have heard 
of this material HAD WE NOT BROUGHT IT TO 
YOUR ATTENTION? Moreover, we have hon- 
ored Russell in every way in the paper, in the 
JOURNALS and in full recognition. We do NOT 
honor the Institute involved for other reasons- 
but have also offered the information in full for 
their placement and your ability to investigate and 
share their input. 

God very carefully DOES NOT GIVE FULL 
CONCLUSIVE INFORMATION to any ONE writer, 
teacher or place-FOR THIS VERY REASON! You 
must come to the point of wondering WHY there 
would be. objection for a singular writer who does 
not even publish anything-to bear this informa- 
tion? Doris Ekker had never heard of Walter 
Russell EITHER and still wishes she had never 
done sol Well, it is necessary for the world now 
accepts in narrow circles the “Russell charts” of 
elements, etc. To say you cannot use these charts 
is like saying you cannot use the Fahrenheit scale 
for measuring temperature or the Einstein theory 
of “relativity”, which, by the way, is incorrect. 

I want to offer something here, to ponder: 
((Everywhere and in ail disciplines, there 

have always been Doctors dedicated to (and effec- 
tive to various degrees in) helping the sick. Their 
present system treats symptoms after a disease 
appears and is geared towards maximizing profits 
for physicians, hospitals, staffs, and insurers. The 
ideathat disease could and should be actually and 
really prevented has been disregarded and even 
suppressed over the last several decades. Billions 
have been spent developing new technological 
fixes that command high profits, while the side 
effects of synthetic drugs, surgeries, and even 
diagnostic and treating devices have been ig- 
nored....” 

This article ftom which the above was taken 
goes on for several pages-all excellent in content 
although I DISAGREE with MUCH of the con- 

tent. However, the article itself contains so 
much of the materials we have written over 
and over again-I WONDER IF WE SHOULD 
CHARGE THIS PERSON WITH PLAGIARISM??? 

The person in point? Dr. Timothy Binder, 
President of the University of Science & Philoso- 
phy! 

There is something I want you to note, how- 
ever. Even on the airwaves with Col. Gritz, Dr. 
Binder NEVER claimed what others project. Gritz 
said that Ekker LOST a suit and books were 
banned. NO-THE SUIT HAS NEVER BEEN 
EVEN CONSIDERED! THE SIMPLE FACTS ARE 
THAT THE LAWYERS DEMANDED THE CON- 
TROVERSIAL VOLUMES BE PLACED IN 
COURT-CONTROL. THE COURT DECISION 
WAS ONE OF *CONTEMPT OF COURT” BE- 
CAUSE GEORGE GREEN AND AMERICA WEST 
DISTRIBUTORS CONTINUED TO SELL THE 
BOOKS IN POINT. EKKERS NEVER PUB- 
LISHED OR SOLD ANYTHING-BUT GREEN 
MADE A “DEAL” AND EKKERS WERE THEN 
SADDLED WITH THE CONTEMPT CHARGES 
AND GREEN NEVER EVEN APPEARED IN 
COURT-BEING ACTUALLY REPRESENTED BY 
THE LAWYER OF US&P. A DECISION OVER 
THE CONTENTS OF THE BOOKS WAS NEVER 
PLACED EVEN INTO HEARING AND NO DATE 
IS SET FOR THAT HEARING. 

Interestingly, it turns out that all the research 
work and RECORDS held by the Ekkers’ attorney 
was “sold” to agents of the other side of the issue. 
Mr. McDonald proves as much every day and is 
actually standing in contempt of court himself for 
NOT producing the documents-which he sold to 
the =other side”. Was that to Mr. Green? Mr 
Binder? Mr. Buchanan? Well, perhaps ONLY the 
“Shadow do” know! It is, however, already embar- 
rassing to the court-for how can you have a case 
whenthe files have been destroyed or sold and the 
defense has nothing from which to work and no 
funds to rebuild years of research and history3 I 
guess we shall simply have to wait and see. 

Mr. Green continues to tell US&P that the 
Ekkers control most of the assets of the world-by 
the seeming telling. They have nothing, have 
published nothing, sold nothing and Mr. Green 
made a settlement bargain with US&P aheady- 
he, who did it all1 

‘Our purpose is to help unfold the spiritual 
nature of man in order that the human race will 
find happiness and peace through knowledge and 
practice of the Love Principle of Giving and Regiving 
which nature alone practices and man defies.” 
Walter Russell 

Does the above paragraph sound like a man 
who wished his work to be cornered and hidden for 
half a century? It doesn’t to me either. 

Well, some of the volumes of the PLEIADES 
CONNECTION series or others named in the 
injunctioned list of books-HAVE NOTHING 
TO DO WITH WALTER RUSSELL EXCEPT TO 
SUGGEST THAT HE HAD THE RIGHT IDEA. 
THERE ARE, HOWEVER, REFERENCES TO 
OTHERS OF WHICH WE OFFERED HONOR- 
BUT WILL NOW REMOVE ALL REFERENCE 
AND QUOTATIONS SO THAT THEY ARE NOT 
LIKEWISE OFFENDED. WE SHALL CLEARLY 
MARK THE PLACES OF REMOVAL TO PASS 
COURT APPROVAL. 

America may be in bad circumstances, read- 
ers, but I don’t believe you have reached such a 
“low” as to be able to garner and corner a universal 
truth unto the closet for the use of a mere Elite 
group who pay dearly for the WRONG focus. 

Now, it is doubly hard here to know what to 
do-writings like this are considered by ones at 
US&P and Binder (on the Gritz show) as being 
‘slanderous” and “derogatory” and “insultir& and 
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they continue to threaten suits to stop the CON- 
TACT from printing such information as writ- 
ten by me, a contributing journalist. The 
Ekkers have no business INTEREST AT ALL in 
the CONTACT OR, FOR THAT MATTER, THE 
PUBLISHERS OF THE JOURNALS! Again I 
remind you who seem to forget-GEORGE 
GREEN PUBLISHED THE BOOKS, WAS IN 
CHARGE AND OWNED THE PAPER AND, 
THROUGH AMERICA WEST DISTRIBUTORS- 
DISTRIBUTED THE WHOLE LOT OF EVERY- 
THING. NOT ONE CENT HAS EVER COME TO 
THE EKKERS FOR ANY PUBLICATION!!!! 
CHECK IT OUT! IS THERE SOMETHING 
WRONG HERE? 

PRODUCTS 

The suit against Ekkers is for “unfair business 
competition”, etc. Well, let’slook at “that” also: On 
Grits’s radio show in conjunction with the host’s 
urging I note that there are a myriad of subjects 
and seminars listed by Binder as products and 
courses that can be obtained and utilized- 
bunchesl The Ekkers do not have ANY PROD- 
UCTS, do not do interviews or teachings, classes 
or otherwise. So, how could this be “unfair busi- 
ness competition”? 

Out of 86 volumes there are only a maximum 
of nine which so much as MENTION one, Russell. 
Is this great competition, especially since those in 
point reside in the Federal Court? I do note that 
Dr. Binder suggested you ‘get a copy of such and 
such and a BANNED book and compare-1 S 
“THAT” NOT UNFAIR ADVERTISING FOR AN 
ILLEGAL VOLUME? WHERE ARE YOU TO 
‘GET” THAT BOOK FOR COMPARISON?? Well, 
Mr. Green told the worldthat the court had “given” 
him back the books (into his possession) and that 
“they didn’t want them”, etc., and so, do we as- 
sume that Mr. Green has them as well? Just 
LLwhere” does Dr. Binder suggest you GET the 
volume with which to compare? 

Of course you have to be careful with Mr. 
Green’s information for he also says to “every- 
body” that he didn’t want to be in trouble over the 
gold he took-so he turned it over to the court to 
hold. My, my-that was AFTER HE WAS OR- 
DERED BY THE COURT TO DIG IT UP OUT OF 
HIS BACKYARD AND DELIVER IT TO THE 
COURT! Green has at least SIX DIFFERENT 
versions of why he has that $850,000 worth of 
gold-1 WONDER WHICH VERSION HE GAVE 
BINDER? 

BY THE WAY, DR. BINDER-THAT STORY 
ABOUT THE $2 15 MILLION TO FIGHT THE 
EKKERS-CAME FROM GREEN TO THE ATTOR- 
NEY! He used that as a “reason’ to ((settleA 
because he ‘knew you and others at US&P and 
‘could work it out easy’.” The Rick Webber booklet 
just gets you in deeper. Green uses that as a 
weapon-it is not. The facts are that the JOUR- 
NALS are EXACTLY THAT-JOURNALS and the 
research by Mr. Webber only proves it-he got the 
information FROM THE JOURNALS TO LIST THE 
REFERENCES IN POINT! He has even since writ- 
ten to me to note that “You have gotten better 
about fully giving credit to other writers.” I don’t 
use anything that isn’t already available for confir- 
mation-what good would that kind of “revelation” 
be? It would be more drivel as offered by the 
psychics of the New World Order. Dr. Binder, you 
may well believe that “God” would give “new” and 
‘revolutionary” materialifHE were “REAL”-WHY? 
It seems to me that if ones would share that which 
they keep for selves-it would be quite sufficient. 

There is no ‘NEW” ANYTHING! You haven’t 
even begun to use or understand the “OLD”, of 
which there is none, either. . 

Do we dread public trial of this matter? And, never the minding of Germain, et al. It seems ‘I” 
why do I use the term “we”? No, WE HAVE NOT am on triaI and not this little old grandma. So, you 
DELAYED THIS HEARI,NG as you have publicly are going to have to, at the least, PROVE she isnot 
stated-WE did not take the files! Now, consider a fully qualified DUAL PERSONALITY of some 
however, the humor and ridicule of those present kind-for she doesn’t know anything about the 
at the prior hearings on “contempt”. I don’t think information in argument-I DO! The mouth from 
the next go-round will be so “funny” for you are which the qualification of the information will 
going to have to prove I am NOT who I claim to be- flow-will be the same. 

Iir 
IC )st in the suit. Lawsuits need to be a concern of everyone 

I the same name, all of those assets could potentially be 

tc Dday. Real estate held in a corporation can spread out your 
ri sk to the point where judgments against you, as an 
ir ldividual, cannot be easily attached to a corporation. If a 

S uit comes up against your corporation, all that the suing 

P arty can go after are those assets held in the corporation’s 
n ame. This can be some valuable insulation! 

Nevada Cor,po.rations ;. 
PREPARE TODAY FOR AN UNCERTAIN TOMORROW 

Today’s debt-driven economy will not last forever and 

anning for the inevitable should be a part of everyone’s 
jancial planning. BY taking the time to consider just how 
le debt load of this country will effect each of us 
?rsonally we will find that most of us have not positioned 
lrselves for the coming economic crisis. Nevada Corpo- 
tions can provide you and Your assets with privacy and 
‘otection so that when the economic tide turns you will be 

rfe and dry. 
PRIVACY OF YOUR AFFAIRS. Nevada statutes have 

tveloped a corporate structure unlike any other state. The 
‘eferred state to incorporate in for years has been Dela- 
‘are. You will find many of Your fortune 500 corporations 

siding in Delaware, but Nevada created their corporate 
:atutes based on Delaware and went further. They 
‘eated their corporate structure to allow investors and 
wners of Nevada corporations to remain completely 
rivate. First of all, most states in this country require you 
) publicly file the name and address of a corporation’s 
irectors, Officers, and Stockholders. This information 
an then be publicly accessed usually via a brief telephone 

all to the Secretary of State’s Office in the state of 
rcorporation. Well Nevada, in an attempt to create a 
rivate corporate shelter, only requires the name of the 
orporation’s President, Secretary, and Treasurer (not Vice 
resident) and the corporations Directors. The state does 

ot wish to know who the investors or stockholders of the 
orporation are. This makes Nevada the preferred state for 
rcorporation. 

PROTECT YOUR PROPERTIES. There are many, many 

dvantages today for holding real estate in a corporation. 
orporations allow owners of real estate privacy and asset 
rotection. This can make all the difference when that 
rwsuit comes up or when the IRS decides to make you 
leir next victim for whatever reason (usually they don’t 
eed one). What You will find with most large land holders, 

; that they will never hold property in their own name. If 
ley do, they have not been in the game for very long. 

Liability risk should be on the minds of everyone today. 
has become common today for the court to say that a 

motorist involved in an accident, who has no fault in that 
ccident, can be partially responsible. If an injury occurs 
n a property the injured party will usually sue the owner 
f the property. If the owner of that property has all assets 

partners with the financial ability made an offer to the other 

partners to buy them out. The other partners were being 
given a very good price for their share, but would not sell 
because they did not want to sell their shares to the other 
partner; ego differences, I believe. So the other partner, 
being crafty, created a corporation and hired a man to 
represent it. This unknown corporation then came in and 
made an offer to all of these partners. The partner/owner 
of the corporation put on a good show and said that he 
didn’t want to sell out but would if the other partners 
decided that it was a good deal. This allowed the one 
partner to buy the complex for about the same price 
without having the other partners know that they just sold 

to him. This same strategy can work for You in Your day 
to day life. Isn’t it true that people who appear to have a 
lot, will attract attention and trouble? This is an unfortu- 
nate situation but it is true. Keeping a low profile can make 
Your life much more peaceful. 

Real estate held in a corporation keep the focus off of 
you and on this unknown corporation. Normally, no one 
will know who the owner of the corporation is. Just always 

remember the saying, ‘I just work here’, or in this case, ‘I 

just represent Big Corporation In The Sky, Inc.“, and play 
dumb. It’s fun and taking this approach works. You will 
disappear and this.new name will show up everywhere you 
used to. 

Many states now have statutes where real estate that 
is sold is automatically reappraised (Calif. Prop. 131. Well, 
if a corporation is the owner of the real estate, and you sell 
your property by selling your shares of stock in that 
corporation, the deed on the property is never changed. 
This sale of personal property (the stock], not real estate, 
would never be recorded and therefore, no reappraisal1 
Now if every Californian who has seen his real estate value 
grow and grow could offer a buyer a corporation for sale, 
that would be a very nice incentive to pay a higher price. 

This strategy has many implications with the tax system also. 

Vegas, NV 89126. 

For these and many other reasons, holding real estate 
in a corporation can be very beneficial. By protecting what 
You own, you can save a tremendous amount in the long 
run. Plan today for the unexpected tomorrow. 

For information about how Nevada Corporations can 
benefit your situation call Nevada Corporate Headquarters, 
Inc. at 702-896-7001. NCH, Inc., P.O. Box 27740 Las 

A corporation also offers great privacy and can provide 
ou the cover for owning real estate and remaining hidden. 
Vith the protection that Nevada allows to corporation 
Iwners, it can be very hard to determine the ownership of 
1 corporation. Let’s use this story as an example: Three 
rartners were the owners of an apartment complex and the 
rartners were in constant disagreement. One of the 

dtfORL READING 

FOR GENERAL BACKGROUND INFORMATION ABOUT 

PRIVACY, THE VALUE OF NEVADA CORPORATIONS, 

THE MASSIVE DECEPTION OF THE’FEDERAL RE- 

SERVE AND ITS IRS EXTORTION RACKET, AND THE 

GENERAL TRUTH BEHIND OUR MODERN ECO- 

NOMIC MALAISE, SEE THE PHOENIX JOURNALS: 

(44) SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER, (#lo) 

PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL (out of stock), (Y16) yoU 

CAN SLAY THE DRAGON, AND (t17) THE NAKED 

PHOENIX . See Back Page for ordering information. 
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REMOTE MIND CONTROL TECHNOLOGY 

Copyright Q 1988 by Full Disclosure. A!1 rights reserved. Article reprint from Full Disclosure issue #15. Sr;bscriptions 
to Full Disclosure are $29.95 for 12 issues. Full Disclosure, Box 903, Libertyville, Illinois 6Oi48. 

By Anna Keeler 

’ 
There has been an ongoing controversy over health effects of electromagnetic fields (EMF) for years (eg.,. extremely 

10~ frequency radiation and the Nav)/s Project Seafarer; emissions of high power lines and video display terminals; radar 
and other military and industrial sources of radio frequencies and microwaves, such as plastic sealers and molders.) Less is 
know of Department of Defense (DOD) and Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) interest in anti-personnel applications of 
the invisible energies. The ability of certain parameters of EMF to cause health effects, including neurological and 
behavioral disturbances, has been part of the military and CIA arsenal for years. 

Capabilities of the energies to cause predictable and exploitable effeck or damages can be gleaned from discussion of 
health effects from environmental exposures, Interestingly, some scientists funded by the DOD or CIA to research and 
develop invisible electromagentic weapons have voiced strong cbncem (perhaps from superior knowledge or 
compensatory to guilt) over potentially serious consequences of environmental exposures. 

Eldon Byrd who worked for Naval Surface Weapons, Office of Non-Lethal Weapons, wds commissioned in 1961 to 
develop electromagnetic devices for purposes including “riot control, ” clandestine operations and hostage removal. In the 
context of a controversy over reproductive hazards to Video Display Terminal (VDT) operators, he wrote of alterations in 
brain function of animals exposed to low intensity fields. Offspring of exposed animals “exhibited a drastic degradation of 
intelligence later in life., couldn’t learn easy tasks... indicating a very definite and irreversible damage to the central 
nemous system of the fetus.” With VDT operators exposed to weak fields, there have been clusters of miscarraigcs and 
birth defects (with evidence of central nervous system damage to the fetus). Byrd also wrote of experiments whcrc 
behavior of animals was controlled by exposure to weak electromagnetic fields. “At a certain frequency and power 
intensity, they could make the animal purr, lay down and roll over.” 

Notorious Jose Delgado, advocate of a psycho-civilized society through mind control, no longer implank electrodes in 
the brains of mental patients and prisoners; he now induces profound behavioral changes (hyper-activity, passivity, etc.) 
by exposing animals to precisely tuned EMFs. He has also written of genetic damage produced by weak EMF fields, 
similar to those emitted by VDTs. Invariably, brain tissue damage and skeletal deformation was observed in new borrl 
chicks that had been exposed. He was concerned enough to check emissions from the applicanccs in his ki tchcn. 

Ross Adey induces calcium efflux in brain tissue with. low power level fields (a basis for the CIA and military’s 
“conf&ion weaporuy”) and has done behavioral experiments with radar modulated at electroencephalogram (EEC) 
rhythms. He is understandably concerned about environmental exposures within 1 to 30 Hz (cycles per second), either as a 
low frequency or an amplitude modulation on a microwave or radio frequency, as these can physiologically interact with 
the brain even at very low power densities. E.g., amplitude modulation of 9 to 20 Hz on a low density very high frequency 
(VHF) carrier frequency causes disturbed neuro-electric function and calcium efflux in brain tissue. 

MICROWAVES 

Microwave health effects is a juncture where Department of Defense and environmental concerns collide and part 
ways. 

Security concerns, according to Sam Koslov of Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), first prompted 
US. study of health effeck of low intensity (or non-thermal) microwaves. At times, up to 70-80% of the research was 
funded by the military. From 1965 to 1970, a study dubbed Project Pandora was undertaken to determine the health and 

‘psychological effects of low intensity microwaves, the sc&lled “Moscow signal” registered at the American Embassy in 
MOSCOW. Initially, there was confusion over whether the signal was an attempt to activate bugging devices or for some 
other purpose. There W8s sus@ion that the microwave irradiation was being used as a mind control system. CIA agents 
asked scientists involved in microwave research whether microwaves beamed at humans from a distance could affect the 
-brain And Alter behavior. Dr. Milton aret who undertook+o analyze Soviet literature on microwaves for the CIA, wrote: 
“For non-thermal irradiations, they believe that the electromagnetic field induced by the microwave environment affects 
the cell membrane, and this resuik in an increase of excitability or an increase in the level of excitation of nerve cells. With 
repeated or continued exposure, the increased excitability leads to a state of exhaustion of the cells of the cerebral cortex. 
This resulk in the Sechenov inhibition effect which is manifested by the elimination of postive conditioned reflexes or 
behavior modification.” Autonomic nervous centers ilre affected. 

Employees first learned of the irradiation ten years after Project Pandora began. Before that, information had been 
parcelled out on A strict “need to know” basis, which excluded most employees at the compound. Due to secrecy, and 
p&ably reports like Dr. Zaret’s, Jack Anderson speculated that the CIA was trying to cover up A Soviet effort at behavior 
modification through irradiation of the U.S. diplomak, and that the cover up WAS created to protect the CIA’s own mind 
control secrek. . 

Finally, an unusually large number of illnesses went reported among the residents of the compound. U.S. Ambassador 
Walter Stoessel developed A rare blood disease similar to leukemia: he was suffering headaches and bleeding from the 
eyes. A source at the State Department informally admitted that excessive radiation had been leaking from his telephone: 
an American high frequency radio transmitter on the roof of the building had, when operating, induced high frequency 
signals well above the U.S. saftey standard through the phones in the political section, as well as in lines to Stoessel’s 
office. No doubt, National Security Agency or CIA electronic devices also contributed to the electromagnetic environment 
At the embassy, Although values for these were never released, as they are secret. Stoessel was reported as telling his staff 
that the microwaves could cause leukemia, skin cancer, catarack and various forms of emotional illness. White blood cell 
counts were estimated to be as high as 40% above normal in one third of the staff, and serious chic-Tosome damage was 
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uncovered. - 

US. government agencies reported that the Soviets never transmitted the “signal ” at levels above the Soviet exposure 
limit. (actually, no microwave standard exists for the public or workplace in the U.S.: American National Standards 
Institute (ANSI), a private organization, has established “guidelines” that arc often referred to as the “safety standard,” 
but are not legally enforceable). At the time, Soviet microwave standards were over 1000 times more restrictive than the 
voluntary U.S. ANSI guideline. 

The Soviek began Research on biological effects of microwaves in 1953. A special laboratory was set up’at the Institute 
of Hygiene and Occupationa Diseases, Academy of Medical Sciences. Other labs were set up in the U.S.S.R. and in Eastern 
Europe that study both effects of microwaves and low frequency electromagnetic radiation. Criteria for determination of 
safety standards for persons occupationally exposed, and the general public, differ in vital ways from the West: 

(1) most important, non-thermal effects are recognized, whereas, at least initially, safety factors in the West were 
calculated on thermal considerations, ie, the time it takes an paganism to dissipate heat: 

(2) adverse subject complaints such as fatigue, headache and irritation were addressed through epidemiological 
studies, and excluded before the standard was set; in the West, subjective manifestations of low intensity exposures are 
generally not recognized; and 

(3) study of higher nervous activity, especially effects on conditioned and unconditioned reflexes, was felt to be the 
most sensitive biological indicator and effeck on these eliminated before the standard was set; In the West, these WCTL~ 
studied in a weapons context, and still haven’t been adequately addressed as a public health issue. 

Pulsed microwave radiation is more effective than continuous in affecting nervous system pathways, ie., it can 
produce more direct interference and aberrations in elects-neural transmission. This fact formed the main basis for 
recognition of “non-thermal” effects; the Soviets early recognized that neurological effects occurred in the absence of 
appreciable or ordinarily measurable heating of irradiated tissues. Strict Soviet standards were set long before dangers 
would have been considered scientifically “proven” by U.S. scientists. 

Years ago, in the halls of science, complaink could be heard that Soviet experiments regarding bio-effects couldn’t be 
duplicated due to insufficient details in their scientific literature, although, according to one DOD official, 75% of the U.S. 
papers on the subject carried insufficient parameters for duplication. Scientists even questioned, with McCarthy like 
sentiments, whether the Soviets were attempting to frighten or disinform with false scientific reporting of bio-effeck. It 
was unthinkable, according to cruder scientific theory, that non-thermal levels of microwaves could cause harm. Impetus 
for a study of such effects came not from concern for the public, but rather in the military and intelligence community’s 
suspicion of the Soviek, and their equally strong interest in developing exploitable anti-personnel effects - an interest that 
continues unabated today. 

The CIA and DOD “securi~! concerns metamorphosized into research and development of invisible weapons 
capable of impacting on health and psychological processes. An indication of priorities is illustrated by the following: 
Defense Advanced Research Agency’s @ARPA) Richard Cesaro, initiator of Pandora, found such profound cumulative 
effects with low Intensity microwaves, that it prompted him to write that there was “an obvious need to overhaul the US. 
standard.” Neither DARPA’s research results nor warning, however, were made available to the standard-setting 
community. In fact, due to the finding of startliig effects, DARPA’s security became even tighter, and a new code name - 
“Bllrre” was assigned to the project. While the strict Soviet safety standard was set primarily to guard against behavioral 
effeck and central nervous system damage, DARF’A seemed determined to exploit them. Consider, for instance, one 
project of the multi-million dollar Pandora: Janet Healer, employee of Allied Research Associates and of Sam Koslov of 
DARPA, did a computer review, analysis and classification of Soviet low intensity microwave occupational hygiene 
bio-effeck literature, for the purpose of developing projects related to the exploitation of sense-perception effects for U.S. 
weapons development. 

MILITARY DISINFORMATION 

Scientist Allan Frey of Randomline, Inc., was always more interested in low intensity microwave hazzards: thermal 
effeck were known During Project Pandora, the Navy funded such projects of his, as how to use low average power 
intensities, to: Induce heart seizures; create leak in the blood brain barrier, which would allow neurotoxlns in the blood to 
cross and cause neurological damage or behavioral disorders; and how to produce auditory hallucinations or microwave 
hearing, during which person can hear tones that seem to be coming from within the head or from directly behind it. In his 
older articles, he notes unusual subjective manifestations of microwave exposure, eg, the feeling of extreme “head 
throttle”, pins and needles, tickling of scalp or ears and other odd sensations. 

In 1976, the Defense Intelligence Agency @IA) released a report in which they attributed the results of Dr. Frey’s 
studies: to the Soviets. According to Dr. Frey, who acknowledges that his work was misattributed, he had thought up the 
projects himself. The DIA, but not the CIA, is allowed to use “mlrror imaging” and “net assessment”’ in their reports, ie., 
respectively, the attribution of one’s own motives and weapons capabilities to “the other side”, in this case, the Soviets. It 
follows, that there is nothing to prevent them fmm releasing a report prepared in this manner, and thus muddy the water 
of decision making, pervert public opinion, stoke up congressional funding or enlist the support of naive scientists to 
counter “the threat”. There was strong concern over CIA disinformation abroad, leaking back to the home front through 
the American press, but apparently the DIA, at least on some issues, can dish it up with impunity. 

The 1976 DIA report also credits the Soviek with other tdpabilities, stating, “Sounds and possibly even words which 
appear to be originating lntercranially can be induced by signal modulations at very low power densities.” The excerpt 
found ik way into at least one congressional report and was printed in a number of newspapers and professional journals, 
advising that the Soviets could make anti-personnel use of the transmitted words. Again, reminiscent of Dr. Frey’s 
auditory work for the Navy. In fact, Dr. Sharp, a Pandora researcher at Walter Reed Army Institute of Research, some of 
whose work was so secret that he couldn’t tell his boss, conducted an experiment in which the human brain received a 
message carried to it by microwave transmission. Sharp was able to recognize spoken words that were modulated on a 
microwave carrier frequency by an “audiogram” - an analog of the words’ sound vibrations, and carried into his head in a 
chamber where he sat. 
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Dr. James Lm of Wayne State University, has written a bookentitled, “Micmwave Auditory Effects and Applications.” 
It explores the possible mechanisms for the phenomenon, and discusses possibilities for the deaf, as persons with certain 
types of hearing loss can still hear pulsed microwaves (as tones or clicks and buzzes, if words aren’t modulated on). Lin 
mentions the Sharp experiment and comments, “The capability of communicating directly with humans by pulsed 
microwaves is obviously not limited to the field of therapeutic medicine.” 

Dr. R.O. Becker, twice nominated for the Nobel prize for hls health work in bio-electromagnetism, was more explicit in 
his concern over Illicit government activity. He wrote of “obvious applications in covert operations designed to drive a 
target crazy with ‘voices’.,” Are we to take it that persons felt to be obdurant can still be reached via properly modulated 
microwave or radio frequency transmission? 

What is frightening is that words, transmitted via low density microwaves or radio frequencies, or by other covert 
methods, might be used to create influence. For instance, according to a 1984 U.S. House of Representatives report, a large 
number of stores throughout the country use high frequency transmitted words (above the range of human hearing) to 
discourage shoplifting. Stealing is reported to be reduced by as much as 80% in some cases. Surely, the CIA and military 
haven’t overlcmked such useful technology. 

DE F-y also did experiments on reduction of aggression. Rats who were accustomed to fighting viciously when their 
-tails were pinched, accepted the pinching with relative passivity when irradiated with pulsed microwaves in the ultra high 

. frequency range (UHF) at a power density of less than 1,000 microwatk/cmA2 (the current ANSI guideline for the public.) 
50 mlaowatk or 1,008 miaowatk/an”2 substantially reduced aggressive behavior, while 28 microwatk did not. He has 
also done low intensity microwave expeiimenk degrading motor coordination and balance. When asked about weapons 
applications of his work, he answered by referring to himself as “just a biological theorist”, and his work for the Navy, 
“basic medical reseati 

Lies Before Congress 

In 1976, George I-i. Heilmeier, director of Defense Advances Research Projeck.Agency (DARPA) responded to a 
mailgram to President Ford from Don Johnson of Oaklam& paraphrasing Johnson’s concern, and assuring him that the 
DARPA sponsored Army/Navy Pandora experiments were “never directed at the use of microwaves as a surveillance 
tool, nor in a weapons concept.” Don Johnson lingered in the memory of one DOD official who sponsored microwave 
research in the 1970’s. Johnson was enigmatically described as “brilliant . . . schizophrenic. . . he knew too much . . . a 
former mental Patient . . . buildings where work was done.” (Scientists who have disagreed with the DOD on health 
effects of microwaves and on the U.S. exposure standard, have received scant more respect and have had their funding 
cut.) 

The next y&r, Heilmeier elaborated in a written response to an inquiry before Congress. “. . . This agency @ARPA) is 
not aware of any research projeck, classified or unclassified, conducted under the auspices of the Defense Department, 
now ongoing, or in the past, which would have probed possibilities of utilizing microwave radiation in a form of what is 
popularly known as ‘mind control.’ We do not foresee the development, by DARPA of weapons using microwaves and 
actively being directed toward altering nervous system function or behavior. Neither are we aware of any of our own 
forces..developing such weapons.. . .” 

Lies Exposed 

Finally, memoranda were released that rendered the goals of Pandora transparent. Richard Cesaro, initiator of 
Pandora and director of DARPA’s Advanced Sensor program, justified the project in that “little or no work has been done 
in investigation of the subtle behavioral changes which may be evolved by a low-level electromagnetic field.” Researchers 
had long ago established that direct stimulus of the brain could alter behavior. The question raised by radio frequencies - 
mlerowaves or rado frequencies of the UHF or VHF band - was whether the electromagncttc fields could have a similar 
effect at very low levels. Pandora’s initial goah to discover whether a carefully constructed microwave signal could control 
the mind. In the context of long term, low-level effects: Cesaro felt that central nervous system effects could be important, 
and urged their study “for potential weapons applications.” After testing a low-level modulated microwave signal on a 
chimpanzee, and within approximately a week causing stark performance decrements and behavioral disorganization, 
Cesaro wrote, “the potential of exerting a degree of control on human behavior by low-level microwaves seems to exist.” 
On the basii’of the primatestudy, extensive discussions took place and plans were made to extend the studies to humans. 

According to a former DOD security analyst, one such microwave experiment with human subjects took place at 
Lorton Prison in the early 1970’s. He said that much research (in a weapons context) has occurred on behavioral effects of 
microwaves since 1976. He also asked, “Why are you so concerned about then. What about now? They can call anyone a 
tenor&t. Who are they using it on now?’ 

Behavioral Effects 

In June, 1978, government think tank, Rand Corporation, published a report by R.J. MacGregor, entitled “A Brief 
Survey of Literature Relating to Influence of Low Intensity Microwaves on Nervous Function.” After noting that the U.S. 
microwave guideline in effect in 1970 for the public, 10,000 microwatk/cm”2 (now the industrial and military 
“guideline”), is proscribed from consideration of the rate that thermal effeck are dissipated, the author, a specialist in 
modeling neural networks, states that scientific studies have consistently shown that humans exhibit behavioral 
disturbances when subjected to non-thexmal levels of microwaves, well below this level. The symptoms that MacGregor 
lkk for those humans exPosed more of less regularly at work or In the ltvlng environment are Insomnia, trrltobility, tar& uf 
memory, fatigue, headache, tremor, hallucinations, autonomic disorders and disturbed sensory functioning. He reports 
that swelling and distention of nerve ceils have been produced at intensities as low as 1,ooO microwatk/cm^2 (the current 
US. guideline‘for the public.) Also, that nerve tissue, especially dendrites, exhibit the swelling at lower intensities than 
those required to produce comparable disturbances in other tissue. The report discusses several possible mechanisms 
through which non-thermal microwaves might influence behavior, but notes that swelling of nerve cells would be enough .- 

. . 
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to account for all reported behavioral anomalies. 

In a companion Rand paper, June, 1970, entitled “A Direct Mechanism for the Direct Influence of Microwave 
Radiation on Neuroelectric Function,” MacGregor sets forth the idea that the electrical component of microwave radiation 
induces transmembrane potentials in nerve cells and thereby dishrrbs nervous function and behavior. He notes that 
marked disturtrances have been reported ln the literature when the incident field exhibits high peaks in intensity well 
above the low averAge level. Eg., parameters which induce auditory hallucinations ofien incorporate peak power densities 
of close to 100,000 micmwatts/cm^2 in a field that would be measured or averaged as low intensity and non-thermal; 
according to MacGrego~‘s mathematical model, this would produce a depolarization of brain tissue of 2 or 3 millivolts. He 
concludes that there is no question but that membrane depolarization of this magnitude can influence ongoing electrical 
behavior, and that neumelectric effeck should exhibit a maximum effect in the microwave range. (Whether a person is 
daydreaming excessively or paying attention can be determined by looking at a 10 microvolt level, in the brain, with 
relation to 8 to 13 Hz brain rhythms. Contention results in a greater internal voltage drop.) 

Microwaves penetrate and are absorbed more deeply so that they can produce a direct effect on the central nervous 
system. With smaller wave lengths the principal absorption occurs near the body surface and causes peripheral or “lower/’ 
nervous system effects. 

Dr. Milton Zaret who analysed neurological effects fdr ‘ihe CIA during Project Pandora (he is now one of the few 
doctors willing to take the government on by testifying on behalf of plaintiffs filing claims for microwave health damage), 
wrote that, “receptors of the brain are susceptible and react to extremely low intensities of microwave irradiation if this is 
delivered in accordance with appropriate ‘coding.’ Coding is reported to be influenced by the character of the signal so as 
to be a function, for example, of the shape and amplitude of the pulse or waveform. The shorter the pulse time and larger 
the amplitude, the more biologically effective it will be. Generally, polyfrequency is more effective that monofrequency, 
although some effects are believed to be a function of frequency alone.” 

Remotely ReinforcingSpecif+ Brain Rhythms 

Dr. Ross Adey, formerly of the Brain Research Center at-University of Southern California, Los Angeles, now at Loma 
Liia University Medical School, Loma Linda, California, was among the first of the Pandora researchers. His work is 
more precise in inducing specific behavior, rather than merely causing disorganization or decrements in performance - 
that is, apart from hi studies on inducing calcium efflux in brain tissue, which causes interference with the functioning of 
the brain and ls one basis of “confusion weaponry”. 

More specifically, Adey’s thesis is that if the electroencephalogram (EEG) has informational significance, one can 
induce behavioral changes if one imposes environmental fields that look like EEG. During Adey’s career, he has corrclatcd 
a wide variety of behavioral states with EEG, including emotional states (eg., stress in hostile questioning), increments of 
decision making and conditioning, correct versus incorrect performance, etc., and he has imposed electromagnetic fields 
that look like EEG, which has resulted in altered EEG and behavior. 

How would one impose electromagnetic field that look like EEG, that is without using electrodes? Quite simply, by 
using a carrier frequency that penetrates the brain, and amplitude modulating it at EEG frequencies. Microwaves 
penetrate to central. brain structures. One can extrapolate penetration and effeck from animal to man, if frequencies are 
scaled to larger body size and shape. In unclassified Project Pandora documents, part of Adey’s work was rather 
inelegantly descriid in-military jargon as “S-band radar modulated with EEG.” 

In published accounts of Adey’s work, he has shown that it is possible to apply low biologic frequencies by using a 
radio frequency carrier modulated at specific brain frequencies. He demonstrated that if the biological modulation on the 
carrier frequency is close to frequencies in the natural EEG of the subject, it will reinforce or increase the number of 
manifestations of the imposed rhythms, and modulate behavior. 

The conditioning paradigm: animals were trained through aversion to produce specific brain wave rhythms; animals 
trained in a field with the same rhythm amplitude modulated on it, differed significantly from control animals in both 
accuracy and resistance to extinction (at least SO days vefsus 10 in the controls.) When the fields were used on untrained 
animals, occurrence of the applied rhythm increased in the animals EEG. 

Dr. Adey is an accomplished scientist, which leads one to believe the significance of thls experiment goes beyond mere 
reinfolrement of the animal’s brain waves. Did the rhythms that he chose to apply have special significance with relation 
to information processing or conditioning? The 45 theta rhythm that he applied was the natural reoccurring frequency 
that he had measured in the hippocampus during a phase of avoidance learning. The hippocampus, as Adey wrote in an 
earlier’paper, “.&volves neural processes co~ected with consolidation of memory traces. It relates closely to the need for 
focussing attention, and the degree to which recapitulation of past experience is imposed.” One might add, to ensure 
survival. 

Does it follow that an EEG modulated carrier frequency can be used to enhance human avoidance learning? You bet, 
provided the same careful pmcedures aLp followed with humans as went with animals, the same result would accrue. 
Recall again the goals of Pandora - to discover whether a, carefully constructed electromagnetic signal could direct the 
mind. How may pieces to the effective weapons application puzzle have been found? 

It is no wonder that Dr. Adey is concerned with environmental exposures between 1 and 30 Hz (cycles per second) - 
these are frequencies found in human EEG. Ordinarily, cairier frequencies have some modulation impressed on them, 
either purposely like radar or telecommunications, or lnadvehntly like electric power transmission lines whichacting like 
antenna receive and m-radiate other broadcast signals. Dr. Adey ls intimately conversant with the effects of a large variety 
of “codings” available which can perturbate carrier frequencies passing through the mid-brain, ,and thus interfere with 
infoxma tion pmcess ing and other biological function. 

The obvious question becomes, how many and with how much accuracy can behavioral states or “frames of mind” be 
intentionally imposed, that is, apart from the certain technological capability to promote disorganization and degradation 
of perception and performance through use of the fields. 
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In fact, many components of learning or conditioning, including affect (i.e., “feeling” or emotional states) can be 
imposed through use of the fields from a distance. E.g., behavioral arousal, orienting reflex, subliminal stress (alarm 
reaction without realization of the contextual significance), so-called levels of consciousness, inhibition of cerebral 
functions, which would xcnder one more susceptible to suggestion or influence, and so on. All components necessary to 
produce behavioral conditioning, including ways to provide contextual significance, can be applied from a distance (ie., 
without direct brain contact, as was necessary in older behavior modification experiments.) 

Another indication that the government entertained notions of behavior control through use of fields and sound, is a 
1974 research proposal by J.F. schapik. To test his theory, his plan was to record EEG correlates induced by various drugs, 
and then to modulate these biological frequencies on a microwave carrier. Could the same behavioral states be produced 
by imposing these brain wave frequencies on human subjects? His plan went further and included inducing hyptonic 
states and using words modulated on a microwave carrier frequency to attempt to covertly condition subjects to perform 
various acts. The plan as released (through the Freedom of Act) seems less part of a careful recipe for mfluence than 
Adey’r and other DOD rctentist’s work, and may have been released to mislead by lending and “information beam“ 
science fiction like quality to the work. 

Applications 

The end of Project Pandora may have signified the end of research into the cause and effects of the varying frequencies 
registered at the American embassy in Moscow -some known to be due to CIA and National Security Agency equipment, 
but interest in micmwave and biological frequency weapons did not wane. Indeed, there are indications of applications. 
AS we have seen, research that began in response to a security concern, transformed almost overnight into a search for 
weapons applications, while cloaked in disinformation about the Soviets. What types of weapons? 

There are three possibilities: 
1) that microwaves, perhaps modulated with low biological frequencies, are used from a distance to cause 

performance decrements and disorganization by interfering with neuro-electric function; or by causing central nervous 
system effects, subjective feelings of ill health, or health syndrome associated with periodic exposures at intensities below 
10,000 microwatk/cm^2; 

4 

2) that microwaves are used to create organ specific.effeck, eg., tissues with less blood circulation, Iike the gall 

bladder, lens of the eye, etc., can compensate less to increased heating; heart disfunction can be caused; lesions or necrosis 
of internal tissue can be induced without a subject necessarily feeling heat, and symptoms might manifest latet; at certain 
frequencies, slight heating or “hot spok” can be created at the center of the head; there is an ongoing Navy contract to find 
p=amtes to disrupt human metabolic functions; or 

3) that they are used in an inkrdLciplinary approach to remote condltionlng, by creating InformatIon pmccrsing 
effeck, as h: Adeys work shows, or to induce “feeling” or “emotional” elemenk of cognition, such as excitatory 
reaction% subliminal stress, behavioral arousal, enhanced suggestibility by inhibition of higher functions, or various other 
EEG or behavioral effeck. 

There am strong indications that microwaves have been used to cause the decrements. There is no qtiestion but that 
the U.S. military and the CIA know the behavioral or psycho-active significance of applied biological rhythms and other 
frequencies, as this was part of the thrust of their work during Pandora (ie, effeck of EEG frequencies, 1 to 30 Hz, 
impressed on microwave carriers, and frequency specific effects, etc.) Inducing emotion or feelings through use of 
electromagnetic fields, and then synchronizing.the feelings with words (symbolic of ideas) would be an effective way to 
induce preferences or attitude change, because it would minor natural thought processes. The question seems less 
whether conditioning through use of covert technology ls possible, than whether there has been a policy choice to use it. If 
the results of their research are used as part of a system that can condition behavioral responses from a distance, it is a 
secret that they hold close like a baby. 

Richard Helms wrote of such a system in the midd96O’s while he was CIA Plans Director. He spoke of “sophisticated 
approaches to the ‘coding’ of information for transmittal to population targets in the battle forthe mind’s of men’...” and 
of “an approach integrating biological, social and physical-mathematical research in attempk...to control behavior.” He 
was referring to covert transmission of high frequency sound or words to affect behavior. He found particularly notable, 
“use of modem information theory, automata theory, and feedback concepk...for a technology for controlling 
behavior...using information inpuk as causative agenk.” .Of comse, he was referring in the memo to the Soviets. He 
continued reassuringly, “there is no evidence that the Soviets have any techniques...capable of producing particular 
behavioral patterns which are not available in the West.” Due to Project Pandora, it is now known that applied biological 
(and other) frequencies can also be used as direct “information inpuk” (eg., of feeling or emotions) and to reinforce brain 
rhythms associated with conditioning and information processing. One to get such a signal into a human may be through 
use a high frequency carrier frequency. Resulk of research into information processing, unconscious processes, decision 
making, memory processes and evoked brain potentials would likely be exploited or integrated in an interdisciplinary 
system. 

Covert technological influence is not so foreign to the American way of life as one may think. It was reported in a 1984 
US. House of Representatives hearing that high frequency audio transmissions are applied, for instance, in some 
department stores to prevent theft (one east coast department store chain was reported to have saved $600,000 over a 
nine-month period), and in some grocery stores with the result that employee inducrd cash shortages significantly 
decreased and employees are better mannered. In other words, as Helms wrote of, verbal messages are delivered at 
frequencies above human hearing. Technology for commercial applications is relatively sophisticated (one studio uses a 
“layered” approach and 31 channels in preparing tapes; some employ a “dual coding” approach, integrating scintific 
knowledge of information processing modes of the two brain hemispheres, and others use techniques where a consumer is 
spoken to as a three year old child.) There is no U.S. law specifically regulating these types of transmissions (over radio 
and m a Federa) Communication Commission “catch all” provision might apply). If industry USES indetectable audio 
transmissions to meet security concerns, it seems that the military and CIA would exploit the same technology and would 
have developed much more sophisticated technology for applications. The public’s conception of “subliminals” is naive 
compared to capablities. 
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It seems reasonable to conclude that to the extent that such an approach exists to manipulate behavior, “defensive” 
applications would consist of applying it where ever a potential threat exists or to counter a threat. For instance, Central 
America is an area where those in officialdom keenly feel the “threat of Soviet domination.” If there is technology 
available that could conceivably influence Central Americans toward the Soviets, then the U.S. would use the same kind of 
technology to “even the score.” The same is true within the.U.S.; if covert technological influence might be had against 
Americans, the same feared technology would be applied to counter the threat. Special security risks might include peace 
groups, whom are felt to be threatened by Soviet influence (a big security concern in Western Europe and in the U.S.), 
progressives, or any group or individual felt to pose a challenge to U.S. goals subsumed under the rubric of “national 
security interest.” 8 

Given the nature and dubious goals of lumbering military interia, and circuitious CIA “mirror logic”, leads to the 
conclusion that “defending” against possible or actual attempts to manipulate behavior means moving to the offensive, 
and perhaps, having the “edge” with applications. possible or actual threats, according to tenek of &litary and 
intelligence craft, means “the other side” has the technology if the United States does. Also, it would be too difficult to 
monitor behavior altering transmissions and to defend against them. Short of exposing such technology there would be no 
way to defend except by having one’s own “system” (of behavioral patterns consisting of a set of signals signifying “yes: 
and “no, ” or “good” feeling and “bad” feeling, that can be linked to ideas). Recall that apart from Project Pandora, the 
CIA spent decades during MKULTRA and related projects, devising operational techniques to surreptitiously influence 
and affect behavior. Workable invisible weapons anz too useful for arms control talks, and don’t readily lend themselves to 
Proofs of use or “verification” processes. Additionally, the importance of finding ways to circumvent dissent may have 

I been one of the most significant lessor of Viet Nam. 

Over the counter audio aside, the military has studied and considered for usefulness in a warfare and psychological 
warfare context a wide range of biologicals or pharmacological substances. In the memo referred to above, Helms wrote 
that the U.S. is five years ahead of the Soviets in pharmacological agenk producing behavioral effeck. Some of these 
substances would increase susceptibility to influence if incorporated in the multidisciplinary approach he wrote of. 

For difficult subscribers, perhaps in foreign parts, there are substances that have psychological or psychobiological 
effects ranging from subtle through devastating, and that cause increased susceptibility to conditioning. Some of these 
substances are similar to ones which are Ecognized by neurotoxicologisk or behavioral toxicologists as occupational 
hazards; some are variations of substances used experimetitally in laboxatories to produce selective damage to certain 
neuronal tracts. Many substances needn’t be injected or orally ingested, as they may be inhaled or applied with “skin 
transferral agents,” ie, chemicals like the popular industrial solvent, dimethylsulphoxide (DMSO), which can, in fact, 
enhance the applied substance’s affect. For instance, some compounds cause damage that produces increased sensitivity to 
stimulus, distraction (or flooding of thought associations), and enhance susceptibility to influence. le., a state where 
automatic parallel information processing, which usually takes place outside of awareness, and interferes with conscious 
or more intentional limited channel processing. While causing acute mental symptoms wouldn’t be the goal in groups, 
producing mild distraction, an ego weakened bluning between the sense of “I” and “you”, would enhance some kinds of 
conditioning and promote suggestibility; then, perhaps transmitted “thought associations,” the “voice of God”, “lucky 
advice” or whatever, can more easily get through and have an effect. A side effect of lowered resistance to sub-threshold 
stimulus might be thal some would become aware of ill& influence (even under normal circumstances there is a wide 
variation in sensitivity among individuals to sub-threshold stimulus; normal individuals whom psychology terms 
“reducers” am much more sensitive in this way, actually, most schizophrenics are extreme reducers, and therefore, much 
more awanz of stimulus that othes aren’t cognizant 09. Convenient to the agencies involved in covert influence, is that 
among primary symptoms of schizophrenia or mental illness are ideas that one is being influenced by “transmissions” 
(eg., radio frequencies), “voices” or even telepathy: unless complaints about covert psychological weapons are well 
organized, they would tend to be discounted as indicative of mental imbalance. 

There are many ways to create temporary or permanent states that increase receptivity to suggestion and/or 
conditioning. It is intenzsting to note that scientific studies have correlated exposure to electromagnetic fields alone with 
mental hospital admissions and worsening of symptoms of mental patients, even as an etiological factor in the onset of 
mental illness. (A marker disease for exposure to microwaves is damage behind the lens of the eye; a disapproporpionate 
number of peno~ so damaged also suffer from mental disease or neurological impairment.) 

The QA is also interested in neuropeptides; these hake profound effects of administered with in a conditioning 
paradigm. 

Specific Targets 

Weapons against whom? Safe to say, in order to enlist the aid of scientisk, the military and CIA would act true to 
form, that is, to motivate and overcome reluctance due to dictates of conscience, they would envoke a serious security risk, 
like the Soviek, during initial phases of development. In fact, on the “unclassified” face of it, a number of reports have 
openly suggested use of “microwaves” against “terrorisk”. 

Los Alamos National Laboratory, now under supervision of University of California, prepared a report for Federal 
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) setting forth that use of microwave radiation on terrorisk could kill them, stun 
them or at least modify their behavior by changing their “perceptions.” At this point the cloak is donned, and the report 
continues: “There are reports of Eurasian communist countries performing research with combined fields of signals from 
several different microwave frequencies to produce at least perceptual distortions in humans.” 

Cable News Network recently aired a report on electromagnetic weapons and showed an official document that was a 
contingency plan to use electromagnetic weapons against terrorists. It wasn’t made clear who the terrorists were or what 
the contingency was. Prior to the news show, however, reports had surfaced, the source a DOD medical engineer, that in 
the context of conditioning, microwaves and other modalities had regularly been used against Palestinians. 

It makes sense that Palestinians would be targeted as a group for experimental purposes and to meet strategic goais. 
For instance, to exacerbate discord between political factions, a “bad feeling” (biologically uncomfortable or threatening) 
would simplv be associated through use of sound with the idea of the “other” faction. It is an easy psychological trick Lo 
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induce negative attribution (where a “bad feeling” is caused to be misattributed to something in our environment): 
feeling, followed close in time with information input will color a thought, and become a conditioned emotional response 

(CER) lf repeated, and is a.physiological fact (socalled “synaptic facilitation”) An excitatory autonomic reaction requires a 
’ cognitive appraisal or “labelling” of the inducing cause. Both the autonomic reaction and the labelling can transmitted 

from a distance using electromagnetic fields, like radio frequencies or microwaves and “sound.” 

Specific frequencies at low intensities can. predictably influence sensory processes. Feeling: 
pleasantness-unpleasantness, strain-relaxation, and excitement-quiescence, can be created with the fields. Negative 
feelings and avoidance are strong biological phenomena .and relate to survival. Feelings are the true basis of much 
“decision-making” and often occur as sub-threshold impressions. Anger and other negative feelings are easy to cause to 
be displaced; and most people believe in the “trueness” of their feelings. Ideas including names can be synchronized with 
the feelings that the fields can induce. , 

Soft psychology aside, it is a biological fact that thought can not be divorced from feeling. (Afferent sensory elements 
of emotion rise forth to tbebraln through the same afferent sensory track utilized by the somatic body - there are no 
af’ferent autonomic sensory tracts: the autonomic nervous system implemenk emotional activities through efferent track 
from the brain; since information about any behavioral modality is conveyed to the brain through affemnt sensory track, 
and since that information is encoded and delivered through normal cognitive tracts, thought can be comprehended only 
as influenced by emotional stimulus.) Apart from the hard-wired biological fact that emotion is bound to thought, emotion 
produces physiological - motor and autonomic reactivities that most of us can’t control. Electromagnetic transmissions can 
influence feelings or emotions in two ways: by interacting dilpctly with the brain, as with carrier frequencies that can 
penetrate the brain and that can be modulated with EEG frequencies; or by interacting with afferent peripheral (eg., solar 
plexus ganglion center). Specific parameters are known which resonate pleasantly or unpleasantly with the body. Certain 
frequencies and tones produce qualities of feelings and thoughk. 

Compromised health, years down the line would likely result from certain exposures; a fact that the CIA and military 
are well aware of. Also, compromising health of certain of the Palestinian leadership would, no doubt, be a tempting goal. 
Of note, is that during Pandora years, the Israeli’s translated, Gordan and Tolgskaya, the Soviet’s occupational health 
experts on pathological effeck of radio frequencies (recall that the Soviek set a very strict exposure standard to prevent 
autonomic net~ous system and behavioral effects of microwaves -also termed radio frequencies.) 

Greenham Cornpan 

Bather than belabor the obvious, for when the DOD develops a weapon it can be said with certainty that it will be 
tested, and, if possible, where it would be useful to meet their goals; another example will put motives and, at least, one 
type of application in more realistic perspective. 

Women peace activists have kept an ongoing vigil at the periphery of the U.S. Air Force base at Greenham in England 
since 1981. They are pmtesting build up of nuclear weapons. The U.S. Cruise missiles, which are nuclear warheads small 
enough to be mounted on the back of a truck called a launcher vehicle, arrived at the base in March, 1984. Since then the 
women in the encampment and members of the Cruisewatch network have insured that when the launcher vehicle and ik 
convoy are taken out into the British countryside, the “dispersal exercises” aren’t as secret as the military intended them to 
be. The women of the network, non-violent activists, have been subjected to intense harassment in an effort to be rid of 
their presence. 

In the fall of 1984, things changed dramatically: many, if not most of the women began suffering illness; and, 
simultaneously, the massive police and military presence at the base virtually disappeared, and new and different antenna 
were installed at the base. In a report prepared by Rosalie Bertell, commissioner for International Commission of Health 
Professionals for Human Righk, a non-governmental organization based in Geneva, Switzerland, the unusual patterns of 
illness ranged from “severe headaches, drowsiness, menstrual bleeding at abnormal times or post-menopausal, to bouk of 
temporary paralysis, faulty speech coordination and in one case apparent circulatory failure requiring hospitalization.” 

Other symptoms documented by peace activist Kim Besly, who coordinates investigations into reports of illness at 
specific places around the base, included; vertigo, retinal bleeding, burnt face (even at night), nausea, sleep disturbances 
and palpitations. Psychological symptoms included lack of concentration, disorientation, loss memory, irritability and a 
sense of panic in non-panic situations. The symptoms have virtually all been associated in medical literature with 
exposure to microwaves, and most listed can be induced through low intensity or non-thermal exposures. 

Measuremenk were taken around the base by members of Electronics for Peace and by others. Strong signals, up to 
one hundred times the normal background level were detected on a number of occasions. In fact, signals ten times 

.’ stronger that those felt to be emanating from normal base transmitting systems were found. It was felt that the readings 
might be artificially low, as pulsed microwaves, that is, where the transmitted wave is rapidly turned on and off is normal 
for radar, would only register an average value of the equipment used. Pulsed microwaves, rather that continuous wave, 

* has a high correlation with producing physiological and behavioral effects. Some scientific experiments suggest that the 
severity of human symptoms is induced by the peak level of the pulse, rather than ik average value. 

The strongest signals generally appeared in the areas where the women said that they suffered ill effects. For instance, 
they were found to cover the women’s encampment near the “green gate” (gates to the base are designated by color), but 
stopped abruptly at the edge of the road leading to the gate. The strength of the signals were also found to reflect the 
activity of the women: eg., they increased rapidly when the women started a demonstration. Visitors to the encampment, 
both men and women, reported experiencing the same types of symptoms and the same pattern of variation as the 
Greenham women. It may be revealing that British personnel who guard the perimeter of the base, work very short shifts 
(two hours at a time) and only for two weeks. 

The Manchester Guardian (March 10,1986) reported that “the U.S. employees an intruder detection system called BISS 
(Base Installation Security System) which opemtes...on a sufficiently high frequency to bounce radar waves off a body 
moving in the vicinity of a perimeter fence.” The publication, City Limits, claimed that the British Ministry of Defense is 
probably using ik new intruder detection system CLASSIC (Covert Local Area Sensory System f,a Intruder Classification) 
around Greenham Comman. 
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What else has been used against the women at Greenham Comman. If high frequency verbal transmissions are used in 
U.S. department stores and have a significant affect in meeting their security goals, it seems likely that the military would 
also exploit the same technology. What would such a message tell the women? “Them is something wrong with this place, 
‘I’ want to get out of here, ‘I’ don’t like it here. . . .” Perhaps auditory transmissions would be simultaneous with the 
transmissions that were making them feel unwell. 

While the radar surveillance equipment may be the source of the health complaints of the women at Greenham, the 
surveillance equipment may also be in use with the calculated intent to cituse psychological and somatic symptoms to 
drive the women away. Use of microwaves (radar ls composed of pulsed microwaves) to cause psychological and 
physiological effeck is obviously not new to those who work in security - they were the very issues addressed during 
Project Pandora; first defensively, and soon thereafter in weapons development. By 1976, psychological applications were 
suggested in open literature. 

In a review prepared by National Bureau of Standards, Law Enforcement Standards Laboratory, for Nuclear Defense 
Agency, Intelligence and Security Directorate, use of low intensity microwaves was considered for application as a 
“psychological deterrent.” The report stated, . ..microwave radiation has frequently been cited as being responsible for 
non-thermal effects in integrated central nervous system activity. The behavioral consequences most frequently reported 
have been disability, listlessness and increased irritability.” The report fails to mention just as frequently cited low 
intensity microwave health effects as chromosome damage; congenital birth defects; autonomic nervous system 
disregulation, including disruption of bio-cycles; impaired immune function; brain damage and other .neurological 
abnormalities, including leaks in the blood brain barrier and depletion of some neurotransmitters; among a host of other 
health impairmenk not to be taken lightly. 

The 1980 update of the nzview notes that there were relevant new findings concerning microwaves, in that peripheral 
nerves can be made to fire spontaneously, themby causing behavioral and perceptual aberrations. Get this - the authors of 
the review and update prepared their reports while employed by the Center of Consumer Technology at National Bureau 
of Standards. 

A reckless form of biological and psychological contm\has been perpetuated whether the source of the symptoms of 
the Greenham Comman is radar surveillance aimed at the women, or if there is conscious application of the microwaves as 
a “deterrent” or a means to drive the woolen away. It wouldh’t be surprising if it were both the review above, considered 
application of microwaves as a “detemznt” in the context of building the deterrents into an intruder system. While security 
concerns addnzssed by the system under study and those felt to be presented by the activisk at Greenham aren’t entirely 
analogous; serious, well organized and often violent methods were used in an effort to be rid of the women. Calculated 
efforts were also directed at prevent or erode community support. In the summer of 1985, women planning to visit the 
camp had to be notlfled that long term health effeck mlght ensue for women who were pregnant or intended to be. As 
activist Kim Besly put it, “It would now appear that we are protecting the missiles by killing people slowly.” 

Then? is no doubt that U.S. security forces know the exploitable effects of low intensity microwave radiation. It may be 
that they feel justJfJed Jn using the microwaves within certain low intensity “guideJines”, but prepared in such away that a 
maximum negative impact on feelings of health and well-being are produced. Perhaps they rationalized that the 
symptoms would disappear if only the women would leave. Clearly, consideration of long term or permanent health 

effeck is oukide their scope of expertise, at least when &ey want resulk. 

Health complaints similar to those of the women at Greenham Comman anz being made by women peace activisk at 
Seneca, New Yo& and from activists at other locations. The symptoms at Greenham seem to occur on an o&sional basis 
now, perhaps due to the Intermediate Range Nudear Folres (Ml?) tlpaty, which applles to the missiles housed there, or 

due to somewhat Inaeased public or congressional awareness. 

It is important to realize tJ-& the situation b still dangerous. There ls a paucity of information on so-called 
“non-lethal” electromagnetic weapons. Unfortunately, whelp has also been a reluctance to believe that they could be used. 
Early accounts discounted the symptoms experienced at GFnham Comman as those of “hysterical” women. It wasn’t 
passible for them to obtalnsophisticated enough doslmetry equipment to precisely measure parameters of the miclrowaves 
aimed at thea It is known by the military and the JnteJllgence community, that very expensive and difficult to come by 
equipment is needed to measure, for instance, short, high intensity peaks in a field, or parameters that would tend to 
prove that -waves were intended to have a biological effect. Eg, transmissions using frequencies which are known to 
penetrate the body that cauy EEG moduJated on them- 

It is not necessary that the traknissiin taJuz place fromzqulpment ln the vicinity of a target (although the Greenham 
women seemed to he suffer@ from transmissions made from within the base.) Propagation of microwaves has been very 
weJl studied and is very sophisticated, eg, a two inch beam hn be sent from a satellite, point to point, to a receiving dish 
on eha and, it was reported in 1978, that the CIA had a pmgram called Operation Pique, which included bouncing radio 
signals or microwaves off of the ionosphere to affect the mental functions of people in selected areas, including Eastern 
Europnnudearinstallations. 

(Various types of smeillance equipment can cause health problems. Eg, tesk of a night laser photography device 
showed that it could cause retinal hemorrhage; some remote sensing systems may present health risks,’ as well.) The 
military has shown disregard for health damage to the U.S. public caused by electromagnetic transmissions; they have less 
reason to feel concerned about the health of groups abroad considered to be security risks. 

In the US. the military has intentionally obfuscated discussion of environmental health effeck. .With their ally 
“Mushy” they have won, at least for the time being, the right to perpetuate their interesk, to the detriment of the public’s 
best lnteresk. Scientlsk who have spoken up on the enviroximental impact of military microwave or electromagnetic 
systems have been treated as security risks, and have had their funds cut, so great is the militar)/s concern in protecting 
theii communications systems by ensuring themselves unlimited use of radio frequencies or microwaves. 

A strong monetary reason for stonewalling was given in a 197!5, “classified” summary of the DOD’s Tri-Service 
Electromagnetic hdlation Bioeffect Research Plan: “These (lower safety) standards will significantly restrict the military 
use of EMR in a peacetime environment and require procurement of substqntial nzal estate around ground based EMR 
emitters to provide buffer zones.” The needed real estate was estimated to be 498,000 acres; the price would probably be 
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billions of dollars. (Epidemiological studies have shown a significantly higher percentage of cancer deaths in American 
counties having Air Force bases. Cancer indicenk is highest where residents are in line with radar.) 

Another factor which has led to a denial of health effeck is the specter of potential liablity: official recognition of 
bioeffeck and lowering of the standard, is like admitting the that old standard was unsafe and would expose the military 
(and industry) to liability for damage claims. Still another reason is that it is abundantly simple to extrapolate from 
environmental exposures to a weapons concept. The last factor may have come into play during Pandora years, and at 
other times when weapons development made DOD more sensitive to possible leaks on exploitable effects. Eg., since an 
object of Pandora, according to Defense Advanced Projects Research Agency, was to exert an exploitable degree of control 
over behavior thmugh use of microwave transmissions; and since the fhst damage to health from low intensity 
microwaves Jay in thell direct interference with central nervous function, the tendency was to deny such effeck existed. A 
denial of this sort aqulres a Me of ik own. Scientists early learn on which side their bread is buttered. Several scientists 
who worked on Pandora research, claim that not only were scientific resulk withheld from the public, but that the 
research results released were actually altered and a whitewash. Adding to the chill, or dimate of secrecy, was (and still is) 
that camen of some scientists, intelligence chiefs and military officials might be ruined should too many questions be 
asked and the balJ unravel on their involvement ln illicit human experimentation and weapons or political applications. 

Industry Juk contributed to perpetuating confusion over health effects, as well. In fact, some of the same regular cast 
of characters have whitewashed on both the military and industrial sides. Scientist consuhank for industry have received 
military contracts for microwave researcJt and sit on commit&s con.sidering public saf&y co+ms. 

The upshot is that ln the U.S. at this time, there is no legally enforceable microwave standard. There never has been an 
enforceable standard for the public or the workglace. Microwaves at intensities within the suggested “guideline” have 

finally been shown, even by US. research, to cause health damage. 

Woae, some industrial exposures are extraordinarily high. For instance, plastic sealers, a low income group comprised 
mainly of women within childbearing years, use equipment that exposes them to over 10,000 microwatk of microwaves or 
radio frequencies throughout an eight hour day, and ln seine cases, to hundreds of milliwatk. As energy absorbed from 
their equipment flows to ground, so much heat has been felt in the ankles of some workers, that they have learned to do 
their tasks with their feet elevated on plastic. They are -not provided metal shielding as workers are in more health 
conscious countries. 

Due to nonuniform energy distribution, “hot spok” may be caused in the body. In workers exposed to cerkin 
frequencies at high intensities (even for a very short time), lesions and necrosis can result in internal organs; heat and pain 
aren’t necessarily felt upon exposure, symptoms may manifest at a later time, and, therefore, it may not be realized that 
microwaves have.caused the injury. The concept of nonuniform energy deposition is similar to what DOD scientists early 
discovered, eg., that a 10,000 microwatk/cmA2 intensity exposure in the low gigahertz range, may result in 29,000 
microwatk/cm^2 being deposited near the mid-brain, 

As per instructions issued in 1982, Occupational Safety and Health (OSHA) inspectors can’t even issue meaningless 
citations to companies exposing their workers to unsafe levels of microwaves, and they have a “should” guideline of 
10,000 microwatk/cm”2 on the books, rather than a “shall” or enforceable guideline. Injuries need only be reported to 
OSHA if they result in death, and in other very limited circumstances. 

A comparison of the strictly enforced Soviet and Eastern bloc standards, and our own failure to act - the U.S. guideline 
is 1000 times more lax and has been declared by a federal appellate court to be unenforceable, should provoke very serious 
questions about health risks incurred by not strictly regularly exposures. What ls the basis of the discrepancy, and whose 
interesk are served by the delay in adopting a legal guideline? 

At bottom line, the Soviet standard was set with the goal being to admit ~1p risk of injury from microwave exposure; 
while in the West, the U.S. primarily, our motivation is reflected in a sort of risk/benefit or cost/benefit analysis (or 
apportionment of risk). This may sound wry, as there is no legal standard, but simply put, it ls the basic philosophical 
approach that is used to analyze environmental and occupational risks, unless injury is very dramatic and the causal 
relationship between exposure to a hazard and the resulting illness very clear. 

For instance, during occupational epidemiological studies, Soviet scientists found that health syndromes, some 
irreversible; are caused by exposure to non-thermal intensities of microwaves well below the U.S. nxommended guideline 
for either the public or workers. Eg., two groups, periodically exposed to microwaves from 100 to 10,000 
microwatts/cm”2, and 10 to 1,000 microwatk/cm^2, both showed physiological dysfunction of the nervous and 
cardiovascular systems; the group with the exposures up. to 10,000 microwatk/cm*2, showed marked disturbance in 
cardiac rhythm. The first reversible stage is initiated by such complaints as headaches, irritability, sleep disturbances, 
weakness, partial loss of memory, decrease in sexual activity and poorly defined feeling of ill health. The later irreversible 
stage initiates with cardiovascular changes, usually accompanied by lancinating or boring cardiac pain, hypertensive 
reactions anri EKG changes indicative of coronary artery spasm or myocardial pathology. During a later stage, there might 
be pathological changes in hypothalamic structures of the brain and cerebral circulation crises. 

The subjective complaints, which are indicative impact on the central nervous system, and the cardiovascular 
syndrome (by no means inclusive of the range of serious disorders caused by even low intensity microwaves) have not, at 
least, publicly and officially, been recognized in the U.S., despite the fact that psychological and physiological effects of 

low intensity microwaves were studied for security purposes and weapons development. The military and intelligence 
community have worked at cross-purposes with the public (as they often do), in that ir&rmation that would be relevant 
to public health concerns has been withheld because it relates to their own special interests. 

While most of the public are only exposed to very low levels of microwaves and radio frequencies (actually within the 
strict soviet standard, or so we’re told), a considerable number (between one and two percent) live or work near emitters, 
such as radio and television transmitters, military and airport radar, and industrial tools utilizing these frequencies. 
Therefore, it is likely that they are exposed to levels that have been proven to be unhealthful or downright dangerous. 
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God Is LIGHT! 
And YOU Are 

The Thought Of God 
2123194 #2 HATONN 

Some excerpts from my own writing of 
May 26, 1991: 

[QUOTING:] 

Without light all things perish. Even in the 
greatest depths of the oceans wherein life 
seems to be resting-there is life and thus- 
there MUST be light. To the human eye indis- 
cernible but, nonetheless-it is there for God 
is there and with God goes and comes that 
which is projected as “Light”. 

We speak of things great and small and, yet, 
ALL is tiny compared to the vastness of infinite 
universe-great “ALL”. Man comes forth and 
overlooks his most wondrous attribute-that he, 
too, is naught save Light and he, being “Light?, is 
AS God for God IS LIGHT. Man searches and 
searches, figures and calculates, looking for that 
which is NOT in his hope to find God and Source 
for he longs to be with the ONENESS again from 
that of which he is created. Ye are simply the great 
swirling infinity of spiraling light coalesced into 
wondrous manifestation that has taken form that 
ye might experience with thine senses, the mag- 
nificence, for God, too, desires to share and expe- 
rience all. 

The day is now come when ALL Men must 
know what is meant when the great teachers 
have said, ‘God is Light.” For if you know not, 
you cannot know God-and that, friends, must 
be known. In the swirling mass of words we 
use efforting to allow understanding, you are 
lost in portions which yet 
elude your comprehen- 
sion at first looking-do 
not despair for KNOW- 
ING simply IS just as God 
“simply IS”. The “KNOW- 
ING” must also come. It 
is the time, now, for the 
bringing together, again, 
the fragments of expla- 
nations wherein those 

Man still knows not what matter IS. He has 
advanced far in knowing how to deal with 
portions of matter but he still does not under- 
stand the true source nor the ‘why” of matter. 
We are now trying to tell you the Ywhatn of 
matter. It has been done before-by me, in 
fact, and yet only the tiny, tiny few have been 
able to transfer the knowledge into recogni- 
tion. It is time to present it again and see if we 
touch the buttons of recognition. I do not 
bring puzzles simply to annoy you, when what 
you really want to know is when the earth- 
quake is coming so you can wait until the last 
moment to run hide. Those things are fine for 
the sensed experience but the sensed experi- 
ence is but the thought projection of God and, 
as God desires to return into the perfection, it 
requires that the KNOWING take place. In the 
KNOWING IS GOD, therefore don’t be foolish 
in your assumption that you might make a 
“wrong” choice of direction once you KNOW. 
You will not! Choices of the flesh and physical 
sensing dimension are simply that-an illu- 
sion which passes as quickly as do the chang- 
ing thoughts. To really KNOW GOD IS TO BE 
WITH GOD.... 

I caution you “would be” teachers who 
THINK you’ve “got it” and proceed to expound 
ad nauseam-you do NOT! You are only touch- 
ing on the minutest edge and if you present 
this material in wholeness as in total under- 
standing, you will err greatly. I suggest you 
put your ego aside and learn to use the term, 
“in my humble opinion” it might be this or that 
or the other. How do I know that you do not 

know it.ALL? BECAUSE 
YOU ARE STILL BOUND 
TO HUMAN AND HU- 
MAN SENSING-WHEN 
YOU KNOW YOU WILL 
NOT BE THERE IN THAT 
EXPERIENCE. I suggest 
you tend that weapon 
called tongue most care- 
fully. 

Perhaps I might just 

“Ye are simply the great swirling 

infinity of spiraling Light coalesced 

into wondrous manifestation that has 

taken form that ye might experience 

with thine senses, the magnificence, 

for God, too, desires to share and 

experience all.” 

who are ready for knowledge can grasp the 
sensing and allow it to become knowing. For 
those who are not ready in their journey, it will 
come if ye do not turn away. Continue on with 
us and we shall show the way for that is our 
purpose in coming unto you. 

give you the entire of the writing for that day 
and let us see just what would bother ones so 
much If it is repetitious in some way. I have 
given these lessons so many times to so many 
ones that I do not focus on this one or that one 
or the other-the point is to get information to 
you if you should wish to utilize it. Vast knowledge is held (all, in fact) within 

the wondrous mysterious secret of “Light” and 
though it is all around Man-he cannot see it 
for it reflects too many myriads of infinite 
other creations back into his senses. That 
which man cannot “see” is somehow incom- 
prehensible to him. God becomes as the wind 
for it is not seen and yet it is unmistakenly 
“there”, and yet, even the wind is comprised of 
Light. 

1PAUSE IN OUOTINGI 

The rest of this writing will take up part- 
way and simply will be reprinted from that 
day’s offering. 

[RESUME QUOTING:] 

You as physical man have not even begun 
to scratch the surface of the patterns known to 
you as energy, electricity, magnetism, gravita- 
tion and radiation. You have learned to play 

with them, change them into destructive toys 
and partially locate a few of their actions-but 
you have not the slightest true knowledge of 
them. You can develop bombs of them and yet 
have no way to control that which you have 
developed. 

You haven’t the slightest valid knowledge. 
of the purpose of the inert gases and WHAT 
THEY ARE. Nor do you know the structure of 
the elemental atoms nor the gyroscopic prin- 
ciple which determines that structure. You 
are not aware of the fact that this is a two-way 
continuous universe of balance in all effects of 
motion and not a one-way discontinuous uni- 
verse. Only a finite few on your place have 
even heard of the most important of all prin- 
ciples in physics which is recognized by us as 
the VOIDANCE principle. You know nothing 
of the lenses and mirrors of space which are 
the cause of illusion in all moving things. You 
do not even consider the entire material elec- 
tric universe to be the illusion which it is; 
there being no reality to it whatsoever-so you 
continue to play with your perceived bits of 
matter and miss the whole point. 

You haven’t the slightest conception of 
what constitutes the very life principle, nor 
the principle of growth, nor the simultaneous 
unfoldment-refoldment principle which re- 
peats all patterns in Nature sequentially and 
records and voids them as they are repeated. 
You can present and manufacture replicas- 
you cannot even begin to simulate true LIFE. 
Nor are you aware of that recording principle 
by means of which the Creator carries forth 
the sum totals of every sequential cycle in HIS 
unfolding and refolding universe unto the very 
end of its manifestations upon one planet and 
its beginning on a new one. You just shout 
‘big bang” or “creation of little fishes” or, or, 
or-all of which bear not the slightest connec- 
tion with simple “reason”. 

‘LIGHT” holds the answer to ALL of these 
heretofore unanswered questions, and many 
more, which the sages have not yet solved nor 
known enough to even ask. This revelation of 
the nature of Light is the inheritance of Man in 
this time in which he finds himself-a time of 
great revealment and comprehension. You 
want to “prove” God? Herein is proof of God- 
by methods and standards acceptable to sci- 
ence and religion alike. It lays in spiritual 
foundation under the present material one of 
science, which you don’t understand any bet- 
ter than the invisible. [H: Ah, perhaps here is 
where the trouble comes? We utilize that 
which was also presented to Walter Russell 
as “proof’ if you can understand it? Well, 
we certainly won’t do so again-for perhaps 
the reception is not ready for such sharing 
after all. Walter was told by Tesla to put the 
work away for a thousand years-“Man is 
not ready.” He was right-for it was only 
“buried” for 50 years and already man shows 
no aptitude for comprehension-ONLY 
CRIES OF PLAGIARISM!] 

Will Man understand? Eventually-it mat- 
ters not-it is our mission to commit the frag- 
ments unto you and yours to do that which 
you will, with them. If Man will but come into 
attention, the two greatest elements in civili- 
zation, religion and science, can thus find 
unity in marriage of the two. [H: At the 
present time the two things, “religion” and 
%cIence” are oxymoronic terms each ex- 
pressing at the opposite poles of thought- 
but being foisted off on you as a singular 
“religious science” approach to “being”. 
No-science is one thing-religion an al- 
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most opposite state of assumption.] Will 
Man do it? On your orb of earth matter, 
probably not, but at some time on some earth 
orb-MAN WILL-(the same man-YOU). Why 
do I know this? Because it is the projection 
of God that it be so and, therefore, it will be so. 
My intention is to make it so! Well, who 
in heaven’s name do I think I am? God1 
So be it! 

Likewise human relationships will 
become more balanced because of greater 
knowledge of universal law which lies behind 
all of the processes which light uses to inter- 
weave the patterned forms of this electric wave 
universe. 

There is no department of life which will 
not be vitally affected by this knowledge, from 
the university to the laboratory, from govern- 
ment to industry, and from nation to nation. If 
for no other reason than to allow you to see 
your errors. Those who choose to not see and 
hear-shall be allowed the consequences of 
those errors of choice. There are places aplenty 
to allow for their onward growth-for ulti- 
mately they WILL KNOW. 

I can only present it to you in mouthfuls of 
quantity sufficient to feed and not choke. Per- 
haps a spoonful of sugar might make the medi- 
cine go down a bit more pleasantly-I hope so 
for the direction in which Man is sailing is 
toward the bitter cup in the learning of his 
lessons. 

Who, what, why, where, when? All of these 
scream from the being within each fragment. 
Suspecting MORE, knowing Truth is hidden 
somewhere within or behind the veil. How am 
I to know Truth? What, in fact, is Truth? I am 
still asking who am I? What am I? And most 
of all, WHY am I? If Balance be my goal-HOW 
can I find it? How can I find and know that 
balance in our interchange which will enrich 
both Him and me? Why is goodness veiled 
from my eyes like a thin vapor which hides 
YOUR LIGHT, Father, which I vainly seek. I 
seek in countless religious teachings and 
houses and still I hunger-where can I go to 
find? Please, will Y OU take away from my eyes 
the blindfold which hides the path to Thy 
Light, that I may find my way to Thee? Sound 
familiar? I hear it as a great cacophony upon 
my receiving system. 

You wondrous ones who are receiving this 
Word now are the ones out front asking these 
questions-screaming these questions and de- 
manding, commanding and crying out for an- 
swers; for man must be ready to hear and, 
first, he must have the desire to hear and see 
and KNOW. Those who truly do not desire to 
hear-WILL NOT! It is for your own growth 
that you release them to their own journey, 
even if you perceive it to be pitiful for it is not 
for your journey-just do not err by being 
sucked into their mistakes for the rewards of 
deliberately turning away from God into dark- 
ness are great indeed-in a most miserable 
perception. 

[END OF QUOTING] 

Let us interrupt here before the writing 
becomes too long. However, I am going to 
present the rest of this prior writing because 
you must understand that only a minute and 
tiny portion of the nine volumes taken from 
your ability to have and study-could remotely 
even be considered as any other’s work. Fur- 
ther, if it would be-why would it be deliber- 
ately KEPT from you? These are things to 
ponder as my scribe faces the courts and 

accusations every day of her existence-even 
from prior ones calling themselves “friends”- 
until the blood is sucked dry and there is no 
further wealth to garner from our work. 

Man stands at the threshold of total de- 
struction and downfall. How can you make it 
to that higher dimension while excluding 
“death” as you recognize it-WITHOUT KNOW- 
ING HOW? Did Russell KNOW? No! In the 
presence of GOD he was given into the “see- 
ing* and “understanding” of the concept which 
has been taught since the inception of per- 
ceived “time”. The Master Teachers have given 
you the SAME lessons so that you would un- 
derstand the infinity of your existence and 
HOW it is Universally FACT that you do not 
“die” but rather, have eternal LIFE! 

My people have no funds with which to 
fight such court battles over POSSESSION of 
Universal TRUTH. Why, in fact, would they 

struggle or further undergo willingly such in- 
sult and misery? Mr. Green says to “every- 
body” that he has plenty of funds and plans to 
do so-until he gets the gold, breaks the 
Ekkers, pulls down the Institute (so that the 
very ones HE BROUGHT IN lose everything). 
Again, I note here as to my own conclusions- 
there is SOMETHING wrong about this ongo- 
ing charade. What is being covered? What 
conspiracies and coalitions are under way? 
MAN HAS STOLEN THAT WHICH IS GOD’S- 
DOES HE NOW THINK IT FINE TO ACCUSE 
GOD OF THE THEFT? It is alright with me-IS 
IT ALRIGHT WITH YOU TO HAVE THE FACTS 
AND PROOFOFYGURVERY EXISTENCE BUR- 
IED UNDER THE GOLD COINS THIEVED? I 
suggest you consider the matter very, very 
carefully. 

May we please take a short break? 
Thank you. 

V Am Come 
That Ye Might Have 

Life Eternal” 
2123194 #3 HATONN familiar to your senses and understanding- 

and we are brought into the courts of non-law 
CHRIST PROCLAIMED and injustice for the efforts. 

Christ foretold of the time in which all 
I did not say “Buddha” or ~Jesus~ or, or, distress and sorrows along with evils would be 

or-l said ‘CHRIST”. ‘Christness” is a “state overcome. He said that the very last overcom- 
of being”, A SOUL STATE. With this in mind ing would be of death. 
we will speak of lessons and proclamations of God never planned death! Man came up 

the great “teachers” come before. Does with ‘that” one. God permitted it because of 
“Dharma” claim to be a great teacher? She y... the blindness of men’s minds and the hard- 
doesn’t even claim to be a “teacher”. Why, ness of their hearts and because of the gross 
then, is there such upheaval ami attention u&&edness of unbelief.” There is a lot of good 
given to her? Do “I” claim to be a ‘great “stuff” in those grand old books of wisdom-IF 
teacher”? No-JUST A TEACHER OF TRUTH you have the wisdom to glean it from the 
AND KNOWER OF THE WAY. 1 DO HAVE A misperceptions. For instance, do you know 
MISSION-IN TOTAL SERVICE TO GOD OF the true meaning of the word “Zion” 3 I 
‘THAT’ “LIGHT” OF WHICH WE thought not. It means: “pu- 
HAVE JUST BEEN WRITING. I] rity 6f heart”. So the “road 

Christ proclaimed, to &on” means that pathway 
“I am God never ‘lanned and journey in experience come that ye might have life 

and have it more abundantly- death! Man came to achieve purity of heart 
even life eternal!” 

Christ never spoke of death 
nor did he leave any teachings 
by which man could be prepared hardly think so. Theirs this 
to die. He taught only LIFE! Life more abun- day is to unify and take control ofthe WORLD- 
da.nt! Glorious, beautiful Life1 Yes1 he taught the physical expression manifest. There is NO 

only the principles of Eternal Life. ZION on earth-only the pathway! So again 
He revealed the straight and narrow way YOU must begin to consider the ‘beginnings”. 

that leads to LIFE ETERNAL, good friends. He There is no actual “beginning” or “ending”- 
explained his association with Creator (His only the perception of such. YOU have no 
Father and YOURS) and cl&ml nothing of beginning or ending-only the cyclic evolve- 
greater power than that of which YOU too are ment of soul in progression. 

capable. 
He also warned continually against the CYCLES 

“Broad Open Way” which leads to destruction 
and which so many enter. Always by indi- ALL (everything) progresses in,cycles. This 
vidual “choice*. He spoke to John in Revela- includes your civilization as well as all prior 
tion about overcoming even as he overcame. civilizations. It is that ‘new” comprehension 
Overcame what? DEATH! He efforted to ex- periodically transforms mankind into higher 
press his lessons in terms which could be understanding and being. A new cycle, of 
understood by his audiences-just as we have which shall take around three thousand of 
efforted to show YOU the way in terms already your years in counting, is now in its birth 
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throes. darkness. The great issues this day are over 
God’s omniscience, omnipotence and om- this divine, God-given gift. All dictatorial 

nipresence are centered in the consciousness governments must take away man’s free- 
of EVERY man; but few there are who know of agency from him in order to obtain and hold 
the oneness of their Self-Soul with the Univer- their power. When this happens as it now has, 
sal Self-Soul. Man requires many millennia to either politically or morally, man is no longer 
begin to be aware of that. Each cycle of Man free. He is a SLAVE. 
brings him nearer to his awareness of his 
Oneness with the LIGHT of his Self-Source. VIBRATIONS 

Russell did state the next most beauti- 
fully: “Man lives in a most bewildering com- This may seem to be an overused word 
plex world of EFFECT of which he knows not because it is misused almost constantly by 
the CAUSE. .Because of its seemingly infinite those who would align themselves with a 
multiplicity and complexity, he fails to vision ‘thing” and “get vibrations”. However, %ibra- 
the simple underlying principle of Balance in tions’ are the very essence of LIFE. YOU ARE 
all things. He, therefore, complexes Truth BROUGHT INTO CONFUSION SO THAT YOU 
until its many angles, sides and facets have WILL MISS TRUTH BY THE TOTAL DISTRAC- 
lost balance with each other and with him. TION THRUST AT YOU. 

“TRUTH IS SIMPLE. BALANCE IS SIMPLE. Behind EVERY thought and feeling are the 
Rhythmic balanced interchange between all vibrations of their reality. The living, breath- 

relative to the ones being scientifically thrust 
deliberately upon you now. In this, of course, 
I speak of both constant pulsing and the re- 
mote mind-control techniques of which we 
have so often written. Thought itself has 
‘frequency” -vibratory frequency. There is a 
prophecy worthy of taking note here which 
states: “And in the last days Satan shall rage 
in the hearts of the children of men.” 

You have moved into a time of violence and 
chaos. Art is violent and vulgar if not totally 
insipid and pornographic. Even the art de- 
picting the Christos as he expressed in mani- 
fest form is hideous, even gruesome as the 
violence is depicted ever more and more terri- 
bly. Those who create such pictures say they 
are only seeking to portray all the suffering He 
endured, whereas they are only reflecting their 
own perception of that which they are experi- 
encing and dumping it upon an unsuspecting 
audience to become the “historic” fact later 
mis-interpreted and mis-translated. They are 
only releasing their own dark, emotional 
strains, their rebellious conflicts and their 
evil moods as they reflect them upon HIS face. 
Even in HIS crucifixion no such darkened, 
unholy expression ever found lodgment upon 
HIS countenance. law. In this one fun- all is a ‘spiral” uni- 

damental Universal 
AS HE HAS “THOUGHT”. 

verse of cycles-be it 
Law lies the bal- expressed in simple 
anced continuity of all creative expression in electricity, sound frequencies or elaborately Modern noise called “music” and even dance- 
God’s electric wave universe of two conditioned perceived human expression. The WHOLE of are no longer peaceful or graceful. They are 
lights in seeming motion which record God’s existence is the constantly resonating vibra- but the visual and physical eruptions of the 
one Whole Idea of Creation into countless tion expressing God’s thought through and inward violence of their expressors. Motion 
seemingly separate parts of that Whole Idea.” within LIGHT. pictures are completely defiled with violence 

Is ‘this” an expression which is meant to Therefore, in simple deduction of thought and corruption-purposely geared to entrap a 
be kept within the secret places of a singular ((reason” -every individual who is not con- captive audience from controlled media. You 
‘institution”? Surely not, for it infers that sciously ‘About his Father’s business” ofbring- are transforming a world of people into mon- 
only a select “few” may have the great secrets ing forth the vibrations of true, eternal glory sters as innocent victims, even small children, 
of LIFE ETERNAL. GOD IS LIGHT AND YOU by correct thinking, is wasting the powers of are trained into the only perception they see 
ARE THE RESULT OFTHE IDEA OF GOD MANI- existence and creation. Each has every free- and recognize-violence. You even move to 
FEST AS HE HAS “THOUG.HT”. dom of choice so how unfortunate that ones MURDER unborn babes. I find it interesting to 

Glory and praise be unto the “Father” for- flow into the vibratory catch-basin of that note that if a pregnant woman is slain that 
ever and forever, for His path is made straight which shackles and binds to the illusion of there are ‘murder” charges for TWO. But the 
and His way ofTruth and Light revealed for, as perception. same babe can be aborted at the same ‘agea 
the mind is opened, another seal is loosed and Every thought brings a “choice*. All ones and it is called ‘rights” and %eedom of choice”. 
the great blindness of mind which has nearly who move away from the Lighted pathway and Now an almost full-term baby is partially de- 
destroyed a world will begin to be removed move into the dark vibrations and powers of livered and murdered to have ‘fetal tissue” to 
from you and you will be given faith and vision destruction are actually making a Uconscious” use on others. The world’s youth is being 
t.o behold the things of God and understand choice to do so. Check out that which you do unbalanced, blighted, outraged and destroyed, 
His holy promises. As this Holy Light begins in the darkness, what you “hide” and what you and adult delinquency is the main cause. 
to penetrate the mind His divine vision of would tell lies about to avoid the truth coming The cure, of course, is not contained in the 
perfection is revealed. And with that vision forth. 
comes the testimony of the Holy Spirit of Prom- Every person who is reaching out to gather 

harsh measures of correction now being used. 
The cure is not in reformatories, nor in pris- 

pairs of opposite ex- ing power of existence 
pression in natural is contained with the 
phenomena, and ir. GOD IS LIGHT AND YOU substance of vibra- 
human relations, is ARE THE RESULT OF THE tions. The universe 
.he consummate art itself is simply an 
of God’s universe of 
Light. It is also the IDEA OF GOD MANIFEST electric wave uni- 

verse. It is also that 

Entertainment is violent. Literature is vio- 
lent, vulgar and pornographic by demand. 

ise bearing witness to your souls that it can be TO HIMSELF wealth or power or personal glory ons, nor in capital punishment. The cause of 
fulfilled unto you for you will receive strength at the expense of his fellowmen, or even of a all violence is in the adults themselves and 
to follow it through to its completion. This is single individual, is contributing to the delin- through them the cure must come. But will it? 
the road I mapped, for I am the Way, even the quency of the world. And these delinquent No, because by the time you have moved 
road of perfection, the path you must follow- vibrations are being amplified and hurled forth, through three generations of misinformation 
said the Christed teachers. transformed a thousand-fold in magnified in- and visualization as well as physical expres- 

This invitation, offered to those who would tensity at the present time and ever increasing sion according to the social “norms’ of the 
heed wisdom to become perfect, even as the as you perceive “time” in progression. time, you have destroyed the concepts which 
Father in heaven is perfect, contains the vi- Now, readers, there are more delinquent came before. History is simply rewritten to 
sion divine. It is a possibility and a promise as adults and parents than there are delinquent reflect that which the ones in control and 
definite and real as the promised diploma is to teenagers, who are sending out their vibra- power wish to have offered. TRUTH GETS 
the student who is working for it. God will not tions of negative darkness of uncontrolled BURIED IN THE ARCHIVES, BURNED AS WILL 
be mocked. Neither has HE ever mocked HIS thoughts and acts to wreak havoc upon the BE THE PLEIADES CONNECTION SERIES OF 
children by giving a promise that is impossible world. The adolescent groups are receiving BOOKS, THE PROJECTED ‘TRUTH” WILL BE 
to fulfill. Every promise HE ever gave must the greatest reactional shock because they are ACCORDING TO THOSE WHO COME “AFTER” 
and-will be fulfilled, whenever man has devel- completely unprepared to withstand the vio- AND MAKETHEIROWN PERCEIVED CHANGES 
oped the faith to receive. When we speak of lent vibrations that are being hurled against AND THUS AND SO.... You will, further, note 
vision-we also are speaking “thought”. them by their adult elders. The young cannot that the ones making the %hanges” will be the 

Man% right to choose the thoughts he cope with the magnified, intensified vibra- same ones who team up with other promoters 
thinks contains all the creative powers of eter- tions of evil being released into the Earth’s and deceivers to project upon the unsuspect- 
nity, even the creative powers of godhood. If atmosphere by the thought patterns of deca- ing audiences that which will garner and reap 
he uses these powers amiss or misuses the dent humanity. And realize right here and reward in wealth and power unto themselves. 
divine gift of free-choosing, he will lose his now (and go back and read about pulse waves, Look at your children and on further into 
free-agency. It is in the loss of free-agency ELF’s, etc.) that these thought vibrations of child perversion, whether it be manifested 
that one becomes enslaved by the powers of which we speak here can only be negligible through low sex impulses, disobedience, sul- 
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Any service to God that is lifted in pride to the 
exaltation of that little mortal, personal “self 
is unacceptable. And so it is always this little 
“self” which blocks a man’s way, unless it is 
overcome. No man is truly humble who exults 
in his position or his works or his own lofty 
seat upon the church pinnacle. No matter 
what his works are, as long as he is doing them 
to be seen of men and takes pride in the ‘self” 
or in his works, he is flaunting only the shabby, 
defiled garments of self-righteousness. He is 
only filling the seat of a Pharisee who loves his 
long robe and the greetings in public places 
and the highest seat of honor at every feast. 

From the point where self-righteousness takes 
over, all righteousness is lost. Righteousness is 
the ability to put God and His laws and will as the 
primal reality behind every act, even every thought. 
Self-righteousness is the continual effort to exalt 
the little mortal “self’, to reveal its imagined im- 
portance and flaunt its mediocre works and 
achievements. Self-righteousness is more con- 
cerned with exalting the little personal ‘self’ than 
it is with exalting and glorifying God. 

len rebellion, cruelty or any other negative its dwarfed, selfish traits, its prides and per- 
manifestation which is being expressed in the sonal lusts and desires-the ego gratifications. 
rampant excess, which is caused primarily by But to him who has lifted his vision to the 
children being unloved, unwanted, or pun- heights, where his eyes become single to the 
ished excessively (abused). You adults react glory of God’s and God’s provinces, it is the 
differently by VOTING-IN that with which you great achievement that fulfills all things. It is 
want to demean the civilization. By this I the supreme accomplishment, the sublime 
mean, behaviors including abortions of the attainment. It is the POINT OF POWER. 
unwanted as if it were birth control pills of It is this little mortal ‘selP with its sin 
some kind, etc. And how does all this come (errors and separation from God) that must be 
about and into practice within civilization’s comprehended. This little ego-filled “self’ is 
acceptance?-THROUGH THOUGHT! the block to the way of glory and full accom- 

plishment. It is the little mortal “self’ that 
SOME “THOUGHTS’ stirs up all discords and keeps one out of tune 

ABOUT “SELF” with the great healing, restoring, perfecting 
symphony of the Universe, or with the out- 

There is a lot of Bible-thumping and shout- flowing glory of the Spirit of God and Its love. 
ing from pulpits wherein this or that quotation In many ancient religions and in numerous 
is opinioned according to the doctrine of the modem ones this “self’ has been understood to be 
cult or the denial of same. In the opinions of ‘the great retarder”. Various methods have been 
interpretation most often both the intent of instigated and used to overcome it. The Buddha 
the original message as well as meaning is used the method offasting and begging. The yogis 
totally LOST. So how do we comprehend “good” of India still do. But some of the yogis are com- 
when so much seems to be ‘bad”? Well, it is pletely defeated by their own method, for as they 
difficult because in order to fully comprehend 
the good it IS necessary to further digress 
from the high pattern of attainment and take 
backward looks at the evils, that one day they 
might be forever left behind. It is necessary to 
take this quick, penetrating look into the weak- 
nesses of man’s little mortal self in order to 
know fully the road of overcoming so that each 
individual might comprehend what it is he 
must overcome in order to complete the jour- 
ney into the Light and be able to abide in that 
highest vibration-even HEAVEN. 

iet go of all earthly 
claims and possessions 
and become separated 
from the multitude 
they take pride in 
their exalted achieve- 
ment. The very title 
“holy men” becomes 
their stumbling block 
for, as they are Ned 
with pride and satk- 
faction at being ex- 

It is not just among 

. . ..THE PROJECTED “TRUTH” 
those who may consider 
themselves specially 

WILL BE ACCORDING TO anointed ones that this 

THOSE WHO COME “AFTER” 
great deception is permit- 
ted to destroy one’s endeav- 

AND MAKE THEIR OWN PER- ors. It is waiting at almost 

CEIVED CHANGES AND THUS 
every turn of the road of 
man’s upward climb and 

AND SO.... will deceive even the very 
elect ifthey are not humble. 
It is humility and love 

YOU WON’T LIKE 
THE NEXT: “SELF” 

alted above their fellowmen, they become self- which make an individual “elect”. Self-righteous- 
righteous. Their beggarship becomes a ness and humility are incompatible. Self-righ- 
source of pride and though they assumed it teousness and righteousness are utter strangers, 
for the sake of righteousness it becomes enemies to each otherwithnothingincommon. It 

He who can become the least will be given only the outward siow of empty vainglory. is impossible for them to exist together. And many 
power to become the greatest. To become the It is no longer righteousness but only its a proud man who thinks he is most righteous is 
least one must give himself over completely to ugly shadow-self-righteousness. We all only deceiving himself, or is permitting himself to 
the Will of God. In such complete surrender know ones who express in great shoutings of be deceived as he serves only the forces of dark- 
nothing but God’s Will matters to the indi- absolute and unconditional “love” and then do ness in his unrecognized self-righteousness. Any 
vidual. His love soars on wings of glory to everything possible to destroy another in both service that is rendered without perfect love and 
embrace the very stars. He is no longer con- character and presentation. These ones will pure humility, with eyes single to the glory of God, 
cerned with his own personal life. It no longer literally join with and through ones who then is rendered to the “self’ instead ofto God. And any 
matters to him whether he lives or dies, en- turn and leave others to hold the painful “bag” individual who renders this proud self-service is 
dures trials and vicissitudes, or lies down in of dirty dealings. These proclaimers of uncon- no longer traveling upward, as he supposes, but 
green pastures. He loses his life that he might ditional love will even JOIN WITH those who downward into the darkness. 
find the greater life-of service. With his eyes perpetrated the crime in the first place-fail- Self-righteousness is deadly in its complete 
wholly single to the glory of God he becomes ing to and refusing to see the truth of the destructiveness of power, and there is alittle of it 
filled with the Divine vision of perfection. And circumstance and the responsibility of that in almost every man. It is that “little” that can 
henceforth he beholds only perfection, even mortal “SELF”. These ones will even turn complete the downfall of those who would attain 
as God holds that supreme vision always be- upon God while proclaiming unconditional unto the heights unless it is comprehended and 
fore Him. In his “choices” he chooses God following of that God. In these instances it replaced by true humility and the pure, love-filled 
EVERY time-without realizing he is choos- behooves the individual to evaluate WHICH devotion. Throughout the ages there are ex- 
ing-he will simply say there were no other god he may be serving and HOW. FACTS amples upon examples for the seeing. 
alternatives. There are ALWAYS alternatives! presented seem to elude these ones in point- This is such an important subject that I am 

It is by vision that all things come forth. they seem blinded by the controlling lies pre- reluctant to end this writing but it has been a very 
The power of vision, or the power to imagine sented by the perpetrators of the actual crime in long day at the keyboard for the typist. I will point 
(image in) is the power of creation. And it is by action. They will continue this illusion of blind- out a very important point with which to close this 
pure, high vision that all evils can be over- ness until they lose eveiything whichthey origi- writing: Anyone who uses the tiniest iota of 
come, or transformed into blessings- whether nally claimed. In these instancesit isususllylost God’s power in pride and arrogance will find 
or not it seems that you are enjoying the to unscrupulous barristers or to the very greed that he has laid his hand upon the razor’s edge. 
transformation. originating the actions in the first place. I could And that razor’s edge is the pruning knife of the 

It is only by deep love and praising devo- give you many examples but I know that you have Father. That knife will cut away all dead and 
tion that one can blend his own life so per- a library filled with your own. lifeless twigs and branches and sll inferior 
fectly with the mind and will of God that he traits. This pruning process, as the knife is held 
becomes the expressor ofthe =Greatest-. Does SELF-RIGHTEOUSNESS in the hand of the “Husbandman”, is painful 
this mean thatthe individual becomes a non- and very humiliating. It is always the most 
human? No, it means that the higher self is Anything which causes a man to take pride humiliating experience possible to endure un- 
attuned to that which is beyond the basic in the little mortal *self’ is self-righteous and less the individual, knowingly and with humble 
expressions of the experience of the moment. is empty and barren of all good. In the begin- understanding, begins of himself to bring that 

This condition, therefore, may well sound ning of his endeavor, one could give all that he strident, pompous, little mortal“self” into sub- 
impossible, even undesirable to those who are possessed to the poor and his body to be jection. When an Individual sets his own hand 
still lost in the cravings and trappings of the burned and yet, without the great Christ-like, to such a task it becomes a work of glory and 
flesh and who love the little mortal ‘self’ with selfless love, it would be vain and worthless. magnificent achievement. AHO! 
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Defining Go-d: 
aa I said above. The truths of all fundamentals of 
Nature are just the REVERSE of the conclusions of 
science, just as the reflections in a mirror are the 
reverse of their cause. ‘Gravity” is agood example 
of misperception in definition and action. All 
things SEEK their own density and the entirety of 
all & held together through compression-not 

Light, * T,ove, Law someap~~asvpouldmakeadropqedapple’fall”. 
Untrl you come into proper perception you cannot 
res3iz.e vour ioumev to GOD and become within 
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LIGHT, THE 
MOTHER-FATHER--ONE! 

This is a time for defining ‘God”, precious 
ones. I have no pick with anyone who presents 
Truth-from whatever source and there are many. 
The problem often ends up, however, with misun- 
derstandings as the presenters move off into the 
self-awareness of the truth they BEGAN to bring 
forth. Further, other things come into play and the 
very proving of the equations fall to the wayside as 
the perceptions of the speakers and presenters 
take over the ‘instructions”. Therefore, we are 
forced to give avery simplistic presentation which, 
after all, may be the ONLY way man can entertain 
the possibilities of scientific expression of GOD. 

Can one actually ‘define” God? Yes indeed. It 
has been done and the most accurately presented 
idea focus and definition of God has come forth 
many, many times but to be buried in misinforma- 
tionandmisunderstan~BUTTHEREIS ONLY 
THE ONE DEFINITION. As Little Crow so wisely 
presents the path to God and Truth: There is only 
ONE TRUTH-but each has HIS OWN VERSION 
OF THAT TRUTH-and, there are MANY ways to 
arrive at that HIGHEST TRUTH CALLED GOD (BY 
ANY LABEL). 

GOD IS LIGHT-GOD IS LOVE. 
GOD IS INEXORABLE LAW! 

that wondrous LIGHT. However, until you come to 
ined INFINITY, and then repeats its division unto your senses of mind-you wont be able to have 
the infinity which can be compared to a kaleido- the information which allows you to understand 
scope as it repeats and multiplies its imagbhgs that of which you are offered. I will NOT have my 
as it continues the repetition. scribe go to federal prison in order that you accept 

The extensions of God’s thi&ing move right no responsibility for gaining the scientific under- 
along with LIGHT right into your three dimen- standing given unto the peoples of the world and 
sional ILLUSION. hoarded by a select few self-appointed ‘keepers”. 

I will leave this subject for a minute while I 
“MATTER” IS NOT ‘SPIRIT” suggest you read the following since integrity and 

responsibility are the two components of being 
Spirit is not and cannot BE matter. It be- able to assimilate the information as it comes forth 

comes, however, obvious that you cannot have through those senses. I would like to share with 
matter without Spirit and Spirit without matter, you awritingreceived by Druthea, dated June 25, 
BUT Spirit has the capability to clothe itself in 199 1. It was directed from the one you call ‘Jesus 
many forms of MATTER for special manifest- Christ”ed Sananda: 
ing, or put differently, it is Spirit man&sting 
thatCAUSESmaU.er. Itsimplyis=matte~THROUGH [QUOTING:] 
causation--remember cause and effect. 

Herein is THE GREAT SECRET: WHEN J&AN This day I will discuss the meaning of INTEG- 
SHALL AT LAST KNOW GOD HE SHALL THEN RlTY and how it relates to and is integrated with 
BE TRANSFORMED. responsibilitg. Let us first define, integrity: ‘1. 

Knowing or knowledge of the identity and Uprightness of character; honesty. 2. The condi- 
Presence of God within the Soul of Man-and tion or quality of being unimpaired or sound. 3. 
throughout ALL Nature-is mandatory as a stage The state of being complete or undivided.’ 
for the human race to attain before it is even Now we will define, responsible: ‘1. Answer- 
possible for him to build an enduring civilization able legally or morally for the discharge of a duty, 
of unity and brotherhood. In the same focus Man trust, or debt. 2, Having capacity to distinguish 
must understand ‘Nature”. ‘Nature” multiplies, between right and wrong. 3. Involving account- 
adds and divides, then combines by the use of ability or obligation. Responsibility: 1. State of 
electricity-ALL TIUI’IGS. In that context it being responsible or accountable: also respon- 
becomes factual that manhas everything he needs, sibleness. 2. That for which one is answerable; a 

duty or trust.” 
Integrity and respon- 

sibility are most delicately 
intertwined. To achieve 
utmost spiritual integrity, 
one must fully recognize 
and understand his re- 
sponsibilities; first to 
God/ Aton/Creator Within 
and also to the rest of the 
lifeforceexpressionwithin 
The Creation. In order to 
become a spiritually con- 
scious co-creator with 

God is THE unconditioned White Magnetic 
Light of ALL THINGS-Omnipotent, Omniscient 
and Omnipresent HIND! This force is invisible, 
motionless, sexless and undivided. We will get to 
the ‘dividing principle” of God a bit later. 

There is ONE LIGHT only in all this universe of 
countless many things. This is “Mind of God”. 
Mind of God and the two extended lights of HIS 
thi&ing,whichHISimagining createdto manifest 
HIS Being in what appears to be “actiong. There is 
nothing, readers, in ail nature other than God’s 
KNOWING Mind-at rest and the motionof Mind- 
THINKING. 

Electric and msgnetic: God’s %inkin& is elec- 
tric. God’s KNOWING ismagnetic. GOD HAS BUT 
-IDEA, DESIRE, WRPOSE, ACTION AND LAW. 
His One idea is Hi6 u&y within, in the duality of 
th& which we can refer to as parental or Mother/ 
Father LOVE. His desire is to 9hin.k act&&-and 
then, to rest &orn the action. This happens in 
sequential intervals. HE has one purpose, to 
thinkHisknowingofwhatHEIS,andwhatHE 
KNOWS, into His OWN IMAGE. His action (One) is 
to GIVE. HIS ONE LAW IS THAT WHAT HE GIVES 
MUST BE BALANCED BY EQUAL REGMNGI 

God’sthinkingisuniversal,tbusIyaotooare 
His actions universal. Thoughts are everywhere 
sndyetthebeginningsndendingarewithin,in- 
the ONE. T’herefon, %ction# are likewise, Chnni- 
present ss their sauce in Mind-w. SO, AS 
IT Is-THAT WHICH HAPPENS ANYWHERE HAP- 
PENS JVERYWHERE IN THIS UNIVERSE OF 
NOTHING SAVE MIND-EXTENSION. 

Ah, hut qdea” has no extension; however, 
idea, divided by ~Wa~dr,iUtO~iIMg- 

all the electricity re- 
quired to create all 
things also-IF he but 
knows how Nature 
DOES ITI 

SENSES 

The most difficult 
thing to equate to the 
ALLNESSOFGODisthe 
ever influencing, contra- 
dicting and ego oriented 
presences of the PHYSI- 

“Herein is THE GREAT 

SECRET: WHEN MAN 

SHALL AT LAST KNOW 

GOD HE SHALL THENBE 

TRANSFORMED.” 

CAL impacting through the ‘sensed which ac- God/Aton, one must become ONE with living the 
company the human. This impacts ail physical cosmic laws of God/Creation. One must realize 
animal life, etc.; however, MAN is set higher in his accountability to the Great Spirit within him. 
that-in addition to the SENSES-he is given He must become impeccable (&e from error, 
ability to chooee and reason and through this fault, or flaw) regarding adherence to Cosmic Law. 
capability he can CONTROL all ofthe SENSES. He And to gain cosmic power, he must become spiri- 
does not, however, as he moves within the senses tuaIly complete, unimpaired and sound of charac- 
themselves-they control him. ter, which is the state of being called integrity. 

Here you have to again look to ‘caus8 and Now in order to become impeccable in your 
*effect” for all of Men’s fundamental conceptions integrity, one must BE responsible by listening to 
have been the result of forming conclusions which Spirit within about %ght? and %rong”--or as I 
have been based upon the outer-vision of the prefer to call it bhnced or un&aIanoed-thmkmg 
senses, and not upon the inner-vision of the and behavior. Each ofyou have the KNOWLEDGE 
MIND. The &?zrses see i&&on and are xnightily within with which to be responsible in every 
deceived. Mind-vision doesno t deceive for ‘cause* thought, word and deed. You need only LISTEN 
begins there, and ‘effect? is but its product. This carefully and ask God/Aton within to help you 
is ?nner-vision* of which I am speaking and not recognize your error, instantly, when you make 

. 
%muahzation” as is practiced by most New Age one. It may not alwaY be pleasant to become 
presenters. There is a big Merence. instantfy accountable for your misdeed or 

So how is man deceived? Easily, for the misthought, but ifyou pay careful attention, you 
fundamentalconceptionshavebeenandarsbased will find that you wIlI seldom ifeuer repeat the 
as a result of forming conclusions which have ssme error. Youwill find that the careful attention 
beenbased uponthe’ouM-vision of the senses @J and recognition of your inner guidance, ZZV- 
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STANTLY, is well worth the temporary inconve- 
nience or discomfort to your ‘altered” ego. 

So by requesting God/Atonwithin to showyou 
the error, immediately, He will also show you the 
balanced thought, action or deed with which to 
reclaim your impeccability of Spirit. Why can it be 
seemingly so easy to recognize errors? Because, 
chelss, you ones have made essentially THE SAME 
errors over and over again. Lifetime sfter lifetime 
now you have chosen to be irresponsible and 
remain spiritually ignorant. You already KNOW 
and csn distinguish between that which is bsl- 
anced and unbalanced thought and behavior; you 
simply have forgotten you KNOW. 

When you separated yo 
spirit within you, which 
fully contained your being 
as far as perfect guidance 
and knowledge, you be- 
camespiritusllypowerless. 
When you worshipped in 
separateness from THE 
ONE and therefore sought 
OUTSIDE your being for 
guidance, you DENIED the 
Spirit within YOU its full 
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see it here upon Earth (Shan) as birth and rebirth us to break THE LAWS. 
such as of the natural seasons which you csll 
Winter, Spring, Summer and Fail. 

Just as a parent with a child who is stumbling 
All Creation 

fidls within the cycles of giving and regiving life. 
and learning to wslkfeels compassion for his child 
who he knows must do it on his own with only 

Only Hu-man (Higher Universal Man) is given 
the choice through his free-wilI about whether he 

loving guidance, we too must observe and guide 
you oneswithout interfering and DOING it for you 

will cooperate in the co-creation process of giving for then we only serve ourselves in our impatience 
and regiving, or he will ‘develop” through his to “hurry’ alongyourgrowth. The progressofyour 
compressed/limited senses of monitoring EF- growth, however long” it takes, is between YOU 
FECTS, ways to manipulate, dominate and con- and GOD. Interfering in that process is FORCE 
quer Nature to suit his spirituslly ignorant means. and FORCE IS NOT OF GOD/ATON! 

onlyM=tlrmugh- - -w- 
choosestotake~naturewithoutmgardforbalfmce ALLOWING FORCE IS 
andhsmumyofALLwithCmalion NOT OF GOD 

:seIf from the Great The re&uxlin~ 

“So where does the 
adversary get its 
power? The answer, 
chelas, is from YOU!” 

-_ _ 
creative potential. And because you felt no longer 
responsible for that which you manifested, you 
became your own slaves to the physical illusion. 
By your self-denial you created leaders over you 
who would support your %el.ief in separation 
from Creator, and thus you developed tremen- 
dous attachment to physical matter. This ac- 
counts for the same developed attachment to 
EGO-separate iRusion. 

the soul is left empty, for your immortal soul is not you, and when you became ‘&aid- I you gave the 
enriched and repleniahed through %king” of Iife adversary your GOD-POWER. He controls you 
snd physicsl conquering of another or Nature. through your perceived ‘separation” from GOD. 
OnlythroughKNOWLEDGEofgivingforseIf,with- And the only reason you sre still upon this 3rd 
out emotional strings attached, will your immortaI dimensional plane is because you have BELIEVED 
soul be lifted from earth physical attachment and THE LIES AND DECEPTIONS OF THE ADVER- 
compression. SARY WHILE YOUR GOD-GIFTED SOUL HAS 

PINED AWAY FOR THE REUNIFICATION WITH 
WHAT IS -NO-STRINGS THE ONE, GOD/ATON. 

AmACHED” GIVING? The question now is to self. #Are you ready to 

In orderto give effortlessly, the knowledge has 
release the adverssry? If so, then ALL of your 
TRUST and FAITH must be directed toward GOD 

been gained that it is one’s expression of God 
Divine LOVE which is ultimately being given. The 

who exists with.inYOUl Therein will your freedom 

fukilhnent of true ego-selfless giving is immediate 
corn the bondage of limited-physical adversarial 
perception be EARNED. Did you read that clearly? 

and not dependent upon perceived physical ac- YOU WILL EARN YOUR SPIRITUAL UNITY BY 
ceptance of same by the receiver. Although one ACCESSING THE KNOWLEDGE OF GOD WITHIN 
who is a selfless giver will also be a most gracious 
receiver of returned LOVE to himself. 

YOU. And your *proof will be forthcoming through 

Are you beginning to understand, precious 
FAITH and the return of your Free-will to GOD. 
For your ‘proof of God’s existence and %omi&’ 

chelas? God working through you will ALWAYS will be revealed WITHIN YOU! FOR THERE IS 
BE FULFILLING YOU through His giving and WHEREEXISTSTHE KINGDOMOF GOD...WITHIN 
regiving of LOVE. YOU!! 

Those of us who serve HIS DIVINE LIGHT OF 

EFFECTS of Esrth Man’s 
adversarialTAKING behav- 
ior is clearly represented 
upon your plane at this 
time...although man has 
only just begun to realize 
HIMSELF as the CAUSE of 
this unbalance. 

It is always a struggle 
to take, even, if it is only 
perception of physical 
Things”, simply because 

So you may be &inking, What about the 
Adversary?“. The Adversary definitely seems to 
force” his way into domination. DOES THE AD- 
VERSARY “REALLY FORCE? Think about this, 
chelas. 

The adversary definitely lies, cheats, and in- 
timidates, but does he force his way into existence 
here? The adversary can kiIl the body physical to 
further its means. So where does the adversary 
get its power? The answer, chelas, is tirn YOU! 
You have ‘allowed” the adversary to intimidate - - - - --I 

To achieve Spiritual integrity you are required 
to BE responsible and accountable for the effects 
of your thoughts, words and deeds. In order to be 
responsible, you must UNDERSTAND and adhere 
to The Cosmic laws of Balance. You must seek 
ONENESS and see UNITY with all, NOT separa- 
tion, inferiority or superiority to anyone or any- 
thing. You must become impeccable in your 
intent to serve God and The Creation. You must 
recognize only ONE WILL, the Will of THE ONE, 
Creator/ Creation. Then you will gain the Spiritual 
integrity of CHRIST perfection snd with that your 
Power within will become msgniticent. 

Remember when I, Esu I mmsnuel aJesus”, 
walked as man upon your place I told you, ‘These 
things I do, YOU will do GREATER. m So be it and it 
is coming to pass, chelas. 

I would like to requote something for you to 
ponder from our beloved St. Germain: #Your per- 
sonal power is in direct proportion to the integrity of 
your soul. * This one sentence says it all, chelas. 
Ponder these things most carefully that you hear 
Spirit to Spirit and not Spirit to ego illusion. This 
Yime”, my brethren, is the %our” of the dawning 
of YOUR spiritual awaken&q. How the Angels of 
Glory in Heaven REJOICE; for earth human is 
preparing for the celebration of ONENESS and 
BROTHERHOOD within GOD’S HOLY Kingdom of 
LIGHT. 

I love you greatly, my precious chelasI I am 
most honored to serve My Father and therefore 
you, my brethren. I AM Sananda, One with God. 
Thank you my precious sister, Druthea You are 
most blessed in Our Father’s Kingdom. Be at 
Peace as is the spring time flowering of this time. 
Enjoy the radiance of Our Father’s Creation before 
you. salu. 

[CONTINUING TO QUOTE; later same day] 

If you wiIl remember of the lessons given forth 
recently of Germain 
of the nature ofGod. 

and Hatonn, Germain spoke 
SpeciiIcally, I sm referring to 

GIVING and REGIVlNG which IS ‘God. .You may 

LOVE, could not be very effective ‘guides“ to you, SO WHAT ABOUT 
our brethren, if we gave up on our outpouring of “GRACE” GIVEN OF GOD? 
LOVE to you simply because so few %ccepv what 
we give. This is the measure of your spiritual 
maturity, precious ones. That you can give and 

Grace is the quality of God of Giving and 
Regiving Love. Let us define Gras: ‘1. Beauty or 

regive without emotional attachment of suffering harmony of motion, form or manner. 
to self. Giving and regiving Love is effortless when 

2. Any 

it is continuous, and measured outcome of %uc- 
attractive quality. 3. Service freely rendered; good 
will. 4. The act of showing favor. 5. Clemency; 

cess” does not dissuade one from selfless Divine mercy. 6. Theology. a The love of God toward 
God-GIVING and REGIVING. 

The NEED for LOVE giving is great upon your 
man. b. The divine influence operating in msn.* 

Mine scribe, Druthea, watched with some 
plane and that is why the focus of many ones from 
the HIGHESTlevelsofGod’sKingdomisuponyou. 

amusement a “Christians TV Minister on the yes- 
terdsy. 

This does not mean that ones of us don’t become 
He was speaking about his perception of 

God’s “Grace’. He said words to the effect, you 
rather passionate in our concern and compassion need do NOTHING to receive God’s Blessings and 
for you, our stn@ing little brothers. We, too, Grace.” (Sounds a bit like the ljust BG philoso- 
have our lessons of KNOWLEDGE earned through 
our service to God through our service to Earth 

phy of many New Agers, does it not?) We humans 
believe we must ‘work’ to esrn God’s Grace. This 

Hl.lmsrl. 
You ones have no idea how often ones of us 

is NOT true. We must simply accept CHRIST 

who work closely with you want to DO something 
(Jesus) as our Savior. HE has taken our burden 
FOR us.” There is the catch, Christ has TAKEN 

more than COSMIC LAW will sllow us to do. Many 
ones of us have petitioned to GOD and He clearly 

responsibility for YOU! Do you see how deceptive 

has defined that which we may and may not do to 
the adversary is?...‘God wiIl take care OF YOU. 

remain in His service. The difference between us, 
You need do nothing. You are not responsible. 

of higher experience, and you of Earth physical 
Christ is your Savior” . ..ad nauseaml 

compression, is that WE KNOW THE LAWS OF 
I am not YOUR savior. YOU are your Savior. 

GOD AND CREATION and our Spiritual Integrity 
AndthegoodnewsisYOU will EARN yourway into 
GOD’s Grace by standing responsible for selfand 

of SERVICE TO THE HIGHEST ONE wiIl not sllow obeying THE LAWS-OF‘GODJCREATIGN. j It-is 
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really so simple, chelas. You see, GRACE also is 
a wondrous quality of EFFORTLESS GIVING AND 
REGIVING BY GOD! 

WHAT ABOUT “MERCY”? 

I will first define Mercy: ‘1. Kind or compas- 
sionate treatment of an adversary, prisoner, etc., 
in one’s power. 2. A disposition to be kind, 
forgiving, or helpful. 3. The power to show mercy 
and compassion.g 

Remember this carefully, chelas: GOD is sll- 
compassionate LOVE and MERCY. It is the adver- 
sary who seeks punishment and is absolutely 
merciless! You who have allowed yourselves to be 
ruled by the adversary WILL PUNISH SELF AND 
BLAME GOD EVERY TIME! 

It is only a spiritually ignorant being who will 
seek punishment for self for perceived errors. 
Errors are EFFECTS of dis-eased thinking, NOT 
ever are errors caused from GOD-KNOWLEDGE. 
ONLYTHROUGHTHEMISUNDERSTANDINGAND 
MISINTERPRETATIO. OFTHEPHYSICALLY COM- 
PRESSED SENSES AND BLIND DEFIANCE OF 
I’HE LAWS OF GOD/CREATION ARE ERRORS 
CAUSED BY MAN. 

YOU DESIRE GOD’S MERCY AND FORGIVE- 
NESS? THENYOU MUST PETITION GOD WITHIN 
YOU TO GUIDE, PROTECT AND SUSTAIN YOU 
WITH LOVE AND KNOWLEDGE OF THE POWER 
OF YOUR WILL AND HIS WILL AS O#El 

God IS ALL-FORGIVING MERCY. So then, 
chelas, forgiveness and mercy must begin within 
SELF since that is where GOD resides. 

The adversary will dissolve in its power when 
confronted by the Divine Holy Power of GOD 
WITHIN YOU! WHY? Because EVIL is an illusion 
developed and sustained by MAN. God’s Love, 
Light and Knowledge is ALL that exists. YOU each 
are f@ments of HIS divided thinkmg. THERE IS 
NO SEPARATION OF GOD AND WE OF HIS 
THOUGHT FRAGMENTS EXCEPTTHROUGHTHE 
BELIEF OF SEPARATION EMBRACED BY LIM- 
ITED HUMAN SENSING PERCEPTION. So be it. 

YOU MUST SEEK TO 
KNOW GOD WITHIN 

Only through KNOWING that which is GOD 
will you KNOW GOD WITHIN ALL. How csn you 
KNOW GOD? BY YOUR DESIRE TO KNOW GOD 
will HIS Kingdom be revealed within you. He 
awaits your sincere petition of recognition and 
acceptance of HIS WORD within you. Your song of 
LIGHTresoundswiIhin GOD’S KNOWING andyou 
will dance and sing HIS presence in co-creation as 
ONE WITH GOD AND ALL THAT IS. 

‘In all that I AM Father, not MY wiIl, only let 
THINE WILL BE DONE.’ And so it is. 

Thankyou, precious Druthea, for your service. 
I AM Sananda, ONE with GOD within Creation. I 
am, most pleased to be of service to you, my 
precious brethren of Earth Shan. Walk together in 
Absolute Love, Unity and Peace and KNOW that 
ALWAYS Our Father walks with you. Salu. 

[END OF QUOTING] 

And may the LIGHT be ever given to shine 
around this precious being that she find her way, 
for she is in torment. The testings sre HARD, 
readers, indeed hard. We can KNOW the way and 
the TRUTH-but behold the monstrous voyage 
throughtheseasofcontemptandtrialtofIndpas 
sage. Some ‘gift# however, once tossed awsy, are 
never aIlowed acceptance AGAIN. It is a time for 
each of you to ponder upon these things most 
carefully for the physical journey is short indeed 
whiIst the soul journey is Mnitel Good day... 

Tapes, Transcriptions & Videos 

In addition to audio tapes of meetings with Commander Hatonn and written 
transcriptions of some taped topics, TtfE W0RV also offers other tapes and 
videos on selected topics. 

Donations to cover the costs of tapes are $4.00 for one tape, $6.00 for two 
tapes and $2.50 per tape for three or more, except where otherirvise noted. The 
transcriptions are $3.00 each. (Mexico or Canada add SO.25 and other foreign 
countries add SO.50 per tape or transcription.) Postage is included in tape and 
transcription prices. 

Please send check or money order to: mE W0IZV, P.0. Box 6 194, Te hat ha pi, 
CA 93582 or call 805-822-4176 if you have questions or you wish to use 
your Visa, Discover or Master Card. 

If you desire to automatics//y receive tapes from future meetings, please send at 
least a $50 donation from which tape costs will be deducted. We will try to notify you 
as your balance reaches zero. 

Special Order tapes are noted below by * and are not automatically sent since 
this material is usually either already in print or will be soon. Available written 
transcriptions are noted by #. 

The following is a complete list of meeting dates with the number of tapes in 
bold in parentheses and mentioning if the meeting has a special focus: 

2/22/92(4); 3/l 4/92(4); 
3/2 l/92(2); 3/2 8/92( 1); 4/4/92(3); 
4/l 2/92(2) a talk at local Community 
Church; 
4/l 3/92(l) # “What is a Semite?“; 
4/l 7/92(l) # Who Were the First Chris- 
tians?” 
4/25/92(2)* # “The Photon Belt”; 
4/26/92(3); S/l /92(l) “L.A. Riots and The 
Bigger Plan”; 
5/mm; 
S/8/92(2) radio talk show; 
wvW4); 
5/l l/92(3) *“SilentWeapons ForQuietWars”; 

VISA, DISCOVER AND 

5/l 3/92(3) meeting with European visitors 
over lunch; 

MASTER CARD ACCEPTED 

5/l 6/92(3); S/23/92(2); 
S/30/92(3)* “The Divine Plan and Places In 
Between” tapes 1-3; 
6/l /92(3); 6/4/92(2); 6/6/92(4); 
6/l 3/92(3); 6/21/92(3); 6/27/92(2); 
6/28/92(2) radio program, KTKK, Salt Lake 
City, UT; 
6/30/92(3)* “The Divine Plan and Places In 
Between” tapes 4-6; 
7/4/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 
7/l 2/92(3); 
7/l g/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 
7/26/92(3); 
g/3/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 
WVW2); 
g/31/92(2) Anti-Christ Banksters; 
9/wm; 
9/l 2/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 

1 O/4/92(3); 1 O/l O/92(2); 
1 O/l 7/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 

1/8/94(i);- i /16/94(2); l/2 3/94(2); 

1 O/24/92(2); 11 /l/92(2); 
11/1/92(l) radio program, New Mexico; 

2/7/94(2); 2/l 3/94(4). 

11/8/92(2);11 /I 4/92(3);11/22/92(2); 
11/25/92(l) radio program, Gallup, NM; 
11/29/92(2);12/6/92(2); 
12/6/92(2) Cosmos Patriot Group-l; 
12/7/92(l) Cosmos Patriot Croup-Ii; 
12/l 2/92(2) Cosmos Patriot Croup-Ill; 
12/l 3/92(2); 12/20/92(2); 
12/31/92(l)* Constitutional Law Center; 
1 /ww); 
1 /14/93(2) Seminar speech by Retired 
Police Officer Jack McLamb; 
1 /16/93(2); l/23/93(3); l/30/93(2); 
2/6/93(l); 2/l 3/93(2); 2/l g/93(2); 
2/20/93(2) radio program on KTKK featur- 
ing Soltec with Hatonn; 
4/4/93(3) including Soltec and Sananda; 
4/l O/93(2) radio program KTKK; 
4/24/93(3); S/2/93(2); 5/l 6/93(2); 
S/23/93(3), 6/20/93(2); 
6/20/93(1)*Mystery Virus in New Mexico 
7/2/93(2)* Rayelan Russbacher on KTKK; 
7/l l/93(3); 7/l g/93(2); 7/30/93(3); 
7/31/93(l) KTKK Little Crow; 
g/8/93(2); 8/2 l/93(2); 
g/22/93(3) Gunther Russbacher interview; 
g/29/93(2); 
9/S/93(3); 9/l 4/93(2); 9/l 9/93(3); 
1 O/9/93(3); 1 O/l 6/93(3); 1 O/30/93(2); 
11 /13/93(2); 11/21/93(3); 11/27/93(2); 
12/5193(2); 12/l 2/93(2); 12/l 8/93(l); 

#I-#5 Corporation Lectures ($5 each tape). 



Living On Borrowed Time: 
The Clintons’ VERY Tangled ,Past 

2/24/94 92 HATOHIII 

TAKE NOTE: MARKETS OF WORLD 

You are absolutely right in your observation 
that the market at 3500 may well be triggering 
something on its way BACK DOWN-NOT GOING 
UP. Note that everything in the world is “off”, 
including gold-this is ‘artificial” in every aspect 
because the fact is, gold would (should) be in- 
creasing in this environment-just hold on! 

The U.S. government is in HOT, DEEP WATER 
with Russia and it could 41ow” at any moment. 
Actually it IS %lowing’ snd you are not sllowed to 
see or hear it. Along with the problems with the 
U.S. there is also great internal stress within 
Russia In the U.S. Clinton is just about to get 
himself impeached (to say the “leastl)). 
Whitewater”, in the words of some writers, is pure 

%ustle* . He is in a very bad plight and Hillary’s AS THE CONTACT18 REFERRED TO BY GRIT2 
Hellcats are about to individuslly self-destruct. AND GREEN, ET AL.] 
Well, it couldn’t happen to ‘nicer” people. ‘Bill Clinton is the first President in Ameri- 

Let me just quote you something from a letter can history to have a criminal referral-men- 
from Nick Guarino: tioning him-issued by an independent fed- 

*Bill Clinton will be the Iirst president to go etal regulator to the Department of Justice. 
from the White House direct to the jail house. He US Attorney General Janet Reno is desper- 
is being investigated for possible ’ ’ 1 bank ately trying to protect Clinton by refusing to 
fraud by the Resolution Trust Corp... [H: Wow, make this document public and by stone- 
NOTHING k too good for those folks either.] walling the investigation.” 
. . and for possible campaign fraud. The FBI has The following is an ‘advertisement” and I 
opened an investigation for possible obstruction know that you realize that when I ask for 
of justice for events surrounding the murder of advertising in the paper-I believe the infor- 
Clinton’s Deputy White House Counsel, Vincent mation critical and worthy of the price, what- 
Foster. [H: We told you readerr, EXACTLY WHAT ever it is, I hate to attract any further focus to 
HAPPENED TO FOSTER, HOW MANY“SUICIDE” this place but I feel you HAVE TO HAVE THIS 
SHOTS, etc., WHEN IT HAPPENED. Never mind INFORMATION. 
the adversarial attacks, readers, you GET THE The above quotes are from the heading of 
UP-FRONT TRUTH FROM THIS “RAGSHEET” this letter [below] in point. 
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which never appeared on their-tax returns. 
In addition, the pressfound large.payments, 

* Why this huge so-called’loss. never ap- potential. &im$isl indictments. .,. One for 

from Madison Guarri#eeto Whitewater that 
peared on Bill’ &‘Hillary’s. income tax:re- 
‘turri-this from.&‘ms.n who’took’a $2 de- 

campaign-fraud,., A&her forbank fraud 
related to SBA funds thit’were siphoned 

nobody would expfaiti ‘The whoie cover-up 
started to. unravel. 

duction for his used underwear donated; to off to: Whitewater.;. And, three cases of 

On the’:afternoon of July 2O? 1993- 
the Salvation Army., j conflict of interest by Hillary while repre- 
* 

Vince- Foster was found’ dead;, shot in the 
How Ciint on’s cam$aign debts from past ‘. sentingthe government &gain& her former 

gubernatorisil erections were paid for with clients and perflonal friends.. 
head with a -38 ,csliber pi,stol; He.tia&fou& * 
laid out w5th his arm& at his sides, and the 

money stolen from, deposits st ! Madison The.fnst president to go from the White 

pistol in his right .ha+d. Detectives and. 
.Guarantee Savings &. Loan., House straight to prison?The -FBI is.now 
* 

other experts said that.the guncouldnot 
Was. Bihrealiy just interviewing those opening up aninveatigation for. ‘obstruc- 

tion of :justi,ce” for events surrounding 
have remained.in his hand-the ejiglosive 

women in the b&of th& p&lic~-‘caM How : 
he used intimidation and bribes to make :the murder of Vincent Foster. 

recoil of the revolver would have thrownit 
clear of his body. One hathologist said the 

sure the cops wouldn’t talk. 
* How, Bill used prisoners who .were as- HjbW I KNOW WHERE 

recoil should have thrown the pistol tip to 
30 feet away. [X: *It is obvious that none of 

signed as trustees at the ‘Governor’s bari; THE SKELETONS ARE.. . 
sion, to get drugs, .women, and- carry the 

,..: 

these good people tead..CONTACR This I’m Nick Guarino. I ran ‘a multi-million 
whole seena& cannot be true-ither. 

money for the high+takes .poker gajnes he 
loves so much. .: dollar business in Arkansas. I know how 

The fact is the murder wus so blatant that * 
there were TWO (count ,them) two,shots, 

The long string ofshamreal estate deals business is done there+ 
that Clinton-and his associates--used to I also know that .Bill and Hillary will say- 

su, surely he would have drdkpcd the gua raise milfions.for their slush funds, when they read- this letter-that I’m an ex- 
after at least olte of them.] * convict ‘fresh out of Leavenworth, Thatjs 

The same experts said that tfiere should 
How Clinton and his associates swapped 

land back and, forth; .fraudulently inflating true-but. irrelevant. I WaS railroaded. for 
have been pools of blood. But, paramedics supposed white collar crime-but .that’s.afso 
who first arrived at the scene said there was 

the value so the bar&would loan ever more 

PO blood, and no exit wound for the bu&t. 
money that would never, be repaid (except irrelevant. 

. . The more important point is that what I!ve. 
[H: Ah Ha-the plot thlckenL..] Despite 

by the. US taxpayers]. 
* 

the lack of exit wound,, no bullet. was ever 
Picture this: a bank regulator writes .a told you. here, is. true; and I have; the docu- 

found. An autopsy wasperformed, but.the 
negative report Saying that Madison had mentation to make it stick. f?l:te~,YOti now, 

results HAVE ‘BEEN SUPPRBS@EDi 
engaged in ‘unsound lending practicea”, Bill and Hill- wilJ smear me and try to 

Four days later, the White House an- 
and had improperly booked profits. ‘Aregit- d&edit me. ,: But they, wili never sue me, 

be,cause in a court-. of law, I can depose them, 
nounced that they’d discovered a “suicide?’ 

lator with a report: like this could -easily 
shut Madison.down, But ,sudde’nly, a.fow a~$ subp,oena, ‘document++ that they Want 

note in a briefcase taken from. Foster’s of-. ., ‘. ’ 
fice, This so-called suicide notepever’men- 

hoAt& later, the .s&e regulator took’ajdb, .NO.+O.NE, to. We. j’ 
working at Madison Gutiantee as, execu- ,You see, I .knowwhore the skeletons are. 

tioned =suicide*. The note’- discussed- 
Foster’s dissatisfaction with living in D’.C:; 

tive vice-- president [under5 her .mdidbn f was locked ‘up with people: who -had. inside 

away from his family and discussed ret&$- 
:n&e). : Her salary &@o&e~ed to’$65;~0(). ~&Ili+Viedge : of- ci#lton’s tI!@TU@tiOn. : ,hl a leg& 
in addition; she got a $5,000 unsecured. battle I can open up the Chntons like a can of 

ing to Arkansas; It h&d been ripped apart foan; a$500 amonth expense bonus,yearly wor&rs- .’ :;. . 
into 27 pieces. The signature-was removed; 
Foster’s finger prints were never found on !. 

bonuses. of $2,000, plus, a Rolls Royce And, I would love to. This.wa& the. great- 

“any of the 27 pieces; .. 
(i,, ., l+ntley sedan to:‘,tool zirou+l:town’in. est country in, the world-and ,.crooks like 

‘. * .HOti.:Hi.larj’j‘~hile. ie.prese&tj~f& bs ~j$&&,;;&e &$Ii~ “3s .d,& th& .-ever, It 

MO&E .“.. 
.go?ertitient-the WrC, to. tie. precise+$t makea,me sick.‘: Clinton has:got to be stopped. 
the’gov&%ient to forgive ‘6’$606,000 Iosn People’have,got: to. know the.truth ,now. Pho- 

IRREGULARI.I%ES.. .. ,:. to h*r partne+ father-in-law.’ ‘, Hill&y’s’ tocopy this letter and sendit to everyone you 
firm pocketed. a $400,000 ,fee for her’ ef- .. know,’ Order ,extra.copies of .the report. Get. 

Contra& to’ standard police’ procedure, .forts. Thi,.s&ne~ partnei’.was:,l;bter.;ap~ ,,.,, ,,,. ,, the wokd au% to,the public.-Tho:truth wili’set 

Foster’sWhite Hour& offrce’wa&not ‘%&led pointed-by’Bill’Clin~onl;as the @‘persori us fpw@lget- him’:.@* of of@e;, ‘. : 

after. his’ death. Law ‘ehforcernent $fficials in the ,JusticeDepsrtztient’t~ Newas- as- ‘. : .Look? : &don’t know. how’ lorig4 can keep 

investigating the ,death : said,: ,%hey had. :to 
signed to “investigate*,the Wh%ewtite$‘cas’ti. Thi ~ImpeachedPresident in print; This is 

wait : across- the room; ,while : Ghief : .W:b;ite :. 
* ‘. : H&& : .Ci&?& : .us;e’d j a ..,;ritp;&. &kan+& red$iot, .explos~vk .materiaJ:‘: It. crin :b.m. 

House.Counael; Bernard Nuasbaumj .sofled,,. ‘. bti’ to : funnel. -over ‘$lr)~.;Q~O jti himself. .. 
dawn.i=lintonrs,,p~~~deiicy; c It.WIiLlh*-it 

. ...;. 
through papers on Foster s dir& A-former 

.md ,&e members ‘ofhi& ~go@diold;b6$ .fie$s. .‘&eT.:..‘y’ ;...:“‘.:: I ‘c:,: ‘, f” “, : :-I.:.: “.I ;:, . ..‘. ‘. .‘.;,: .’ 
.;. ,: work,. :.Lt ‘o&y :+jpe’dwhen: the’.pDfC.‘&d. ‘.’ .:.I, have, +.sin$i~ but. gutsy,publisher;’ But 

D.C, @ok&: official said, ‘I was completely. ,.: ,; .. 
stunned toikarn that.F~ib+r% offic&had.nat 

,the.S$aie B~ng.cornmia;sione~‘.~at~:‘cie- Ci.i+++ x~ : a: poworfut &I@.& ‘. H.e- .c&.n sick: the 

been sealed as soon as :it was lea&led that 
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Once again, readers, I wish to remind you 
of something. I do not say that everything this 
man produces is wondrous-I don’t know and 
don’t care. I DO know that the only way to 
keep the daring people who will come forth, alive, 
is to support them and this is the only way we can 
offer much help-simply to publish this informa- 
tion. I do not have comment on anything else the 
man has or does-it is irrelevant. 

We DO know about the ones out to 
“getcha” -very, very well and personally. It is 
simply too bad that the ones who claim to be 
on our side are the major ones out to “getus”. 

George Green, for instance, has teamed up 
with DeMar of Sedona, AZ to write to a list of 
participants in the ‘Institute”. The list is as 
private a document as can be had by a busi- 
ness of any kind. George was a Director of the 
Institute-which is HOW he has the list. He 
sent the list to DeMar who is writing to every 
one on the list that he can locate and sending 
a full set of documents (government) to ‘pull 
down the Institute’ on mail-fraud, etc., 
charges. He even says in his cover letter that 

he is not ‘qualified” to till out the document 
but he further says he is ‘one of the ones 
TURNING IN THE EKKERS”. Wow-it IS hard 
on the nerves to effort to bring truth and 
opportunity and simply “serve”. 

NOW, it comes forth that probably a PHOE- 
NIX INSTITUTE FOR RESEARCH AND EDUCA- 
TION TRUST wasset up somewhere-to divert 
funds from THE Institute-EXACTLY LIKE 
ANDERSON AND GREEN SET UP A TRUST: 
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW CENT=. That CLC 
duplicate was birthed and operated in the 
same suite of offrceslll Still think you are 
working with misguided and pitifully “had” 
novices? Then, you see, you go running away 
to another state and effort to pull al1 the 
funding out of the ‘original” and suck it into 
the duplicate-leaving the poor souls who have 
integrity to HOLD THE BAGI OPEN YOUR 
PRETTY EYES, READERS, FOR IT IS HAPPEN- 
ING TO YOU FROM EVERY DIRECTION! 

By the way, Mr. Martin or Dr. Young, get in 
touch with the parties, like Devvie K., and get 
as many facts as you can regarding the cam- 

paign and campaign funds of our friend who 
likes to tear me apart! I think you will find it 
interesting enough to PRINT! 

Gritz is now whining all over his micro- 
phone about how terrible the awful press, etc., 
is to HIMI It doesn’t seem to occur to him that 
the spiral has simply turned back upon itselfl 
Good confirmation for the rest ofyou, though. 
No indeed, children, it is NOT A NICE WORLD 
AFTER ALL! Further, he’d better check it out for 
there might be a’duplicate” (almost) entity called 
by whatever name he is calling his Christian 
Covenant Community, or Center for Action, or 
whatever. The ssme with University of Science 
and Philosophy. Boy, it seems that Green KNQWS 
alot about business which has never been seen by 
anyone here! In fact, what of the 1.2 million 
dollars spouted by Gritz from Green that Patterson 
‘shut down-. Must have been going to some 
OTHER institute because it was NEVER EVER 
HEARD OF AROUND THESE PARTS AND NEI- 
THER HAS ALMOST ALL OFTHE OTHER GAR- 
BAGE! SO, BETTER BE CHECKING-THERE 
IS SOMETHING GOING DOWN’SOMEWHERE”. 

Latest Branch Davidian 
Trial Happenings 

Editor’s note: In the l/25/94 issue of every scrap of suggested guilt that could be Riddle. ‘After six weeks you’ve got to be 
CONTACT, we outlined who theparticipants are found, waving around as though their mere asking yourself, Why is Ruth Riddle even 
in this trial (you might want to refer back as a existence was evidence of guilt. here?’ They are trying to fabricate a case dur- 
guide). We have beenfollowing this trial weekly After noon it was the defense attorneys’ ing closing arguments.” Turner made clear 
and here take up where we left off last week. turn to attack, and attack they did. Jeff something that Johnston had tried to make 
This so-catled Yrial” has been conducted in San Kearney, Jaime Castillo’s attorney led off by murky. No individual had the right to shoot 
Antonio, Texas and, as you may be aware by correctly asserting that this jury is the most another unless his life is in danger, or in 
now, even from the controlled media -the jury powerful body at work in this country. Then defense of another. No individual-not even a 
has finally spoken! without expanding on the whys of that state- police officer! Mr. Turner also made the telling 

ment he launched into the arguments of argument that if there had been a conspiracy 
FEBRUARY 22, 1994- Johnston. He pointed out that if there were to murder, why did David Koresh send away 
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS convicting facts those facts would have been Robert Rodriguez, whom he knew to be an 

the feature of the previous hour, but, lacking undercover ATF agent? .Jhy would he go to 
The following is written by Jack DeVault: those, Johnston had dug deep to present vari- the door to greet the raiders in an effort to 
This was a day when the crowded court- ous theories of guilt. “The Law,* he said, allow peaceful entry to Mt. Carmel. If this had 

room fairly rocked with unspoken ‘amens”. ‘requires an independent finding of fact.” He been an ambush many more ATF agents would 
The first hour this morning was taken by urged the jurors to go back and review what is have died. The 911 tape proved that the 
Judge Walter Smith reading the 76 page known and what is unknown. He spoke of the Davidians wanted peace., It was the ATF that 
‘Charge to the Jury*. After a ,short break, witnesses that should have been called but had no plans for cease-fire. 
Assistant U.S. Attorney William Johnston de- were not tailed. He reminded the jury of the Attorney Rentz, attorney for Graeme 
livered the first blast of innuendo for the pros- lies that the ATF agents were found in; how the (Leonard) Craddock, then described in a folksy 
ecution. He said, ‘Today I represent those ATF leaders lied to the nation and how the way the legal issues. Conspiracy is a thought 
four men (those who died); Special Agents lower echelons lied to cover those leaders. He crime. No agreement of thought ever was 
Steven D. Willis, Robert J. Williams, Conway explained that an independent investigation proven to have taken place. Craddock had 
LeBleu, and Todd McKeehan. I argue on their never occurred because the ATF had access to fired perhaps twenty rounds of ammunition in 
behalf’. the site even before the Texas Rangers had an his life. ‘If Graeme was called a rifleman then 

The balance of his one hour and thirty-five opportunity to start their investigation. Attor- you could teach someone to add and call him 
minute opening argument was taken up with a ney Kearney wound up his 30 minutes with a a CPA.” He said that the only ambush that had 
discussion of the conspiracy, the malice afore- quote from Martin Niemeuller as he explained taken place was the ambush of Robert 
thought, the wanton disregard oflife, and the the failure of the people to stop Hitler: “They Rodriguez by his superiors who had tried to 
reckless endangerment of the children. He came for the Communists and I wasn’t a Corn- shift the blame to him. There really is no 
made an effort to reindict each one of the munist so I said nothing; then they came for evidence. The government has simply pur- 
defendants by advancing a theory. At one the Jews, but I wasn’t a Jew so I said nothing. sued the wrong course. 
point Johnston referred to Paul Fatta as a They came for the Catholics, but I wasn’t a Young John Carrol was the attorney next 
‘Blood Merchant?. Loaded with unsubstanti- Catholic so I said nothing. Then they came for up to defend Renos Avraam. He was eloquent, 
ated supposition, he played a composite video me, but there was no one left to speak.’ methodical, logical and compelling. He ex- 
and a little bit of the ‘9 11 tape” bringing back Next came Joe Turner, attorney for Ruth (Continued on Page 39) 
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JOURNALS OF THE WEEK-BOOK REVIEW 
“When You KNOW, It Can Make All The Difference: 

You Can Help Yourself And Your Loved Ones To Understand” 

S uccessfially taking charge ofyour quest for briefly so you can go further to find TRUTH of invisible universe is the one in absolute 
CNOWLEDGE brings you into the dimension of CIRCUMSTANCES and PLAYERS.” -- Hatonn control of the visible. 
he “informed~ and in so doing there is great joy to l Vincent Foster: A cover-up; he was murdered! l Nikola TesIa’s notes on the field of High Fre- 
K experienced and shared. l 1930: Walter Russell takes on the scientists quency: the transmission of power without 

In our review of this week’s JOURNALS we and wins-in N. Y. ‘I’imes; Russell’s Genero- wires-suppressed technology; find out why. 
iave selected four JOURNALS which offer a Radiative concept. l Native Americans wait and watch as their 
aoss-sectionoftimelyandimportant information l Solving the other, unrecognized half of ‘nation” is cleansed. 
hereby enabling you to put the pieces of the Newton’s gravitational problem. l More on Russell’s scientific discoveries- 
Aodem World Puzzle into correct perspective. l Thought provoking discussion: Do you REALLY N.Y Times, 1930. 
CNOWLEDGE IS POWER! know? WHAT do you really KNOW? From l Gold: rising to $lSOO-$2000 131 

Discover from the following brief highlights of ‘where’ came your information? Why do you l Strategic concept of aPerot Power”. 
>yeorgos Ceres Hatonn’s JOURNALS how you believe ‘it’ to be so? HOW do you KNOW? 
an benefit. Aren’t you worth it 131 WHO is your source? 

THE. us*, Gj&$T..Pf&&;y&~~ a&AM< 
. The ‘BIG LIE” reviewofL. Spooner’s book: NO 

TREASONS; The Constitution of No Author- 
AJ-J,S .Am.;.:Rw ,$.Bn; J,#m;[i;ER 1 : .; ., ; ; ity, and A.J. Neck’s : Our Enemy, The State. 

‘.. 2a?.:pa~ds~6.00:~~‘: ..,: ‘~‘:;.‘j’;:,:;y, 
l Revealing book by Nick Repac: my Are We In . . 

Debt Permanently? “You the people have now come full circle 
#Man is doomed if changes are not brought l Dr. Peter Beter: What’s Wrong In America? into the global ‘World Order’ trap. How can you 

ibout quickly and surely. a -- Hatonn Key findings. counter it? BY KNOWING WHAT THEY ARE 
Learn about gene technology and gene l Biological warfare programs B Russian spying: DOINGI Gain control of man’s mind and you 
manipulation plus the planned impact on 1992 report-note the similarity with 1994 control the man-the masses-and THE 
man and the planet. events; More KGB agents in the CIA than WORLD, so say the ‘Big Boy’ controllers” -- H. 
Discover why genetic engineering is dangerous. Americans! Who reaUy controls the ‘newb l Is this what you want, America?!! U.S. 
AglimpseatthebiologicalwarfamhistoryoftheU.S. Russia; Who are the secret rulers? Government microwave harassment and 
Exposing the Use of unwitting American part& R Zso: mind control experimentation; the bioeffects 
pants in %xperiments ofdubious scientific merit” l A perspective on home schooling:emotional of microwave radiation; what you really 
Dr. Duesberg (U. of C.) demolishes a medical traw More on Brookings Institute 8a MI-6 and would rather not know about the shocking 
establishment notion related to the AIDS virus. MI-S; Washington ruled by two factions: mind control practices. 
Find out the facts What is AIDS? What about a Rockefeller Cartel & Bolsheviks; Homestead l What about war? What about the nuclear Black 
plague? AIDS deliiberatelymanmade~ Whythere AFB Florida & Drugs; Vietnam POWs 8a Market? Survival shelters from Walton 
can’t be a vaccine for AIDS; How AIDS really Political Payoffs; Who really runs the U.S. Gov- McCarthy’s American Survival Guide. 

spreads; And now, the electromagnetic cure. ernment? Deadly electromagnetic attack on 8 The Book of Revelation Chapter 1343~~’ it idt so. 
1 All about “scalar beam” frequencies and why U.S. Moscow Embassy; Russia’s Woodpecker l A great, open letter to THE Mrs. Hillary 

Space Brothers came to the rescue BOTH at (ELF) signals and the zapping of we-the- Rodham Clinton. 
Chernobyl and at Livermore, California. people; Copyright laws: what is and isn’t. l All about the ‘COM- 12” Cabazon-Wackenhut 

1 The ‘life electromagnetic” system-mind and .,.: .,, ..,,:,,,,. ,, ,,,, :: ::.;), .:. :, f .,.:,,: .:~ ::.,.,, .:: +1 . ,: :.. ,, : ,,, ., ,. :., ..- venture ami related involvements by Dr. J. 
thought function. :L: WS?S ~r;RIES~~Li,i~~~~~~~~~~~:~. P. Nichols; Cabazon Indian tribe lands: elite .c. : . . . . . . . . .; . . . . . . . . . . .,,.,. :..:..: ,..: ,., j j,, .,,. ., ,. ,., . \ . . ., ., ., ., . . . 

) Dr. Rife’s magnificent microscope: a vision into . . . . . . . . : . .: . . ., . ,328.,; .~~;~iti;o~ii.i:~~:.~.~~~~: ;y,l-i; ,~ ;:,:y ; 1, . :-.: .,.. j,.: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . j:.;: ,:,., ~ ;... ,, gambling, arms, crime 8s CIA; the BLACK 
higher dimensions. &. ..’ .‘.‘:‘.-” ‘. ROSE organization; INSLAW software for 

1 Nikola Tesla explains the use of vibrational #In the wondrous manifestation of physical Canadian Intelligence. 
frequencies to heal the body. expression comes the need to ‘jinally’ under- * More on Gunther Russbacher and the 

” .‘,‘:,:,:y’.‘,,:‘.‘: ..: . . . . . . ..I ,.,,.,,,,. < :‘-“:‘,~i’::.i”:‘:‘:‘.::‘“~:: . . . . . >. ..F...>..:.:j . . . . . . 
:: 2 ;:.::gj: ~~~iPac.~c~~cz~~~~:-ii:,;~:-i~i.;..; 

stand that which IS and that which you ARE. w OCTOBER SURPRISE. 
: : 

: .,. . . 
-- Hatonn 

: :.: .j .:, : .: ,:..: ,.: 
l Waco Massacre: the real story now told! . . . . :, : ,.,: ,: : ~~~~.:~~~os:.:icr~~~~~~:.i:l ;:j::::; . ...:..>: .:I.. l Discover what is Creation and what is Creator? A Zso .,. . . .:. :‘i..:, : : . . .., : . . . . . . . . . . . . ., . . . . . . . .: .:.. : .:. .:..:. . . :-.- .: . . . . . . . . . . . . ..\. : ./.. ..:... .A:.: :...:::-:... : . : ,: ,. : : ,... :.::, ,. : ,: ..: :.:.: ,.:.:p: ,.,.: ,:: : . :., ,::;: ,. .,.;,... ., . . ,. ZZz& l The ONE Light: What is light? ‘Matter” is l Top news stories: Waco, Violent Storms, 

“Confirm your own findings-A presenta- wave; “Matter’ is light. China, U.S. Deficit, Serbia. 
tion of a massive variety of %ubjects’ treated l Your continuing journey to KNOWING: The l Message from Native brother, Little Crow. 

YES! please rush me’these JOURNALS on smart survival. I understand that if1 order the four JOURNALS together, my cost will be U.S. $5.50 
each, plus shippink and handling. If I select from one to three JOURNALS, my cost will be U.S. $6.00 each, plus shipping and handling. 

1 Ship to: (Please Print) METHOD OF PAYMENT: U.S. funds only. No C.O.D.8 
Endosedismycheckor~order~to 

T%oenix SourceDisbibutors Charge to my VisaC 
MasterCardu Discover 0 
Account Number 

City State 

JOURNAL 1 HOWMANY 1 TOTAL 

Total amount for all items, U.S. Funds only, please; Nevada residents 
please add 7% Sales Tax. 
Shipping and Handling: 4 books, add $5.50; single books, add $2.50 
for 1st and $1 for each additional. Canada h Mexico, add $7.50 for 
all 4 books, or $3.00 for the 1st book and $1.50 each additional. 

Telephone (daytime) 

ORDER TOLL FREE: l-800-800-5565 
Canadians, call l-805-822-9655 

Mail to: Phoenix Source Distributors, Inc. 
P-0. Box 27353 

Las Vegas, Nevada 89 126 
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2/26/94 RICK MARTIN 

VALLEY FEVER 

In an article from the Feb. 25 edition of the 
DAILY NEWS (ANTELOPE VALLEY, CA), writ- 
ten by Christopher Woodard, “A tally of valley 
fever cases from a state laboratory increased 
from 35 to 60 Thursday, and health officials 
said more people, mostly in eastern Ventura 
County (CA), are reporting the flu-like symp- 
toms. 

“Valley fever, a usually mild but poten- 
tially deadly disease is caused by a fungus 
called coccidioidomycosis that is found in the 
soil in many areas of the Southwest. 

“By comparison, Los Angeles County had 
63 cases reported so far in 1993 and Ventura 
County had 53 the same year. The state 
reported 4,125 valley fever cases in 1993.” 

HANTAVIRUS 

In a recent AP story from BOZEMAN, MT- 
“More than one strain of the deadly hantavirus 
apparently is infecting Americans, and that 
means cases may occur anywhere, says the 
scientist who first isolated the virus. 

‘Scientists at the Centers for Disease Con- 
trol and Prevention agree. 

u We think there are probably two, maybe 
even three, strains of the hantavirus,’ said 
Bob Howard, a CDC spokesman on the issue 
in Bethesda, MD. 

“The disease has been killing people fast. 
Since May, when several people in the South- 
west died from hantavirus, 54 cases have been 
confirmed, and 3 1 people have died, including 
two in Montana.. . 

“Hantavirus is transmitted to people through 
airborne particles ofmouse droppings and nesting 
materials. The virus grows in cells lining the 
lungs, and when a person’s immune system at- 
tacks the infected cells, small holes develop. Liq- 
uid in the blood then floods the lungs and the 
lungs stop working.. . .= 

SMALLPOX VIRUS 

In an article from the Feb. 13 edition of the 
ALBUQUERQUE JOURNAL, written by Howard Witt, 
MOSCOW-“Two pleasant pensioners working as 
doormen, a few strands of, rusting barbed wire 
atop a crooked fence and ‘an old alarm system 
linked to a distant police station are all that stand 
between a laboratory housing the deadliest virus 
in human history and potential terrorists who 
might be determined to steal it. 

‘The virus-smallpox-wiped out half of hu- 
mankind during the Middle Ages and continued to 
kill millions until it was officially eradicated from 
the Earth in the late 197Os, after an unprec- 
edented worldwide vaccination campaign. 

“Today, the last vials of the killer virus are 
stored in only two laboratories: the Centers for 
Disease Control in Atlanta, and the Research 
Institute for Viral Preparations in Moscow, a few 
miles from the Kremlin. 

“And while the World Health Organization 
debates the ethical and scientific merits of 
destrovinz those remaining samples once and 

for all, the scientists who oversee the crum- 
bling Moscow smallpox lab are sitting anx- 
iously with their fingers crossed.” 

HEPATITIS OUTBREAK 

In an article from the Feb. 25 edition of the 
REPORTER-HERALD (CO), written by Philip 
Tardani, FORT COLLINS-“Larimer County 
health officials suspect or have confirmed 18 
cases of hepatitis-A virus in the Fort Collins, 
CO area since November. 

“The current outbreak is believed to be 
spreading through person-to-person contact 
and not from a single source such as a restau- 
rant, according to Health Department Direc- 
tor Adrienne LeBailly. 

“Symptoms include an abrupt onset of fe- 
ver, abdominal pain, loss of appetite, nausea, 
fatigue, dark urine, and clay-colored stool. 
That’s frequently followed by jaundice-a yel- 
lowing of the skin and eyes.* 

GREEN RAIN 

In an article from the Feb. 19 edition of the 
DAILY NEWS, SAN FRANCISCO-“Calling it ‘just 
one of those unexplained mysteries,’ city health 
officials were probing reports that bright green 
rain fell on a downtown street. 

“At least 20 people claimed they saw sheets of 
the mystery fluid falling along a block of Mission 
Street at about 2:30 p.m. Thursday. 

y It was a dark green. Light green. Shiny 
green. Just lots of different green rain every- 
where,‘securityguardAlice Jeffersontoldthe SAN 
FRANCISCO EXAMINER. ‘ I don’t know where it 
came from or why, but it was kind of beautiful.’ 

a It was iridescent. Green. Green, green 
everywhere. On cars, on buildings-everywhere 
you looked it was green,’ said Carman, a supervi- 
sor with the city’s Social Services Department.” 

ANTHRAX IN HAITI 

In an article from the Jan. 2 edition of the 
Sunday DENVER POST, written by John Donnelly, 
LA BRILLERE, Haiti-“Behind a flimsy curtain, a 
doctor armed with a dozen used syringes and a 
single vial of penicillin woks on the front line of 
Haiti’s newest hell, a disease so lethal that it is 
stockpiled for biological warfare. 

“He’s treating scores of people for anthrsx- 
almost never seen in the developed world, but 
passed on from sick live-stock to people too poor 
or too hungry to destroy and bum the tainted 
animdS. 

(L ‘It is killing alot of people here. I see as many 
as eight new cases a day,’ said Edouard Nemorin, 
56, at his dirt-floored clinic in this northeast Haiti 
village. ‘Some people get badly, badly swollen, and 
then they die suddenly, like that.’ He snapped his 
fingers. 

RARE VIRUS 

In an article from the Jan. 30 edition of the 
TIMES-COLONIST (BC), “A rare virus that can 
lead to leukemia and serious neurological dis- 
orders has been discovered in a small number 
of aboriginal people in British Columbia, its 

first appearance among native-born Canadi- 
SllS. 

“The discovery by Vancouver neurologist 
Joel Oger has prompted B.C. and federal health 
officials to launch an investigation to deter- 
mine whether the virus, human T-Zymphotropic 
virus type 1 (HTLV-I), has spread to other 
regions and to non-aboriginal Canadians. 

“HTLV- 1 is spread through sexual contact, 
the sharing of needles by drug users or from 
an infected mother to her child. 

“Symptoms for the neurological disorders 
prompted by HTLV-1 include low back pain, 
dizziness, weakness in the lower limbs and 
bladder problem&.” 

WOMi3N & DISEASE 

In an article from the Feb. 15 edition of 
THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, WASHINGTON- 
uAmerican women are in a state of denial 
about their risk of getting one of the 13 million 
cases of sexually transmitted diseases spread 
here every year, a new survey indicates. 

“Some 84 percent think ‘it won’t happen to 
me,’ even if they’re at high risk, said the 
survey released Monday by women’s health 
advocates.. .” 

CATS INFECT HUMANS 

In an article from the Feb. 26 edition of the 
ROCKY MOUNTAIN NEWS, “Researchers say 
pet cats are infecting humans with weakened 
immune systems with two illnesses, one of 
them potentially life-threatening. They are 
bacillary angiomatosis, a rare disease that dev- 
astates the bones, skin, liver and other inter- 
nal organs, and cat scratch disease. 

“BA is easily cured by antibiotics, but few 
physicians recognize its symptoms because 
BA’s impact is similar to other illnesses that 
attack AIDS and HIV patients.” 

HIV & ALCOHOL 

In the same edition of the ROCKY MOUN- 
TAIN NEWS, ‘Heterosexual problem drinkers 
had a much higher rate of HIV infection than 
other heterosexuals, suggesting the need for 
AIDS prevention as part of alcohol abuse pro- 
grams, a new study says.” 

AIDS &i GENE THERAPY 

In an article from the Jan. edition of THE 
FIVE-MINUTE READER (from the University of 
Colorado Health Science Center), ‘Two groups 
of CU-Health Sciences Center researchers have 
been awarded separate grants from the Na- 
tional Institutes of Health to begin unique 
research in the feasibility of using gene therapy 
to combat AIDS. 

“Robert Schooley, M.D., head, infectious 
diseases, and CU-Nobel laureate Thomas Cech, 
Ph.D., Howard Hughes Medical Institute of CU 
Boulder, have been awarded athree-year, $1.3 
million grant to study the possibility of devel- 
oping synthetic genetic material that can at- 
tack and destroy susceptible elements of HIV. 
Their research is in collaboration with 
Ribozyme Pharmaceuticals, Inc., a Boulder 
biotechnology company. They will focus on 
ribozymes, the 1982 discovery ofwhich earned 
Cech the 1989 Nobel Prize in chemistry. 

“Gail Harrison, Ph.D., Ian Maxwell, Ph.D., 
and Tyler Curiel, M.D., received a three-year. 
$1.4 million grant to conduct novel gene 
therapy research using a specially ezgir-eererl 
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diphtheria toxin that causes HIV-infected cells Reagan Administration approval could have 
to commit suicide.” caused the mysterious ailments afflicting hun- 

dreds of U.S. veterans. 
MALARIA ‘The U.S. administration has for some time 

been engaged in a drive to mislead the Ameri- 
In an article from the Feb. 14 edition of can public and come up with fantastic expla- 

THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, ‘Scientists think nations to ward-off legal and criminal respon- 
they’re on the brink of a successful malaria sibility,’ an unidentified Baghdad government 
vaccine that could lead to global immuniza- spokesman told the official Iraqi News Agency. 
tions by 1998, but threatened budget cuts ‘The disease was caused by intensive use 
jeopardize the work. by American forces of uranium-coated projec- 

l New research shows a drug called SPf66 tiles mounted on tanks and anti-tank aircraft,’ 
probably is the vaccine breakthrough scien- the agency, monitored in Cyprus, quoted the 
tists have been hunting for. It is now under- official 88 saying late Friday. 
going a final test to see whether it protects ‘Among the Pentagon’s theories is that 
hundreds of children in Tanzania, who get contamination from depleted uranium artil- 
bitten some 20 time8 a day by malaria-carry- lery shells could have caused the so-called 
ing mosquitoes. ‘Gulf Syndrome.’ Symptom8 include chest 

‘But the United States, a maj0.r fin8nci8l pains, gener8lweaknea8,8kindi8ea8es, muscle 
backer of malaria vaccine research, .probably pains and nausea.’ 
will cut some of that money this year,- leading 
to fears that other countries will folloprr suit. RATS 

“The program he heads [Dr. Tore Godal, 
director of the Special Program for Re888rch In an article from the Feb. 15 edition of 
and Training in Tropical DiSeaSe] is run jointly THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, written by Maya 
by the United Nations, World Health Organi- Bell, MIAMI--’ Big, brown, ugly and bold, rats 
cation and World Bank and collects %l- mil- .are h”ging out on busy street comers, swim- 
lion for malaria research annually. . 
‘Malaria strikes between 300 million and 500 
million people a year. In Africa alone, 1 mil- 
lion children a year die from the disease.s 

ming in backyard pools, racing across utility 
wires, peering into windows. 

“rhey are the latest plague wrought by 
Hurricane Andrew, which continues to un- 
leash misery on south Dade County (FL) 18, 
months after blowing apart 80,000 homes. DNA VACCINES 

In BP article from the Feb. 14 edition of the 
ALBUQUERQUE JOURNAL, writtenby David Brown 
and or&&ally appearing in TH% WASHINGmN 
ms, ‘Medicine’slong8ought mugicbullet8g8in8t 
infectious disease may turn out to be a gold 
projectile l-millionth of a meter in diameter &ed 
from an air gun. 

‘That literal-minded technology appears to be 
agood way of delivering one of the more promising 
forms of treatment on the medical horizon: DNA 
vaccines. 

S’he discovery five years ago that plain DNA 
from a virus or bacterium, injected into the body, 
could function a8 a vaccine has spawned a new 
field of research. Its motto might be: Don’t be 
surprised if thing8 are 8impler than they seem. 

‘In the past year, scientists have discovered 
that DNAvaccinesmay provide broader protection 
than conventional vaccines, may have a ‘self- 
boosting’ effect that make8 them more potent 8nd 
may work even if they are ju8t squirted up the 
nose. 

‘Conventional vaccines are made from dis- 
ease-causing bacteria and viruses that have been 
killed or weakened, or from protein fragments 
derived from them. When the immune system 
detect8 the presenceof foreign protein8 from those 
microbes, it activate8 defenses against the in- 
vader. 

7’he new vaccines, however, contain instead 
part of the microbes’ DNA-the genetic instruc- 
tions for building some of its constituent proteins. 
There is now little doubt that the DNA alone is also 
able to stimulate a useful immune response and 
protection from future infection. 

“Scientists do not know how cell8 take up free- 
floating DNA or, more importantly, why they would 
have evolved that ability. 

GULF ILLIESS 

In an article from the Feb. 13 edition of the 
ALBUQUERQUE JOURNAL, NICOSIA, CyPl-US- 

“Iraq has denied a U.S. senator’s suggestion 
that biological agents shipped to Iraq with 

“Every big city ha8 rats, but public health 
officials say Dade’8 rat pack has ballooned 
since the storm. And they say these rats are 
more than just gross nuisances. They could 
carry a number of serious diseases, including 
8n often-fatat hantavirus contracted from ro- 
dent droppings, urine and saliva. 

“The rare rodent-borne disease that has 
killed 36 people [notice how the numbers al- 
ways change from story to story?] in the south- 
western United States made its first docu- 
mented appearance in South Dade...” 

HYBRID ELK 

In an article from the Jan. 26 edition of the 
MISSOULIAN(MT), written by Greg Lakes, ‘Ge- 
netic tests have found that two more elk killed 
in the wild last fall near Elliston were not pure 
elk, but hybrid animals that carried the genes 
of exotic species. 

“Officials said Tuesday there’8 no way to 
know if the hybrid animals escaped from a 
game farm, were captive animals released in 
an accident during transport, or are the result 
of once-captive elk breeding in the wild. 

“They do know it’s the worst-case scenario 
they’ve been warning against, genetic pollu- 
tion that they worry could forever alter Stock8 
of wild elk. 

a ‘It look8 like our worst fears have come to 
fruition,’ said Heidi Youmans, author of the 
Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks’ 
position paper on game farms. ‘ We have a 
problem. It has happened.’ ) 

GENE SPLICING 

In a copy of an article sent to CONTACT, 
originating from THE NEW YORK TMES, 
date unknown, WASHINGTON--‘The fed- 
eral government, in a decision with broad 
moral and ethical implications, said Thurs- 
day that it was clearing the way for inven- 
tors to patent new forms of animal life cre- 
ated through gene splicing. 

‘The policy will also allow the patenting of 
animals with new traits produced by a host of 
new reproductive technologies, including ge- 
netic engineering. 

“The policy, adopted by the Commerce 
Department’8 Patent and Trademark Office and 
scheduled to be published early next week, 
makes the United States the first country to 
patent animals. 

‘The policy specifically bars the patenting 
of new genetic characteristics in humans.” 

IN VITRO 

In 8n article from the Feb. 10 edition of the . 
ROCKYMOUNTAZN NEWS, ’ The world’8 largest 
study comparing the physical, psychological 
and social development of a group of infants 
born through in yitro fertilization with a group 
conceived naturally has found little if any 
difference. 

VThe Austriahan study found that, on aver- 
age, IVF children were more socially skilled 
and more inclined to initiate social interaction 
than naturally conceived infants.” 

RADIATIOPI OF BEEF 

In an article this week from the DAILY 
NEWS, written by Robert Greene, WASHING- 
TON-•The Agriculture Department will seek 
approval for beef and other red meat to be 
given low-dose radiation treatment to kill 
harmful bacteria, Secretary Mike Espy said 
Thursday. 

‘The announcement brought an immediate 
outcry from opponents. 

‘The FDA approved irradiation of poultry 
in 1990, and already has permitted its use on 
spices, grains, fruits and vegetables. Pork 
already can receive very low dose8 to fight 
trichinosis, 

“The World Health Organization and the 
American Medical Association have also en- 
dorsed irradiation.” 

Well, in that case, I feel safer already. 

COUPLE KEGISTKATIOR 

In 8n cuticle from the Feb. 15 edition of 
THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, SAN FRANCISCO- 
“Unmarried California couples, gay and 
straight, would be allowed to legally register 
their partnerships under statewide legislation 
proposed Monday. California is the first state 
ever to consider domestic partners legislation, 
according to Laurie McBride of LIFE AIDS, the 
gay and HIV right8 group behind the proposal. 
The legislation, introduced by Assemblyman 
Richard Katz, D-Los Angeles, would allow 
couples to register with the secretary of state’s 
office for a small fee 8nd get a certificate 
recognizing their relationship.” 

JOURNALISTS KILLED 

In an article from the Feb. 12 edition of the 
MODESTO BEE, MOSCOW--“At least 25 jour- 
nalists were killed on assignments in the 
former Soviet Union last year, dozens were 
injured and six still are missing, a report 
released Friday said. 

“There was also widespread persecution 
and harassment of journalists in some of 
the former Soviet republics, notably the 
nations of Central Asia and the Caucasus 
Mountain8 region, said the report by the 
independent fund for the Protection of 
Glasnost (openness).” 
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Because sharks have THE MOST cartilage 
and also an incredibly effective immune sys- 
tem. 

We are going to interrupt our ongoing sub- 
ject to take up this one, please. It is time you 
readers snd people efforting to ‘treat, your- 
selves for cancer and other debilitating dis- 
eases QUIT KILLING OFF YOUR OTHER LIFE- 
FORMS FOR YOUR OWN UNNECESSARY 
USES. 

I sm incensed that so many forms from 
your seas are being slain to fill (insufficiently) 
a need which could be filled without damage 
or the taking of a single life-form. 

And TarbraGaia” 
Sharks are largely free of any or all 

infections. Antibodies contained in the blood 
successfully combat bacterial and viral infec- 
tions a8 well as protect against sn array of 
chemicals that easily kill most mammals. 

In human beings, there are millions of 
possible antibodies, known as immunoglobu- 
lins, (and the im,mune system is normslly 

.2/25/94 #2 HATOIUPA elastic. It is found in the external ear, Eusta- 
chian tube, and throat. 

dormant), which become active only in re- 
bponse to antigens. Sharks, however, have a 

SHARK One of the most interesting things about peculiar immunoglobulin, a large amount of 
CARTILAGE/CARBRAGAIA cartilage, however, is not its form but its im- which is always CIRCULATIIO AID READY 

portance to the body, an importance that is TO AVACK. Thus, if you are able t? do the 
first apparent in the embryo. same for a ‘body” with proper immune system 

%ghters* on duty at all times-whoopee! 
EMBRYONIC The shark’s powerful immune system pro- 

DEVELOPMENT duces antibodies against more than just bac- 
teria, viruses, and chemicals, however. It also 

In an early fetus, there are no bones; it is seems to help protect against cancer (there is 
cartilage that provides the framework on which actuslly only ONE cancer), whether the shsrk 
the major bones of the body-excluding the is bred and maintained in clean open water or 
skull-take form. Eventually, fetal cartilage in carcinogen-laden enclosed waters, So- 
becomes impregnated with calcium salts so there has to be something which presents this 
that hard, or #stony’, bones become apparent. marvelous miracle. 

The bones of children are relatively pliable Sharks have been harvested for many prod- 
because they contain more cartilage-which ucts from hide, fins, oil, teeth to meat. 
is found at the tops of bones in zones called Sharkskin, for instance, surpasses the qual- 
growth plates-and have less calcium salts ity of cowhide for durable leather, But this is 
than do the bones of adults. (A theory has not the subject in point. 
been postulated that newborn children are Sharks are known for their absence of any 
resistant to many diseases because of the kind of cancer growths. They are one of the 
large amount of cartilage present in their bod- few living creatures of which this can be said. 
ies during the early fetal and developmental So, why? Well, tumors cannot grow with- 
stages.) Elderly people have much less soft out a network of blood vessels to nourish them 
tissue such as cartilage and a higher propor- and to remove waste products, therefore in- 
tion of calcium salts, so their bones are more hibiting the development of bloodvessels could 
brittle. be a potential cancer therapy. 

A process similar to the one in which fetal ‘Taking this further-it becomes obvious 
cartilage develops into bone takes place that if you can introduce into the body of the 
throughout life whenever bones are broken. It human, say, cartilage which csn adapt to or 

WHAT IS is believed that, when a bone breaks, a sub- cast out selective tissue cells-you can pro- 
CARTILAGE? stance within the bone signals cells from the gram a body to NEVER HAVE CANCER. In 

circulatory system to clean out the breakage addition you can further program it to not 
site and summon undifferentiated cells to allow the takeover by viruses, bacteria, etc. 
populate the site and multiply. These undif- I don’t believe I need to go into the scien- 
ferentiated cells become chondrocytes (rela- tific mechanisms here-we want to simply 
tives of the chondriana, Gaiandrisna.. .), or explain a BETTER way to get this ‘cartilageC in 
cartilage cells, which produce an intertwining a far more effective form and into YOUR body. 

So what is so important about cartilage? It 
is the original structure of life formation- 
bearing all DNA and able to cellularly mold the 
very structure of a body-IN PERFECTION 
ACCORDING TO THE DNA OF THAT BODY. It 
also has the capacity to incorporate DNA and 
shift it to where it is needed for perfection 
and/or to bear a perfecting exchange with 
other cells. 

We have written on the subject prior to this 
[see p. 10 ] but it is now important that you 
UNDERSTAND some things about this subject 
so that the insane killing csn STOP and you 
can also have product far surpassing that of 
the ‘dead* animal you slay. 

You break your bones, tear your ligaments, 
strain your muscles. What do you do to your 
cartilage? What-where, in fact-is carti- 
lage? 

You’re probably most familiar with carti- 
lage as the ‘tough stuff that 
you don’t want in your meat 
but, when eating, you most 
likely refer to it as *gristle”. 
Cartilage is apparent in the 
human body, too, but you 
call it by other names, such 
as ‘Adam’s apple”, esrs, etc. 

Cartilage is found not 

Shark Cartilage THE FIRST PLACE? .wHy SHARKS IN 

of cartilaginous fibers 
that fills the break and CARBRAGAIA 

“Sharks are known for ~~~~~~ bonFelfr6~~e~~~ . 
their absence of any 

The membrane which we utilize in the 
cartilage is calciiied and culturing of Gaia-Ksrgosok derivative is FAR 

kind of cancer growths. n becomes ?ew’va bone* SUPERIOR TO ANY KIND OF CARTILAGE- 
Amazmngly, cartilage ANYWHERE. It is NOT a medicine or drug- 

is a tissue that performs but rather, a totally natural life-form which 

only in the larynx but also between the seg- 
its functions without csn be grown and harvested, programmed and 

nerves, blood vessels, or a lymphatic system. totally focused-by an individual person. It 
ments of the spine and at the ends of long Nutrients are, therefore, not transported to changesitselfto the very DNA structure ofthe 
bones, where it acts as a shock absorber and cartilage via the blood or lymphatic fluid. It is individual intaking the substance. 
a bearing surface to reduce the friction be- the flow of water, the chief constituent of 
tween moving parts. It is a tough, elastic, and 

Why would CarbraGaia be any better than 
cartilage, that is responsible for nutrient trans- 

translucent material that comes in three vari- 
any other type of cartilage? Because is not 

port, which is brought on by the compressions ‘simply grown-it is nurtured in sn amnionic 
eties. and relaxations arising from body movements. 

Fibrocartilage, the first variety, is found 
fluid of Gaiandriana thus producing the most 

This is why extended periods of inactivity are 
between the backbones. It is the strongest of deleterious to joint cartilage. 

effective angiogenesis inhibitor known to man. 

the three types.’ 
Angiogenesis is the formation of new blood 

The second, hyaline carti- As a result of inactivity, the calcium salts vessels, originally relating to the placenta 
lage, is gristly elastic tissue that thinly covers in cartilage’s intercellular material can turn during pregnancy. This word comes from 
the moving ends of bones, connects the ribs to from a water-containin 
the breastbone, and supports the nose, wind- 

g gel into a stonelike Greek angio, meaning ‘blood’, and genesis, 
material. The calcification cannot be reversed meaning ‘formation of. Today it simply refers 

pipe, and part of the voice box. This type of or repaired as can tom ligaments or broken to the formation of new blood vessels during 
cartilage is likely to harden in elderly people. bones. Calcification is ultimately the death of an individual’s development or growth, or to 
Yellow cartilage, the third variety, is the most cartilage. the replacement of injured vessels in existing 
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tissue. 
So-any time you have a body undergoing 

unusual angiogenesis you will find cancerous 
tissue formation in all probability. Remem- 
ber-“ cancer” is NORMAL. It is the inability of 
the body to handle those cancer mutatations 
(cells) which is the problem. So if angiogenesis 
can be stopped, tumor growth could be 
stopped. With CarbraGaia you can stop it. 
Plus you can have those nice antigens circu- 
lating at all times as well. , 

AMAZING STORIES 

With the above in mind, consider some of 
the results achieved by ones taking shark 
cartilage. But further, consider the results in 
ones who have returned to whole health from 
the chondrianas or gaiandrianas. IF YOU 
COMBINE THE TWO-YOU HAVE A WON- 
DROUS POTENTIAL. * 

It is through the use of Gaiandriana and 
CarbraGsia that we are able to develop selec- 
tive products. We are able to GROW the 
bonding drias for the various “Sorbs’ from 
caffeine to starch. The potential is without 
limits-EXCEPT that the drug houses have a 
comer on medicines and drugs-and we want 
no part of either. 

HOW MUCH? 

Very little, actually-especially if you are sl- 
ready taking Gsiandriana and Gsislyte-for you 
have already set your own progrsmming. What 
you axe doing by adding more 
CsrbraGsia (natural cartilage) 
is that you are adding the same 
substance as in shark carti- 
lage, only better-and also pro- 
grammed and ready to take up 
your individual DNA structure. 

The problem with the 

GAIANDRIANA, which in turn is working dili- 
gently at full ‘programming?. 

This can be simply swallowed or mixed in 
any drink-you won’t even realize it is in 
Gaialyte or fruit juice. Take the full amount 
once a day if you prefer. After a while, see how 
you are-perhaps only a teaspoon a day will 
keep the devil away. 

DO WE NOW 
HAVE ENOUGH? 

ter programmed to become instantly one with 
a body DNA and will perfect to the cell of equal 
DNA and cast out every particle of alien matter 
within and to that cell structure. To this add 
the antiangiogenic CarbraGsia and you have 
wiped out the allowance of formation of mutation 
structure because no blood supply can be created 
to nurture the tumor. Moreover-tumors already 
present-lose their ability to continue a blood 
supply. You can actually see a Kapose’s sarcoma 
lesion begin to DIE. This is a wondrous experi- 
ence for anyone with advanced AIDS! 

Again, do we make ‘claims”? Nope-here it 
is-use it if you wish, discard it if you prefer or 

ignore it if you want. 
Soon, however, you are 
going to be a civilization 
without immune sys- 
tems-and that means 
that you will be WITH- 
OUT CIVILIZATION! 
Moreover, you cannot 
build that balanced im- 

I don’t know. We can check it out, however 
[see product status box on Page 47). I ask that 
a lot be used in almost 
all the other Gaia prod- 
ucts-so there may be a 
bit of a shortage from 
time to time, especially 
with the “Trim” program 
coming out, because we 
want the ingredients to 
instantly move within the ._ 

#GET A LIFE FOR YOiumSELF 
AND YOU WON’T HAVE TO 

WORK SO HARD AT KILLING 
YO VRSELFIII R, 

cells and start moving out the excess fat cells. 
However, I believe that there should be, by 
this time, quite a lot of matured membrane- 
cartilage ready to emulsify. The growers can 
certainly up the number of nursery incubators,if 
necessary to meet a pretty good load of demand. 

mune system and have fighting warriors over- 
night. It’s up to YOU. 

ARE THE “SORBS” 
BLOCKERS? 

GAIALYTE 

I have been petitioned by so many to allow 
for changing of the Gaialyte ‘drink” in order to 
cut down on the sugar intake. There are two 

things you can do- 

NEWLY developed viruses and bacteria8 is 
that they are crossed physically with all sorts 
of DNA changes which then mutate AGAIN 
when an individual ingests them. If you do 
not have a balanced programmed counter to 
that invasion (invader) you are soon not going 
to have a chance of outliving the untreatable 
diseases. We TREAT nothing-the products 
offered only allow you to assist your own 
immune system. 

We don’t make claims because there sre no 
claims to make. Each individual will respond 
equally individually. 

The products will NOT act like a big dose of 
wonder drugs (when they do work) but the body 
will rally its own defenses and healing crisis will 
be achieved and, ifbslsnced, will normalize itself, 
having cast off the invasion of infectors. 

Dear ones, you are going to have to have 
this kind of ability for your children and for 
yourselves-but I mention the children be- 
cause there WILL BE MANDATORY IMMUNI- 
ZATIONS-this is the only method I know of to 
offset that kind of invasion and insult to the 
system. Before it is over you will ALL be 
subject to such random acts of mandatory 
injections for one conjured reason or another 
lied to you- so it’s up to you. God sends His 
miracles but it is up to you as to whether or 
not you’use them. 

So, how much do you need? Shake the 
bottle and take a teaspoon three times a day in 
anything you choose. The ground membrane- 
cartilage will have the flavor of Kargosok tea to 
most extent. However the bath (liquid) in 
which it is contained-is STRAIGHT 

MAY BE GROWING-BUT, IFYOU HAVE SOME, 
USE IT.) Also, I believe that it is being worked 
on to cut in half the “sugar” fruit base. 

I do want you users to know, however, that 
there is %ucrose-sorb” in the product as well 
as Ycaffeine-sorb*. This does not negate calo- 
ries per se but does neutralize the radicals. 
The “tea” sugar is totally converted and is 
converted IN GAIANDRIANA which automati- 
cally intakes and bonds the sucrose particles. 

I hope I haven’t simply bogged your think- 
ing even more abundantly than priorly. How- 
ever, I am petitioned for ‘information” con- 
stantly. I feel there is so much more I can tell 
you about how and why these things work- 
but as Dr. Young will attest, I get totally 
carried away and the scientific translations 
are, at best, stupefying. NEVER will I get into 
formulas for the miracle comes in the total 
conversion of everything so that eventually in 
a container, for instance, that smelly 
Gaiandriana will become PURE energized wa- 

Yes indeed. For instance, let us consider 
the ‘starch” bond. Starch particles, if you 
will, are “boundm- instantly bonded to a drio 
cell. It works on the same general principle as 
sweetening something, say a cup of coffee. 
The whole cup of liquid becomes sweet, not 
just the sweetener dumped in. 

Once bonded and when the bonded ‘stuff 
moves within the body it then moves instantly 
within the cells of the body without change of 
“frequency” of the cell life pulse. But, the neat 
trick is that it will sit there waiting and only 
allow exactly the needed amount of additional 
starch to %tay” in the cells after ingestion. 
Excess amounts do not convert to EXCESS 
fat-but rather, are discarded in the elimina- 
tion systems. This, however, is WHY you must 
intake sufficient fluids to wash these rascals 
OUT. 

Can you get “fat” in spite of the “sorbs”? Of 
course-be totally without reason and you 
can create every monster you can perceive. 
But, why would you want to do so? The IDEAL 
is to GET INTO BALANCE IN ALL WAYS-m 
STAY THAT WAY! GETA LIFE FOR YOURSELF 
AND YOU WON’THAVE TO WORK SO HARD AT 
KILLING YOURSELFI!! 

You may well think this is a rotten life and 
you are ready to move on? Think again be- 
cause if you don’t clean it up HERE-you ARE 
MOT GOIKG TO LIKE THE KEXT OBE! The 
magic is MOT in the transition but in the growth 
attained at the time of that transition1 

Do you waat to do these things that you 
might live a long time? MO-SO THAT YOU 
CAI LIVE IlFIAITELY! 
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Trial Of The Branch Davidians 
(Continued- from Page 33) 

plained that a conspiracy requires an agree- 
ment between two or more parties to accom- 
plish an unlawful purpose. There simply was 
no conspiracy here. He wound up saying: I 
can’t respond to the government’s charges, 
but you can. Please.respond with a Not Guilty 
verdict.. . 

Rocket Rosen came on next in behalf of 
Livingston Fagan and Kevin Whitecliff. His 
fiery attack backed Johnston and [the 
tio]Jahns into the corner by describing how 
the prosecution had tried to debase the defen- 
dants with non-evidence while they, in effect, 
had suppressed evidence by not calling the 
responsible parties like Higgins, Sarabyn, and 
Chojnacki, who were calling the shots. He told 
how they continuously referred to ‘the people 
of the compound’ instead of the residents of 
the home. You can’t shoot people in their home, 
but it’s easier if they are in some compound. / 

The last defense argument of the day was 
given by DougTinker in behalf of Brad Branch. 
Johnston had called him a coward for going to 
the second floor to hide behind the women and 
children. Tinker explained that he was a hero 
for going there to defend the women and chil- 
dren. Tinker implicated the prosecutors who 
he said had been in on the case from the 
beginning, designing the dynamic entry at- 
tack. He pointed out that there were lots of 
things that we just don’t know for sure, and a 
not-sure condition must call for a Not Guilty 
verdict. He punched holes in all of the testimony 
of the ATF agents and the Texas Rangers. 

Today I thought I saw the jury move to the 
side of the defendants. I know that I saw the 
government attorneys leaving the court house 
looking glum. I hope my perceptions were correct. 

FEBRUARY 23, 1994- 
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 

Following six weeks of sometimes interest- 
ing, sometimes boring, and sometimes lying, 
testimony, we come to the last of the attor- 
neys’ arguments-sometimes exciting, some- 
times illogical; but emotional, moving argu- 
ments. 

Laconic Gerry Morris (who defends Bob 
(Woodrow] Kindrick) started the day telling 
the jurors that he hadn’t said much before, 
but he asked them to hear him now. ‘One of 
the greatest tragedies in our nation’s history 
has taken place. Ninety people died. No one 
had to die. We must coine away fi-om here 
resolved that this will never happen again’. 
He went on to review the evidence showing 
what a great distance there was between his 
client and any conspirators. He said that the 
prosecution would try to say that to fail to 
convict would endanger police forces every- 
where. Then Morris put out the rhetorical 
question, Who is the most danger to society, 
Mr. Kindrick or a federal police sniper? All 
Bob Kindrick wants is his liberty. All I want is 
to drive him home.* 

Attorney Tim Evans, defending Norman 
Allison, spoke of the atmosphere of injustice 
that had plagued the courtroom. The same atmo- 
sphere of injustice that had precipitated the at- 
tack in the beginning. Then he described how the 
prosecution had used the broad brush to stereo- 

type the group as a bunch of kooke%ef did 
this; “they” believed that. Norman Allison was 
obviously not a member of ‘the messagel. He 
shouldn’t even be here (I think everyone in the 
courtroom agreed). 

Jeff [Dan] Cogdell argued next, in defense of 
Clive Doyle, but his fiery tongue first castigated 
Assistant U.S. Attorney Bill Johnstonwho had the 
day before called the defense attorneys a bunch of 
hyenas. He said, “I embrace your hostility, sir. 
Your name-calling is the highest compliment you 
could pay me”. He then began to describe the level 
of government misconduct. ‘The whole world will 
look to see just how much the police can get away 
with. What I saw was government arrogance. If 
thegovernment doesn’t like someone they cangas 
them; they can tank them. What they have done 
is to break the law in the name of the law* (It was 
hard to suppress the cheers in the gallery). Then 
he started to describe some of the evidence of the 
lies that had been told-the ‘spin control’ and 
revised meanings for words that they used, such 
as: a tank’s path is a ground disturbance; a flash 
grenade is a diversionary device; an explosion is a 
rapid expansion of gasses; a sniper is a forward 
observer. Cogdell made clear that the prosecution 
had failed to provide the most important wit- 
nesses, the decision makers like Sarabyn, 
Chojnacki, Rogers, Sage, and Davy Aguilero. 
Aguilero was the case agent who knew more about 
the case then any other living person, but he was 
not called to testify. Cogdell said, mey don’t have 
the testosterone to call him and I know why!” All 
of this was emotional and hard-hitting, but per- 
haps “the most telling blow was struck when he 
projected pictures of Mt. Carmel being destroyed 
by the tanks. With each progressive bit of destruc- 
tion he quoted Byron Sage, the ‘negotiator”. ms 
is not an assault*; “rhis is not an assault!+; “This is 
not an assault”. 

Mike DeGuerin was last up to defend Paul 
Fati “Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, this 
shouldn’t be happening. We should& try to 
justify the government’s action by prosecuting 
these people. This is a case about disrespect; 
disrespect for the Constitution; disrespect for our 
people. They went to a judge for permission to 
search and to arrest one man. They s&d that they 
attempted to knock and announce, but seventy-six 
ATF agents went to Ft. Hood and practiced dy- 
.namic entries. They never practiced how to knock 
and announce.” DeGuerin followed Cogdell’s list 
of witnesses that should have been called but 
weren’t. He punched holes in all of the ATF and 
FBI testimony. He wound up with the fatal code 
words, “It’s show time- (that wa8 to start the 
operation), and he pointed out how true it was. 
The ATF had planned a media show with a press 
center set up to exploit the biggest successful ATF 
raid ever. DeGuerin spent only a few minutes ably 
destroying the credibility of the government’s wit- 
nesses, particularly the =posilive ID of Livingston 
Fsgan by ATF agents Evers and Ornowski. He also 
dispelled the conspiracy theory by demonstrating 
Wayne Martin’s 9 11 call. “An agreement to defend 
and call for police to help defend is not a con- 
spiracy,” he said. 

Now sIl of the defense attorneys had spoken 
and it was the government attorneys’ privilege to 
have the last word. First Mr. Finnesse went 
through the cast of defendant8 and tried to make 
a case sgainst each one of them. After 50 minutes 

he closed with this statement: nose defense 
attorneys allege that the ATF used excessive 
force. The truth of the matter is they d.idnY use 
enough force!” 

Ray Jahn was allowed the last word. His tone 
was more moderated than it previously had been, 
but still he tried to stereotype these people as 
dogs (Its OK to shoot dogs, you know). 

“They didn’t want any help from our country” 
(referring to Wayne Martin’s statement in the 9 11 
tape). 

‘David Koreah‘s survival gear even had a 
place to c&y hand grenades, but no place to 
csrry a Bible.” 

Finally, he became bold enough to say, These 
four agents died so that we could bring this 
evidence to you!” 

And, Those men died because they mis- 
judged the motives and the zeal of the followers of 
David Death” (The closest yet he had come to the 
t&h). 

The jury retired at 2:55 P.M. Delibera- 
tions will start tomorrow morning. 

[Thank you, Jack DeVault/l 

TWO CLOSING ARTICLES 
ON WACO EVENT 

The following “official’ controlled media 

account is quoted directly from an article 
appean’ng in the February 27, 1994 edition of 
THE BAKERSFIELD CALIFORNIAN, by Sam 
Howe Verhovek Eleven Branch Davidians 
were acquitted of all murder and conspiracy 
charges Saturday, after a trial in which most 
of the defendants argued that they had acted in 
+t and self-defense when their group killed 
four of the 76 federal agents who raided their 
compound near Waco almost exactly a year ago. 

Seven of the 11 were convicted on lesser 
charges while four were acquitted of all 
charges. None of those convicted faces more 
than 10 years in prison. 

‘The jury’s verdict amounted to a stunning 
defeat not only for the Justice Department, 
which prosecuted the case, but for the Bu- 
reau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, the 
federal agency that planned and conducted a 
raid that turned into one of the most disas- 
trous law-enforcement operations in the 
nation’s history. Defense lawyers and some 
legal experts said Saturday that the verdict 
would send a resounding warning against the 
use of excessive force by law enforcement. 

t**** 

CONTACT would like to share with our 
readers the following fax which just arrived 
from APFN, Las Vegas, Nevada, Feb 26, by 
Ken Vardon. Note the wonderful strength of 
purpose that has resulted “just” from the 
network of informed support generated from 
outside the official media’s ,control. Never 

underestimate the power of the pen!!: Word 
came to us today that all 11 of the Branch 
Davidians were ACQUITTED. In the first FAX 
received from the Institute of Criminal and 
Civil Investigation, Inc. (ICCI) stating, ‘I did 
not realize how much support the Davidians 
had around the country. Not so much for 
support of their ideology, but their Constitu- 
tional right to their own belief, to be secure 
fromunreasonable search and seizures.* Fur- 
ther quoting: ‘Be that as it may, we still have 
a STRONG STATEMENT FROM THE PEOPLE 
THAT l OUR” CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS 
SHOULD NOT BE TAKEN LIGHTLY. Maybe 
over the next few weeks and months more of 
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the evidence will start to come out.” Emotions their mother’s or father’s arms- as they per- letter to Ms. Reno dated May 2 1, 1993. As Ms. 
flooded me. Tearsflowedout ofcontrol. With- ished. On CNN radio A.G. Janet Reno com- Reno stated in her acceptances as the Attor- 
out knowing. As the release of tension eased, ments about the results of the trial, (CNN ney General of the United States, “It is time to 
the moments nassina. with out-of-control NEWS KDWN 2/26/94) ‘I will never forget do the RIGHT thing.” Ms. Rena! It is time for 
shaking and crying. ‘--The 
light of our Father encircled 
me with this message. Tou 
are to know that ‘RIGHT IS 
GOOD’. RIGHT WILL AL- 
WAYS WIN IN THE END, go 
forth with TRUTH, evil will 
crawl into its own dark domi- 
nation. You and yours can 
cast all evil to its own black 
hole.” How these messages 
are given to me to pass to 
you, I know not. The re- 
sponsibility of forging ahead 
with our march for justice 
brings us to the task of now 

WACO and the ghost of ‘WE THE PEOPLE TO DO THE RIGHT THING.” 

“The people are 
the masters of both 
Congress and courts, 
not to overthrow the 
Constitution, but to 
overthrow the men 
who pervert it!” 

- Abraham Lincoln 

demanding a’PEOPLES GRAND JURY” to hear 
all aspects of every detail of the government’s 
attacking and killing it’s peoples. As moments 
passed, I felt the spirts of those children that 
had to die in terror, screaming and crying in 

WACO will be with-me all of It is time we hold you at your word of taking 
my life. It is a reminder responsibility and the consequences. 
that you make your best If this message is strong, it’s because the 
judgment and then you take souls who have perished only see this acquit- 
the consequences, you ac- tal as proof that these people, who were tried, 
cept the responsibility and were not responsible for a conspiracy against 
you move ahead. * Ms. Reno, the Government. What flashed for me is why 
stillmust have not received did the Government have a conspiracy 
the message that Gerry against these people? Who is looking at the 
Spence gave her last week surrounding people, media, town, schools. I 
looking in the cameras of think as we look into the details of all of this 
N.O. W. with Tom Brokaw. we will tid some very strange situations. 
At that, Ms. Reno, we the GOD, our maker has guided us this far. 
people shall take you at GOD, has given us courage by our connec- 
your word. We see and hear, tions. GOD, will guide and protect us through -- ---__. 

we shall make our best judgment, take the the end of time. Take this lesson of FAITH in 
consequences, accept the responsibility to ‘RIGHT” and the human “WILL” to be a ‘FREE 
move ahead for the real truth, notyours. Your WILL” (‘WILL”: the right for self reason 
responsibility in this matter had only started, [CHOICE]) shall prevail in the end. GLORY BE 
not ended. As Paul Wilcher pleaded in his TO GOD! THINK Janet! _ - 

ccMs.$$ Janet Reno 
(Continued from Front Page) 

that closes with a latch hook.” And a necklace charge of prosecuting crimi~~ds in that city nation’s first female attorney general, he 
of fossilized alligator droppings. boasted that,,‘She is a front-line crime fighter 

Reno, The Washington Post article explains, 
and county, crime rose to disastrous propor- 
tions. “Miami,” he said, ‘became the drug- and a caring public servant.” (Say what?!) 

‘grew uP with no air conditioning, no fans, no running, Mafia capital of the world during her Now comes the truly astonishing part: On 
washer or dryer, and no television,” though years as state attorney., March 23, 1993, Janet Reno, as her first act as 
her parents were affluent and well-off finan- Further proof of Reno’s incompetence 
cially. In her household, Reno and her par- comes from Thurman Brown, a former federal 

attorney general, promptly fired all 93 U.S. 

ents ‘didn’t practice religion, but they studied investigator stationed in South Florida: 
attorneys working for the Justice Department. 
Political insiders said it was probably to get fid 

the Bible, Greek mythology, the stars.* lHr 1 ‘Miami’s Brickell Avenue is now lined with of just one of them, Jay Stephens. He was 
just wonder what parts of these books they says Reno’s only target, but to make it look good, 
“studied” most attentively.] 

glittering new banks full of drug money,” 
Brown. she had to can all of them. 

And what of the drug dealers who depos- 
ited all that money? ‘I don’t think Reno has 

Why Jay Stephens? Because, at the time, 
HER FAILED RECORD he was on the verge of indicting Congressman 

AS A PROSECUTING ATTORNEY gone after a single one,* he laments. ‘Her Dan Rostenkowski, influential chairman of 
larger-than-life image as an honest prosecu- the House Committee that has life and death 

The fact that Janet Reno has some per- tor serves as a front-a cover-up to be blunt- control over Bill Clinton’s tax bills. 
sonal quirks and eccentricities does not nec- for one of the most crime-ridden jurisdictions Rostenkowski allegedly is involved in the em- 
essarily make her unfit for high public offrce. in the United States.’ bezzlement of monies of the House of Repre- 
If these were her only failings, we would have According to Jeff Leen, the Miami Herald’s 

no real reasons to oppose her elevation to respected investigative reporter, while Reno 
sentatives post office. 

Slick Willie Clinton tried to justify Reno’s 
America’s top law enforcement position. But sat back idle and did little to stop crime, actions, claiming that, ‘All of those people are 
the fact is, Ms. Reno’s record as the state Florida’s political and judiciary systems were routinely replaced with each incoming abin- 
attorney and chief prosecutor for Miami and rife with unbelievable corruption. In one year istrati0n.n 
Dade County, Florida, is so incredibly defi- alone half of the judges in the Miami court No so, responded Democratic Senator 
cient that it beggars the imagination. 

Even the Miami Herald, anewspaper whose 
system were under federal criminal investiga- ‘It has been the norm since 

liberal editors adore Janet Reno and the 
tion. Six judges were arraigned on bribery and 

Daniel Moynihan: 
1977 for U.S. attorneys to complete the re- 

extortion and, in one case, on murder charges. mGnder of their terms.” 
Clintons, was forced to admit that her perfor- 
mance as a prosecutor was atrocious. 

Now get this: none of these cases were 
‘She brought by Reno, even though she had 230 RENO AND VOTESCAM 

has alosing record in the highest profile cases,” 
:he newspaper reported, adding: ‘Her office 

lawyers under her direct supervision and 

has been accused of lacking investigative zeal, 
reigned at the state’s attorney post for 15 
years. They were all federal cases, prosecuted 

[H: Everybody remember the lengthy 

often letting cases languish for years., by a crime fighting U.S. attorney appointed by 
write-up we offered on VOTESCAM? ] It 
wasn’t the first time that Janet Reno has 

How mind-jarring! This is the stone-faced the Bush administration. intervened in the political process to help a 
hatchet woman who wasted no time at all in In their book, 
huticd2y smashing down the walls of the RENO A “FRONT-LINE 

corrupt colleague in need. 
Votescam: The Stealing of Amen’ca, two broth- 

Branch Davidian compound and putting a ‘CRIME FIGHTER-? ers who are investigative journalists from the 
rushed and fiery end to the stand-off in Waco. Miami area, Jim Collier and Ken Collier, re- 

A reliable correspondent of mine from Mi- _ hazing as it may seem, when President count how, for nearly two decades, Prosecutor 
and told me that Wh&! Janet Rena Was in Bill Clinton nominated Janet Reno as the Janet Rena covered up rampmt voter cheat- 
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ing and fraud in local elections. Voting ma- When Jack Thompson discovered the ex- 
chines were tampered with and rigged in hun- tent of Reno’s immorality and her demon- 
dreds of precincts so that only the ‘pre-ap- strated malfeasance in office, he felt it his 
proved candidates” would win election. duty to attempt to unseat her. In 1988, Th- 

After the Home News, a Dade County ompson decided to run against her in the 
weekly, ran feature articles detailing this in- election of Dade County Attorney, a position 
credible and malignant scheme to rob the that covers the metropolis of Miami. Although 
voters, the newspaper’s publisher was shot a8 this bid was unsuccessful, he garnered more 
he walked up his driveway one evening. Janet votes than any previous Reno opponent. 
Reno, as state attorney, never acted on the During the campaign, the courageous and 
shooting and it is still listed officially as an bold Thompson confronted Reno at one of her 
%nsolvedm crime. public appearances by handing her a ques- 

Unafraid for their own safety, the coura- tionnaire and asking her to check the appro- 
geous Collier brothers next distributed a priate box declaring whether she wa8 (1) ho- 
shocking video, recorded clandestinely, which mosexual; (2) bisexual; or (3) heterosexual. 
actually caught crooked poll volunteers of Reno brushed aside the questionnaire, then 
the League of Women Voters at a table, grasped her opponent’sshoulders, shook him, 
secretly punching holes in the punch cards and said, “I like strong, virile, intelligent men.# 
intended only for voters. The video a2so To which Thompson responded, ‘I like strong, 
captured Rena’s cIy)n1es, fncluding high virile, intelligent men, too, but I don’t go to 
poZiticalf&urer and even the HaNor, in the bed with them.” 
oote co&t’ room, which 
was legally supposed to 
be offi limits. 

Under pressure, the Gov- 
ernor of the state of Florida 

Janet Reno’s cutesy 

appointed well-known attor- for attorney general? Later, in 1993, Reno 
ney Ellis Rubin a8 an om- again evaded this que8- 
budsman to investigate the tion, which was asked 
allegation8 of vote fraud. her by a reporter a8 she 
Rubin’s investigative report concluded that triumphantly arrived at Miami International 
massive voting irregularities had occurred. Airport after being confirmed by the U.S. Sen- 
The fraud was so bad, said Rubin, that it ate for the attorney genersl slot. ‘I’m just an 
‘shocked and sickened” him. awkward old maid with a great affection for 

However, even after Rubin’s thorough re- men.” she aaid coyly. 
port detailing voter fraud and abuse wa8 is- Margaret Cantrell, a spoke8wom8n for the 
sued, Janet Reno declined to look into the radical gay Queer Nation group, which de- 
matter. For Reno, covering up and protecting light8 in “outi.&closet lesbians, denouncing 
her crooked political pal8 took precedence Reno for her cowardice, angrily complained, 
over insuring integrity and honesty at the ‘She hasn’t answered the question straight 
voting booth. out. I like intelligent men, too. I don’t sleep 

So we find that Janet Reno not only wa8 a with them.* 
kooky, alternative lifestyle, but she is proven Day8 later, representatives from Queer 
to be incompetent and corrupt as a law en- Nation, still unhappy with Reno’s lame at- 
forcement officer. Sound8 like a perfect can- tempt to disassociate herself publicly with 
didate for Hlllary to have chosen to be in lesbianism, staged a public news conference 
charge of the huge and powerful Depsrtment at the steps of the Justice Department build- 
of Justice, with an annual budget topping $11 ins;. A spokesperson for the group declared: 
billion and 84,000 employee8 spread through- . ‘Msny homosexuat8 in Miami have contacted 
out- the United State8 and overseas. Perfect, u8 and told us that Janet Rena’s le8biani8m is 
that is, based on a comparison with Hillary’s common knowledge among the gay commu- 
other cabinet choices. 

JANET RENO 
A OUEER CHOICE 

Janet Reno ha8 been called uaqueer choice 
for attorney genemY. According to Florida 
Attorney Jack Thompson, the new attorney 
general ia a hardened lesbian in the worst 
conceivable way. If Thompson is correct--and 

The efforts by the les- 
bian activist group Queer 
Nation to force Janet Reno 
to come out of the closet 
and openly admit her les- 
bian sexual preference 
was rebuffed by Ms. Reno. 
Indeed, there wa8 fear in 
the Clinton camp that 

“Attorney Jack Thompson says that 
he has been hounded and harassed 
by Rena’s influential friends because 
of his attempts to expose her lurid 
behavior while in ofi’ico. ” 

porter Mike Hedge8 
called 20 of Rena’s pub- 
lic supporters, and ev- 
ery single one of them 
ha8 verified that Reno 
is widely repvlted to be 
a homo8exual. 

I have rea8on to believe he i&anet Reno is a Queer Nation’s press conference might cau8e . ..Florida Senator Bob Graham, who was 
closet lesbian who is 80 wickedly, sexually either an embarrassed White House to with- asked by Preeident Clinton if he knew of any 
corrupt that she has frequently used call girl8 draw, or a fearful Senate Judiciary Committee skeletons in Rena’s clo8et, knows Of the widely- 
for sex and, as Dade County, Florida attorney, to reject, Reno’8 nomination a8 attorney gen- held belief that one of Reno’s lover8 is ABC 
ahe sexually harassed female county employ- eral. affiliate WPLG-TV’8 female news anchor, Ann 
ee8. To the rescue, however, c8me Patricia Ire- Bishop. 

If these charges were made by a less repu- land, the militant, gay lesbian head of the . ..A former 888istant state attorney volun- 
table person, they might be easily dismissed, National Organization for Women (NOW). Ire- teered that while he was in Rena’s office, 
but attorney Jack Thompson is known through- land, who remains married to a m8n while also senior assistant etate attorneya helping with 
out the state of Florida as an honest Christian ahacking up with a woman, told reporters: new employee’8 orientation would pull aside 
man and a brilliant trial lawyer. He is a ‘Ma. Reno should not-be judged’on the basis of each new hire and confide, in his words, You’ll 
member and elder of Key Biscayne Presbyte- her 8exu8l orientation., 
rian Church, a congregation of the con8erva- 
tive Presbyterian Church in America (PCA). THOMPSON HOUNDED 
[II: WeII this squalificationa is no longer BY RENO’S CRONIES 
very valid as a backup for integrity-but I 
concur that Jach Thompson is an honorable Attorney Jack Thompson says that he ha8 
man.] been hounded and harassed by Rena’s influ- 

nity., 

ential friend8 because of hi8 attempt8 to ex- 
pose her lurid behavior while in office. Rena’s 
pals have illegally dispatched agents from the 
Florida Department of Law Enforcement to tail 
him. On one occasion, Rena’s colleagues tried 
to have the Florida Bar Association disbar 
him. The scheme was to have Thompson de- 
clared ‘mentally incapacitated” because of hi8 
8UppO8edly ‘Ob8eS8iVem effort8 Opposing por- 
nography. 

A p8yChOlOgi8t crony of Rena’s, who never 
even bothered to interview Thompson, diag- 
nosed him a8 a ‘homophobe”, a person whom 
gay activists define a8 one who l feBrs and 
hate8 hOm08eXUa18m. 

Thompson fought back with expert wit- 
nesses, including a respected psychiatrist who 
thoroughly vindicated him, gave him a clean 
bill of health, and stated that Thornpeon was 
simply a ‘Christian activist*. 

The Florida Bar, made up of attorneys, wa8 
forced not only to dismiss the trumped-up 
charge8 against Jack Thompson, but to pay 
him $20,000 in a settlement, in 
acknowledgement of their lawless and wholly 
unethical, gulag attempt to discredit him. 

All this caused Jack Thompson to quip, ‘I 
am now one of the few certified sane lawyer8 in 
Florida.” 

Reportedly, this was the first time in the 
history of the United State8 that a Bar Asso- 
ciation was beaten in litigation and required 
to fork over money to an opponent it had 
unethically tried to destroy. Rena’s blatantly 
sinister effort to intimidate Thompson had 
backfired. 

A PATTERN OF LESBIAN 
AND CRIMINAL ACTIVITY 

Jack Thompson’s investigation of Janet 
Reno ha8 focused not only on her lesbian 
lifestyle, but also on other alleged criminal 
activity. Thompson says he has documented 
evidence that Reno ha8 undergone extensive 
psychological counseling, that she was ar- 
rested for shoplifting lingerie at a Jordan March 
department store in 198 1, and that she ha8 a 
severe alcohol abuse problem. (H: I suggest 
that some of you chech into surgical proce- 
dures also undergone along the trail.] 

In written affidavits and orally, Thompson 
has 8lso asserted that: 

. . .Washington re- 
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be hearing, ifyou haven’t already, stories that PERSON OF THE 12 HAD BEEI IFITER- barded their bedroom window8 with blinding, 
Janet Reno is a lesbian. She is, so don’t act VIEWED BY THE FBI. NOT GNgJ Obviously, high-intensity lights. 
shocked, and just shrug your shoulders.” Senator Biden simply had told a bald-faced lie She left the dead body of one man, a Branch 

. ..A Miami police officer, Philip Buckman, to cover up hi8 committee’8 disgraceful action Davidian killed by her agents, hanging for 
told two witnesses that one night while on in approving Ms. Reno for her high-ranking day8 on end draped over a fence in plain view 
stakeout at Sunday’s, g restaurant in Key cabinet position. of the children inside the compound. -The 
Biscayne, he saw Ms. Reno enter with another The national media, including top newspa- children must have suffered terrible vision8 
woman, become drunk as the evening pro- pers, news magazines Time and Newsweek, because, reportedly, vultures and other beasts 
gre88ed, and begin ‘making outs passionately and the three major m networks, have re- of prey devoured part8 of hi8 body (the man’8 
with her date. fused to investigate or report on Janet Rena’s distraught wife was d80 inside the compound). 

. ..Reno u8e8 call girls for sex. One ,8uch 
call girl, whose name is ‘cq8t&, has report- 

past record of lesbianism and her alleged crimi- Rena’s troop8 eventually sent in a helicopter 
n8-l activities. that picked up the remains off the fence with 

edly told the publisher of a certain “esco&’ Yet, Attorney Jack Thompson refuse8 to a grappling hook and flew them away. 
magazine that she ha8 received money for 8ex back down. In fact, on a popular Miami talk Finally, Janet Reno cared 80 much for the 
from Reno at Rena’s home. show hosted by a fellow Christian, John Th- welfare of these desperate kid8 that she or- 

. ..A homosexual talk show host ha8 related ompson (no relation), he issued this public dered tanks to ram and batter the Wall8 of 
that Reno Was once apprehended by a Broward challenge to Janet Reno: He challenged her to their home, puncturing hole8 in the 8trLlC- 
County police officer in a shopping mall park- sue him for defamation and libel. tures, knocking the building8 off their founda- 
ing lot in the back seat of a car with a disrobed =You won’t sue me, Janet,= Thompson tions. This caused doors and windows to 
young girl. After Reno identified herself as a boldly announced, “because you know I’m tell- become stuck and inoperable, and 8ttimay8 
district attorney, no criminal charge8 were ing the truth.” to collapse 80 that the children and adults 
filed. could not escape the fiery holocaust 8oon to 

. ..Reno ha8 been pulled over five times in JANET RENO AND THE come. 
Dade County while driving “under the influ- WACO MASSACRE Ms. Reno next directed her ATF and FBI 
ence” of alcohol. This was reported by /iv8 storm trooper8 to pump CS gas into the build- 
dUferentpoNce officers. United State8 Sena- It was her order to murder and burn 8live ing housing these children-a type of ga8 80 
tOr Trent hott’s [R-MS] office ha8 memoranda the 86 member8 of the Branch Davidian reli- virulent and harmful it8 u8e is outlawed in 
relating to the drunk driving investigation. gious group in Waco, Texas that earned for Ms. international conflict8 by the Geneva Conven- 

. . .Reno was once blackmailed by a homo- Reno my moniker of ‘Duchess of Doom”. Pas- tion, 8n international treaty. 
sexual, %hock radio” talk 8hOW host. The sibly, she deserve8 a formal name change a8 Nazi dictator Adolf Hitler had refused in 
perverted homosexual radio personality was well. Transposing the letter8 could produce World War II to use chemical weapon8 against 
at the time soliciting teen boys on the air for the surname Nero instead of Reno. After all, it his opponents, even though the very fate of his 
sex. When her office was subsequently flooded wa8 the Emperor Nero who at first falsely nation and his own life were at stake. Yet, a 
with phone calls from irate citizen8 demand- accused the early Christians of vile act8, and hell-bent Janet Reno gave the green light to 
ing she do something about this outrage, Janet then went on to burn the city of Rome to the her hundred8 of military force8 camped out- 
Reno announced she would ‘open an investi- ground and blame it on the innocents. side the Branch Davidian complex to torment 
gation”. The next day, however, she promptly Bill Clinton and Janet Reno insisted that the men, women, and chlldrenwith thi8 chemi- 
closed the ivvestigation after the homosexual they ordered the attack 
talk show host referred repeatedly in hi8 broad- on the Waco compound 
cast to Ms. Rena’s own, peculiar sex habits. because they were 

concerned that “child Christianfaith: AccsrdingtoBill 

SENATE PANEL abuse” was going on. Clinton and the femiNazis, any 
NOT INTERESTED Well, they can rest 

easy now-those kids 
group that can even vaguely be 

csl agent originally in- 
vented in the very pit of 
hell. 

NOW, if these allegation8 by Attorney Jack will never be abused 
described as “Christian funda- 

Thompson are true, it should have been a again1 [H: However, mentalist” is not fit to exist. 
piece of cake for investigators of the Senate worre, is the fact that 
Judiciary Committee to determine the facts. Rena ha8 pow admit- 
Score8 of actual eye witnesses to Janet Rena’s ted there were no grounds for the accusa- A FIRE MAY RESULT. 
unseemly behavior could have been made avail- tions of child abuse in the first place!] CS gas is d80 known to produce these 
able to the Senate panel. Reno would have Here, then, is another recklessly danger- horrendous effect8 inits victims: burning eyes, 
been quickly declared unfit to hold high office, ous attempt to commit a violent criminal act Severe nausea and Vomiting, diZ8ine88, Un- 
especially the post of attorney general of the and then excu8e it8 commission by saying, ‘1 consciou8nes8, headaches, stomachaches, 
United States. did it for the kid8.= Is this what Hill8ry and Bill rashes, and mental confusion. 

In fact, Jack Thompson officially requested Clinton, Donna Shalala, and their friend Janet Yes, Janet Reno, that’8 what YOU DID to 
the Senate Committee allow him to appear as Reno shamelessly call “children’s rights”? those children. [H: This all, of course, is 
a witness under oath. In a letter to Chairman AFTER the killing of some innocent people 
Joseph Biden (D-Maryland), Thompson wrote, HOW THE GOVERNMENT at Ruby Creek, Idaho in the Weaver debacle 
“I hereby put my good name, my entire legal ABUSED THOSE KIDS by some of the same “agents”! It seems 
career, my duties as a citizen and a8 a Chris- Hs.(??) Reno likes, preferably, to KILL 
tian compelled to tell the truth, on the line...” In fact, during the week8 of siege against WOMER (MOTHERS) AID CHILDRERII 

Thompson also provided the Senator with the men, women, and children barricaded in- Not satisfied with the torture and pain she 
the name8 of at least 12 other reliable people side the Branch Davidian building and terri- had already inflicted on the kid8 inside the 
who could testify as to the veracity of these fied for their lives, Janet Reno herself abused compound, I believe that, in spite of her state- 
things. these kid8 over and over. She had armored ments to the contrary, Reno gave the order for 

Instead of calling Jack Thompson as a personnel carriers and tanks run over and the FBI and ATF to set the compound on fire- 

Chemical warfare ex- 
perts have testified that 
CS gas, an inflammatory 
agent more lethal and in- 
sidious than the tear gas 
used by police in riot situ- 
ations, should never be 
used in enclosed spaces- 

witness, the corrupt chairman of the Senate crush their go-carts and bicycle8 just outside to mutilate and bum the kid8 alive. Evidently, 
Committee announced that he had the FBI their windows. She had her Gestapo agents federal 8harp8hOOter8 and goon squad8 were 
investigate the charge8 by Thompson and oth- play amplified, hideously occultic sound8 of dso sent in prior to the fire to assassinate sect 

ers Of misconduct by Janet Reno, and the FBI rabbit8 being slaughtered and Tibetan Bud- leader David Koresh and top lieutenants. They 
found them ‘unfounded and scurrilous”. dhist monks chanting to their demon spirit and over 20 other Koresh followers were found 

This wa8 the same liberal Senator whose guides, scaring the children and depriving shot in the head, according to the Official 
committee, just a year previous, had unmerci- them of sleep. coroner’s report. 
fully grilled Judge Clarence Thomas after the Rena’s SS brigade held the press back to a 
Judge was accused by Anita Hill of the most three-mile distance 80 no one could find out TARGETED FOR 
ridiculous of sexual harassment charges. the awful facts about her mentat and physical EXTERMINATION 

Thompson personally contacted each of ‘torture of these helpless chiidren. She then 
the 12 people whose name8 he had furnished cut off their food, their milk, their water, their Th 2 Clinton/ Reno message wa8 made loud 
Senator Biden. He discovered that NOT ORE electricity, their plumbing. At night she bom- and clear: In the future there 8re at least three 
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reasons why individuals or groups may be 
targeted by the Clintonistas for intimidation 
and, possibly, death: 

( 1) Ownership of guns: It doesn’t matter if 
the firearms you own are legal because the 
Clintonistas want to disarm all Americans. 
Why? For purposes of government control. 

(2) Christian faith: According to Bill Clinton 
and the femiNazis any group that can even 
vaguely be described ‘as- 
‘Christian fundamental- 
ise is not fit to exist. 
Such groups are consid- 
ered a threat to the New 
Age, New World Order. 
Especially hated and 
condemned are pseudo- 
Christian groups which 
claim to be ‘Israel” or 

“Documentation is also avail- 
able that the ADL pressured 
the FBI and the federal govern- 
ment to take action against 
the Branch Davidians.” 

rights groups. 
Foreign-controlled Islamic groups based 

in America are an easier mark, especially if the 
feds can goad their radical leaders into perpe- 
trating highly visible acts of terror such as the 
bombing of the New York World Trade Center. 
However, the persecution of such groups must 
be handled in a most delicate way so as not to 
upset the Arab and Moslem world communitv. 

What’s left, then, & 
the easiest marks are the 
Christian fundamentsl- 
ists, the white separat- 
ists, and gun owner 
groups and individuals. 
Therefore, we can expect 
that more and more of 
these groups will suffer 
from Reno’s propaganda 

‘Jewish”. The Koresh sect, for example, pro- squads, her black-hooded, SWAT team raids, of the Nazi assault on the Jewish ghetto in 
fessed to be ‘Jewish”, and came complete with and her murderous Gestapo attacks in the Warsaw.” 
a ‘Jewish Messiah” (Vernon Howell aka David future. Cockburn wrote that, ‘The Nazis; too, re- 
Koresh) and a Jewish Star of David flag flying The perfect candidate for Clintonista ex- garded cults as ripe candidates for persecu- 
atop their compound. The Branch Davidisns termination is thus the Christian (or pseudo- tion. On July 20, 1937, the SS Reichsfuhrer 
also observed Jewish High Holy Days. Christian) fundamentalist group that owns Reinhard Heydrich ordered the banning and 

guns and practices separatism. If children are persecution of small religious sects.” 
2/28/94 #2 HATOFIA available to be used as a pretext for the as- What happened in Waco, says Cockburn, 

sault, so much the better. was “a saga of Nazi-like affront to religious 
WACO /RENO DEBACLE Neo-Nazi skinhead groups, identity tolerance”. Worse, he writes, is that the 

/Continued) churches, America First or- ‘deprogrammers” of such 
ganizations, and even solid, 

JEWISH ADL BOARD old-fashioned, Gospel- 
OF DIRECTORS preaching churches and 

pastors are high up on the 
I believe it is significant that Attorney Gen- Clintonista agenda for po- 

eral Janet Reno, who is Jewish, was on th, lice action. Even though 
Board of Directors of the Jewish Anti-Defame- these groups have widely 

~~~~~ 

tion League (ADL). The ADL, which has been divergent views, the Clinton people put them federal prosecutors to let them “exercise their 
accused of being a terrorist organization with all in the same bushel basket. dark arts on the burned Davidian survivors so 
ties to Israel’s Mossad spy agency, is known to Some may rejoice that groups with strange that they testify correctly and desist from 
keep voluminous computer files on hundreds or unorthodox views and beliefs are the tar- maintaining-as they have-that no mass sui- 
of organizations the group considers its en- gets for persecution, but note this: Once these tide was under way.” 
emies. Included are many reputable Christian groups are snuffed out without a sizeable “Onward to Salem: -gas, fire, and brain- 
and pro-life ministries and organizations. The whimper of complaint from the citizenry at washing, courtesy of the Justice Department,” 
ADL also employs private investigators to do large, then all the others mentioned above will Cockburn admonished. 
its dirty work and, reportedly, some police next be targeted. 
officers in cities across the U.S.A. are covertly Eventually, anyone and everyone who dis- ETHNIC CLEANSING: 
in its hire. agrees with the fascist regime in the White A VULGAR DISPLAY 

In 1992, the ADL’s offices in San Francisco House might find themselves in dire jeopardy. 
were raided by the police and their files were Yes, the bell may toll for you, too, in due John Ed Pearce, writing in sn Indiananews- 
seized after a valid search warrant was ob- time! paper,. The CourierJournal, branded the Reno 
tained. Possible indictments against ADL of- atrocity as ‘Ethnic Cleansing-Texas Style’. 
ficials are expected. THE WACO MASSACRE- Pearce sarcastically observed that the feds, 

Documentation is also available that the A NAZI ATROCITY? who assaulted the Davidisns with their tanks 
ADL pressured the FBI and the federal govern- and assault rifles, felt they could not let David 
ment to take action against the Branch If identifying the Waco tragedy as a Nazi Koresh keep guns within his compound-not 
Davidians. In fact, Herb Brin, an ADL official, atrocity sounds overly dramatic or sensation- in a place like Texas, ‘where there are more 
boasted in a Los Angeles area Jewish commu- alist, please understand that, though the mass than four guns to every citizen. It could give 
nity publication, Heritage, ‘U.S. and Texas mediagenerally refuse to give them a hearing, the place a bad name.” 
authorities have precise documentation (from there are many outstanding Americans con- Janet Reno, Pearce wrote, did not just sit 
the ADL of course) on the Branch Davidian cerned about the implications of Janet Reno’s idly by doing her knitting. She: 
cult in Texas.” .’ unconstitutional assault on the children and (. , .passed the word sternly: Gas ‘em.. .Get 

(3) Race or Social Ideology: The Clintonistas adults in Waco. this over with. And President Clinton, after 
believe that white people especially, but also Respected national columnist Alexander being informed of the lethal plans and nodding 
groups of all races and ethnic origins who wish Cockburn, author of several highly acclaimed his approval, wallowed in sorrow, poor fellow, 
to be separatists, must be dealt with harshly books and a contributor to Nation and many as the flamea consumed the cultists (formerly 
because they are athreat to the muZticu2turaZism other publications, wrote a column for the Los humans). But that’s what happens to 
ideology. Muslims and Orthodox Jews, also AngeZes ZTmes in which he put the Clinton/ fanatics, he warned (fanatics being people 
because of their separatist beliefs, are de- Reno massacre in the same category as the who believe deeply in things the majority does 
spised by the Clintonistas. But in the case of Salem witch hunts and the Nazi atrocities of not believe.)” 
the Orthodox Jewish groups, Clinton admin- fascist Germany. By labeling the Branch Former Waco District Attorney Vie Fazell, 
i&ration officials are unable to move against Davidians a%ults, said Cockburn, Janet Reno, who had arrested Koresh several years before 
them because they fear the powerful Jewish Bill Clinton, and their heavily armed assault the Reno massacre and tried him on state 
lobby. This may change very soon. squads, claimed exemption ‘from justice and charges (of which Koresh was acquitted by a 

Islamic groups sre also a daunting target. compassion*. jury), commented that the siege by Reno and 
Black Muslims in America are very militant Cockburn also roundly criticized Janet her federal agents =was a vulgar display of 
and would fight back if attacked. They also Reno’s unfounded propaganda claim that she power. If they had simply phoned Koresh and 
have strong support from the African-Ameri- had only done it to prevent child abuse: talked to him on the phone,” said Fazell, ‘the 
can community and from the leaders of civil To call someone a child abuser these days Davidians would have given them what they 

is like calling someone a Communist in the 
1950s or a witch in the 17th century. Normal 
standards of evidence or reason don’t apply. 

There was compelling evidence, claimed 
President Clinton’s spokesman George 
Stephanopoulos, that the children were being 
abused...In fact, the FBI had conceded that 
there’s no evidence for these chilling claims. 
But child abuse is a headline grabber and 
conscience-absolver, as Reno knows well from 
her days as a prosecutor in Dade County. 

Alexander Cockburn’s noteworthy, heavily 
documented article then went on to recount 
several instances in which Janet Reno, as a 
Miami, Florida prosecutor, had used 
“children’s rights” as a pretext for terrible 
abuse of judicial restraint. Cockburn further 
noted that the ‘appalling event? in Waco ‘took 
place on April 19, 1993, the 50th anniversary 
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wanted.’ Nazis who raided hi.s home and savagely mur- 
True, Koresh would have generously al- dered those poor children1 “That’s just not the NOW AVAILABLE 

lowed the ATF to search his premises, forthere American way.” [H: lot so, readers, IT HAS 
were no illegal weapons whatsoever in the com- BECOME EXACTLY THE AYERICAl WAY!] 
pound-no machine guns, no 50 caliber, no But it is the way of the future, as ‘pink 
Stealth bombers 
or nuclear weap- 
ons. Just a few 
hundred, regular 
old rifles and fire- 
arms, the same 
types possessed 
by millions of 
other law-abiding 
Texans. [H: Well, 
I wouldn’t go 
quite 80 frr a8 
that statement.] 

However, to 
merely search the 
premises was not 
what the feds 
wanted to do1 
Otherwise, they 

“You brought a bunch of guys out 
here and you killed some of my 
children. We told you we wanted 
to talk-l don’t care who they are. 
Nobody is going to come to my 
home, with my babies around, 
shaking guns, without a warrant, 
in their face. That’s just not the 
American way.” 

bereV Janet 
Reno and the 
Clinton team 
consolidate their 

EXPANDED SECOND EDITION 
654 pages 

L 

hold on America 
and become more 
and more auda- 
cious in their as- 
saults on our lib- 
erties and our 
way of life. 

As I write 
this, the govern- 
ment is preparing 
a ‘show trial” of’ 
the 12 remaining 
survivors of Reno 
and Clinton’s 
Waco massacre. - - . 

could have phoned Koresh and then went in Stalin and Hitler also had their purges and 
unarmed to accomplish their work at the com- their show trials of the innocent who had been 
pound. selected out as examples to instill fear in the 

No, they intended to kill Koresh and his top masses. If, as citizens, we do nothing to stop 
people. That is why, early that morning, they this horrible injustice, we are not deserving of 
went in with assault weapons blazing and the name ‘Americans”. [H: So, we hare come 
helicopter gunships overhead firing high-cali- full circle.] 
ber rounds straight through the roof, killing Yes, dear reader, you and I are Americans, 
some women and children as they lay peace- citizens of a great nation whose Constitution, 
fully sleeping in bed. That is why they re- abused by some in power, is still a living, 
hearsed and practiced the military-style as- breathing document guaranteeing individuals 
sault for months on end. and groups of widely divergent views-chris- 

That is why the feds invited some of their tians, the David Koreshes, atheists, Neo-nazis, 
friends in thp news media to accompany them Jews, New Agers, Black Muslims, and others- 
on their deadly raid. The federal agents were freedom and liberty from government tyrants 
convinced that Koresh and his people, reputed who would oppress them. [H: Want to bet?] 
to be peaceful and friendly, would neither I believe that we must regain our moorings 
struggle nor return their murderous fire. That as a Christian nation; yet, as Christians, we do 
is why the woman press agent of the ATF, not discriminate nor do we persecute others. 
immediately following the initial, failed as- [H: I take exception to this statement also- 
sault, expressed shock and surprise. ‘We as “Christians” there is more selective per- 
were outgunned,” she said. secution than through almost any other 

Tragically, the tapes of this incident, even RELIGIOIP. It just doesn’t show as much.] 
after some fancy editing by Janet Reno’s storm Moreover, if the government abuses one of us, 
trooper technicians back in their Washington, it abuses all of us. Isn’t it time, therefore, that - . . 

1 One of the most explosive books on the 
narket for understanding the pattern of hard- 
:ore criminal activities implicating high fed- 
3rd officials and how it affects the American 
eople. It describes and documents epidemic 
:orruption by federal officials, and a pattern 
If criminal misuse of federal offices against 
he American publicThe contents are sup- 
ported by a group of former federal investiga- 
tors, covert intelligence agency operatives 
and contract agents, former FBI, police, and 
private investigators, composing a block of 
whistleblowers. 

Among the corrupt activities described 
in Lkjkauding America axe the following 

Epidemic drug traEcking into the United 
Lates. 
l Role played by the CIA in Savings and Loan 
and HUD looting. 
l Conversion of Chapter 11 courts into 8 
criminal enterprise. 
l October Surprise and its criminal cover-up. 
l The ugly part of the Iran-Contra scandal. 
l Inslaw, the tip of Justice Departmenl 
ClilIlillSJity. 

l Covert CIA fmancial institutions dealing in 
drug money laundering. 
l Crooked federal judges and Justice Depart- 
ment attorneys. 
l Felony persecution ofinformants by Justice 
Department attorneys and federal judges. 
l Killings and mysterious deaths of infor- 
mants and whistleblowers. 
l Schemes to assassinate or remove U.S. 
Presidents and presidential candidates. 

D.C., FBI labs, nevertheless still contain this we act like Americans and peace!ully, yet with 
-- --- BOOK REVIEW EXCERPTS 0~ 

revealing-and heart breaking statement. courage and determination, put an end to this 
Koresh’s voice is heard as he exclaims: oppression? DEFRAUDING AMEmU . -__ --- --- 

YOU brought a bunch of guys out here [END OF QUOTING FROM BIti SISTER IS . Dick Gregory, WOL Radio, Washington 86 
and you killed some of my children. we WATCHING YOUI] We sre very appreciative for Baltimore: uDefrcrd* Ame& shodd be 
told YOU we wanted to taZk..,I don’t cam the a.llowance to run this portion. 
who they are. Nobody is going to come to I would like to remind ALL OF YOU that all 

on top of every Bib&.” 

mg home, with mg babies amund, shaking this cult garbage, political lies ad projections 
. Fletcher Routy, author of Secret Team and 

guns, without a warrant, in their face. under cover of lies-is going to end, ulti- 
JFK-l%e CIA, Vim and the Plot to Assassi- 

That’s just not the American wag. mately-for it is now the DAY OF THE LORD. 
nate John F. Kennedy: “Your book is great.” 

Translated that means: There is going to be a 
l Hollywood promotion celebrity, Irwin Zucker: 

“THAT’S JUST NOT lot of answering for a LOT OF THINGS! In the “* blockbuster*~ 
THE AMERICAN WAY” Justice Department-the facing off will be GOD l Hollywood’s John Austin’s HIS features: 

and the enforcers will be His HOSTS. By the “The most explosive book on the market.” 

#That’s just not the American way,” said way, to ENFORCE DOES NOT MEAN USE OF l Israel Book Review: “Considerable interest 
David Koresh. What an indictment of the ‘FORCE”. SO BE IT. has been expressed in your new publica- 

tion.‘l 
l WAR host Frank Baronowskiz “It’s a book 
you can’t put down.” 

Companion book: Unjkienrlly Sties, a history 
of corruption and tragedies. 

Order by mail or phone. Credit card phone 
orders to l-800-247-7389. Mail orders to 
Diablo Western Press, P.O. Box 5, Alamo, CA 
94507; or P.O. Box 10587, Reno, NV 89510. 
Either Demding Amekaor Un.~dly Skies 
is $25.00 .plus $2.50 shipping. ’ . 
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New Gaia Products 
GAIAXDRIMA 

Gsiandriana is a non-alcoholic health tonic 
which provides basic “foods’ to help cells, weak- 
ened by the stressesof modern life, to return to a 
state of health. 

The better our cells function, the greater is the 
stsminareturned to our internal defense systems, 
and the better we can counter the constant on- 
slaught of biological and viral invaders. The end 
result is a feeling of well-being by, of course, being 
well. 

The Gaiandriana (commonly referred to as 
Kchondriana~ in the Biological literature) are ca- 
pable of intelligent, organized attack against cel- 
lular invaders like viruses. Think of it as a ‘pac- 
mar? operation of sorts. However, beyond that, 
the Gaiandriana are capable of stimulating ceIlu- 
lar structural repairs due to damage caused by, for 
instance, free radicals and cumulative levels of so- 
called tickground” radiation in our modem en- 
vironment. Healthy DNA and RNA within the nu- 
clei of our cells then lead to properly formed and 
concentrated enzymes, upon which healthy cellu- 
lar function depends. 

Gaisndrianaliquidismade entirely~mwhole- 
some natural ingredients. 

AOUAGAIA 

Complementary to the Gaiandriana product, 
AquaGaia is also a non-alcoholic health tonic 
which provides basic ‘foods” to help cells, weak- 
ened by the stresses of modern life, to return to a 
state of healthy function. 

AquaGaia contains mitochorufria. These are 
the major biochemical energy *proCessor within 
cellular metabolism. First, emrymes begin the 
breakdown process of organic nutrients (like fats, 
carbohydrates and proteins) to intermediate sub- 
stances 1ouch as amino and pyruvic acids. Then, 
in the next %ucket brigade” step, these various 
acid molecules 8re processed within the mito- 
chondria to release chemical energy recognized a8 
adenosine triphosphate (ATP). 

About 95% of the energy needed to #run the 
machinery’thatkeepse8chcellgoingandhealthy. 
is produced in the mitochondria Unfortunately, 
themitochondriaareparticularlydam8gedbyfr8e 
radicals and cumulative level8 of so-called ‘back- 
ground” radiation in our ‘modern environment. 
These compromi8ed mitochondria, like half-dead 
batteries, then lead to impair4 cellular function- 
ingandhealth. ThusMheimportanceofAqual3aia, 
with it8 . -. table supply of healthy mitochon- 
dtia-likem?8hbattene6fforthebody8cell8 

The better our cells function, the greater i8 the 
. 

8tarmnareturnedtoourinternaldefenae8y8tems, 
8nd the better we can count8r the cormtant on- 
slaught of biological 8nd vir8l invaders. 
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GAIANDRIARA & AOUAGAIA 

To help in und- the workings of 
these organic ‘pat-men” you mu8t re8lize that 

there is a protein covering ‘cap’ on viruses. The ctlorier and other requirements. 
protein cap is centered on a charged einc atom snd The most innocuous and easy intlLLe 
is the part of the virus that recog&es and binds available is simply a fer drops under the 
to DNA& turn allowing the virus to reproduce. tongue, both products t8hen rt the same 

AquaGaia, in conjunction with the time or rt different times of the dry. Onto 
Gaiandriana, knock out the zinc atom (a simple the Yinitirla program is completed, md the 
‘charge” change), which renders the protein inef- maintenrnoe level of intahe is being fol- 
fective . This is a breakdown of ‘parts” of the lowed, certainly the drops under the tongue 
Gaiandriana mate-female DNA structure which are the least annoying to any daily regimen 
releases many working variants but fkees the 
Gaiandrionettes or Qillers” to take out that zinc A-C-E AI’ITI-GXIDAXT FORMULA 
atom and pass right into the affected cell. Without 
the %x$‘, the virus cannot reproduce and infect There is growing evidence that essential!; 
more cells-further, the damaged virus feeds the everyone in our society is exposed to free 
Gaiandriana unified cells and the circulating mi- radicals, now more than ever. While free 
tochondria radicals are normal products of our cells aner 

Healthy cells sre not affected because they have certain beneficial roles in the body, in- 
lack the zinc-centered protein cap on the virus. creased levels of free radicals in our body 

These ^Gaia’ compounds have an effect on tissues can be detrimental to our health. Free 
cancer cells because they stop an enzyme on the radicals are highly unstable substances pro- 
cancer cells from producing a ‘messenger” mol- duced in the body through, among other routes, 
ecule that blocks asecond enzyme from attacking metabolism of oxygen. Free radicals multiply 
the cancer cell’s DNA The compounds (G&a) have through a series of chain reactions and can 
been seen to actually take out leukemia, breast, attack the polyunsaturated fatty acids of cell 
brain and colon cancer cells. We have no claim to membranes. Unless excess free radicals are 
anything other than stating that people utibzing neutralized, they csn cause considerable dam- 
these simple and natural substances do show age to the structure and function of cell mem- 
improved well-being and do report feeling gener- branes and thus, the cells themselves. 
slly and, often remarkably, improved a8 to state of The products from free radical reactions are 
health, thought processes and stamina implicated in the progressive accumulation of 

The obvious conclusion is that there might deleteriouscellular changesover time,which may 
well be good reports of better health and faster eventuagy result in recognizable disease. Free 
recovery, following infection by other viruses, than radical damage is implicated in the initiation ami 
those mentioned above. All viruses known react promotion of many cancers, ss well as atheroscle 
in generally the same manner. 

It is known that many diseases are due to 
retroviral DNA and these are the most affected 
viruses by the Gsia-chondrisnas (living crystal 
hms). We, 8g8i.n. make no medical c-we 
are simply reporting in an effort to explain WHAT 
takes place within the cellular structures ofliving 
organisms. 

ROTE 

If any product you receive has an unpleas- 
ant odor - it is from the finishing culture 
process. Leave the bottle open to air and it will 
quickly dissipate. Then, depending on taste 
and preference-refrigorute after opeuiug and 
reclosing. 

IMPORTANT: Do not mix the two, 
Gaiandriana urd AquaGaia, togother for stor- 
8ge 8s the Aqu8G8i8 (mitochondri8) 8re 8g- 
gressive 8nd begin to ‘e8t” the Gai8ndrimr 
for fuel. Once ingested, they go rbout their 
8ppointed tulu, but in bottle prisons they 
8re not p8rticukrly oompatible once the 
8rrflrbb fuel supply is exhrusted. Juiaes 
8re excellent to take with the AqurGai8 
beesuse the mitochondri8 must have the 
fuel derived from same, the most effective 
juice being from the tropical aGu8v8” fruit. 
Any juice is fiae, however, and is+ most 
pbu8nt to -take. Di8betics should utilize 
rhrterer juices m rrrilable oa their food 
plan to keep within the l de guidelines for 

rosis. 
One area of aging research suggests that 

free radicals damage body cells and cause the 
pathological changes associated with aging. 
Besides being by-products of the metabolism 
of oxygen, such as during strenuous exercise, 
we are also exposed to significant sources of 
free radicals from the environment, such as 
from so-called l backgroundm levels of ioniting 
radiation. 

Cooperative defense systems that can pro- 
tect the body from free radical damage include 
certain enzymes and the antioxidant vitamins 
A, C, and E and Beta-Carotene, which protect 
cell membranes from oxidative damage. Vita- 
min E, one of the fat+oluble vitamins, is 
present in the blood a8 d-alpha-tocopherol 
and is well accepted a8 the major antioxidant 
in lipid body tissues. Vitamin E io cormidered 
the first line of defense against cell-membrane 
damage due to peroxidation. Vitamin E scav- 
enges free radicals, terminating chain reac- 
tions and confining damage to limited are88 of 
the membrane. Selenium contained in the 
enzyme glytathione peroxidase is the second 
line of defense that destroys peroxides before 
they can damage cell membranes. Beta-Caro- 
tene, a precursor of Vitamin A, also traps free 
radicals. Vitamin C is water 8oluble and sewer 
to neutralize free radicals in aqueous sya- 
terns. 

The antioxidants show promise a8 c8ncer- 
prevention agenta alone and in combination. 
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ALOE JUICE including spirulina, and 10 times more than bar- 
ley grass. 

(Whole Leaf, Cold Pressed Chlorella is a natural vitality enhancer. The 
Abe Vera Concentrate) vitamins found in chlorella cells include: vitamin 

C, provitamin A, B-carotene, chlorophyll-A, chlo- 
Aloe Vera has a long and impressive history rophyll-B, thiamine (B l), riboflavin (B2), pyridox- 

that spans hundreds of centuries, countries and ine (B6), &in (B3), pantothenic acid, folic acid, 
cultures, and appears in countless “folk rem- vitamin B-12, biotin, choline, vitamin K, PABA, 
edieg as a plant revered for its healing qualities. lipoic acid, inositol and para-aminobenzoic acid. 

Aloe Juice is a whole-leaf concentrate pre- 
pared from the keshly harvested’leaves of the 

The minerals include: phosphorus, potassium, 
iodine, magnesium, sulphur, iron, calcium, man- 

Barbadensis Mi7Zer Abe Vera plant. Aloe Juice ganese, copper, zinc and cobalt. 
guarantees a minimum of 10,000 mg. of muco- The amho acids include: lysine, histidine, 
polysaccharides per liter. arginine, aspartic acid, threoinine, serine, glutamic 

The nutrients reported in Aloe Vera include acid, proline, glycine, alanine, cystine, valine, 
mucopolysaccharides and polysaccharides methionine, isoleucine, leucine, tyrsine, phenyla- 

w ucomannans), glycoproteins,glucose, mannose, lanine, omithine, tryptophan. 
galactose, xylose, arabinocrpe, tannins, steroids, The suggested daily consumption is 3 grams. 
organic acids, antibiotic principles, glucuronic per day. 
acids, enzymes (oxidase, catalase and amylase), 
trace Sugars, calcium oxalate, a protein contain- ECHIRIACEA GOLD PLUS 
ing 18 amino acids, %ound he&&’ hormones, (with American Giaeeng) 
biogenic stimuhtms, saponins, vitamins B 1, B2, 
niacin, B6, choline, folk acid, chloride, sulfate, In recent years few medicinal plants have 
iron, calcium, copper, sodium, potassium, silicon, garnered as much attention as Echinacea 
manganese, plus many other metabolism-assist- (EcMuzcea Purpurea and Echinacea Angustifdia). 

ing components. Echinacea is a non-specific stimulant to the 
immune system. Claims for Echinacea include: 

GINKGO BILOBA stimulation of leukocytes, mild antibiotic activity, 
(Ginkgo Bilobr extract, 24%) anti-inflammatory activity, stimulation of the ad- 

renal cortex, stimulation of the properdin-comple- 
The Ginkgo Biloba extract is a complex com- ment system, interferon-like activity, stimulation 

pound. The green leaves of the tree are usually of general cellular immunity, and antiviral activ- 
harvested f&m trees grown on plantations in ity. Internal preparations are said to assist in 
South Korea, Japan and France. alleviating cold and flu symptoms, respiratory 

Ginkgo is reported to have anaturalaffinity for infections, and arthritis, to name a few. 
the nervous system. It also seems to stimulate the Goldenseal (Q&us& Canu&n&) is among 
vascular and endocrine systems that, in turn, the most popular herbs in the American health 
strongly affect the function of the nemous system, food market. Uses are numerous, including but 
possibly increasing the capacity for normal physi- not limited to: antiseptic, hemostatic, diuretic, 
cal activity, and the flow of blood to the brain. laxative, and tonic/anti-inflammatory for the 
Some research indicates the possible effective- mucous membranes, hemorrhoids, nasal conges- 
ness of Ginkgo in the treatment of Alzheimer’s tion, mouth and gum sores and eye aftlictions. 
disease. Few medicinal plants in the world possess 

Due to ita pharmacological properties, Ginkgo Ginseng’s near-legendary status. Dating back 
is nowwidely used throughout Europe for treating thousands of years, its history of use in the Orient 
many forms of vascular disease. In a survey of records therapeutic properties so wide ranging 
packaging information of European products, that it was first dismissed by Western doctors as a 
Ginkgo has been recommended for such ailments =panacea”. When fatigued, Ginseng reportedly 
as headaches, vertigo, inner-ear disturbances, restores both physical and mental functions to 
diminished intellectual capacity and alertness as peak efficiency and, with regular use, improves 
a result of insticient circulation to the brain, resistance to disease and stress. American 
anxiety, and depression, to name a few. Ginseng’s genus name is Panax Quinquefolius. 

Ginkgo Biloba Extract (24%) is concentrated Over 40,000 species of mushrooms exist, many 
from the leaves of the Ginkgo Biloba tree. The ofwhichare used asmedicines. Ofparticularnote 
highly specialized e@ractiop process yields a 50: 1 are such remedies as penicillin- and ergot-based 
concentrate &om ‘the leaves (50 grams of leaf extracts used in migraine treatment, to name a 
produce 1 gram of extract). The extract is then few. Extensive research has been done with one 
fiuther standardized to contain 24Or6 ofthe active mushroom in particular, namely, Reishi. This 
Ginkgo Flavoglycosides. mushroom is now considered a tried and true 

immune system fortifier. 
CHLORELLA 

OXY TODDY 
Chlorells is a nutritionally balanced whole 

food and contributes to the health and growth of Made from pure Aloe Vera juice from organic 
human cells like no single vitamin or mineral AloeVeraplants, this product isoxygen-enhanced 
possibly~can. with 3 5% food grade hydrogen peroxide, minerals, 

Chlorella is extremely high in protein (60%) whole Aloe Vera pulp, 60 colloidal plant minerala 
and contains more than 20 vitamins and minerals, (an aqueous solution), and natural flavors. 
19 of the 22 essential and non-essential amino One ounce of Oxg Toddy contains approxi- 
acids, enzymes and chlorella growth factor. It is mately 20 drops of 35% food grade hydrogen 
one of the richest sources of RNA and DNA known peroxide. This product contains no sugar, fillers 
and has twenty tCmes as much chlorophyll as or starches and is cold processed to ensure maxi- 
alfalfa, 10 times more than other edible algae mum enzymatic activity. 

72 Hour Kit ’ 
Checklist d 

1 Water 
:ored in a portable container. Rotate regularly. 
ave at least three gallons per person (for a three 
ay supply). Have a water purification method. 

3 Food 
uitable for long term stora 

8 
e. Packaged to pre- 

ent water damage. lnclu e cups, utensils, pa- 
er plates and a can opener, If needed. 

7 Extra Clothing 
, complete outfit of warm clothing for each fam- 
y member. Include extra socks, and underwear. 
lclude walking shoes. 

7 Warmth& Shelter 
:oats, hats, scarves, and gloves for everyone in- 
lude warm blankets (wool or emergency blan- 
ets are best). Rain ponchos, garbage ba 

B 
s, and/ 

lr umbrellas to keep off the rain. Warm acks or 
Ither heat source. Pup tent or tarp. 

7 Light Source 
lashlight with extra batteries or a chemical 
ghtstick. Kerosene lanterns are fine, but any 
lame may 
ial gas lea IT 

se a hazard, especially near poten- 
s. Have at least two quick and safe 

ight sources In your kit. 

7 Tools 
‘ocket knife, lightweight shovel, duct tape 
natches, pocket sewing kit, screwdriver. 

7 Important Papers 
mportant family documents (such as birth cer 
Skates marriage certificates, insurance forms 
wills), addresses and phone numbers of relatives 
md places to meet if separated. 

II Money 
<eep at least $20 in your kit. Be sure to include 
quarters for phone calls, etc. 

1 FirstAid Supplies 
hin relievers, bandages, antiseptics, clean cloths 
bum ointment. Include any personal medications 

q 8 ecialNeedr 
For babies: c? iapers, ointment, bottles 81 pacifi 
ers, hand towels, special foods, and other su 
plies as needed. Consider the needs of elder’ f 
people as well as those with handicaps or othe 
special needs. 

0 StressRelievers 
Card games, books, small hobbies, hard candy 
Bible. For childen: small toys, paper and per 
favorite security items. 

cl Communications 
Portable radio with batteries, signal mirror! 
whistles, red flags, signal flares. 

Cl Personalsanitation 
Sanitary napkins, razors, toothbrush, hand soal 
dish soap, towels, toilet paper. 

•J PortableContainer 
Such as a book bag, back ack, or duffel ba! 
Should be easy to carry an s lightweight. Shou 
der straps are best for traveling long distances 

0 Additional Items 
Added as carrying weight and expense 4 
kit will allow: Extra food, camp stove and coo 
ing equipment, tents, sleeping bags, sun bloc 
insect repellant, portable toilet. 
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Hydrogen Peroxide Use For ~~~~ Gaia product Update- 

Water Purification 
TO purify W8t8r /Of VirUS8S 8s Wet/ 8s bacteria and other 

l G&z-Trim [see p. 10 /or product description ] 

critters) for drinking purposes, use 10 drops of 35% Food 
l CtwbtrrOaia [see pgs.10837 for product descriptions ] 

Grade Hydrog8n peroxide per g8gon of weter 8nd agits te . tiiaSorJb statrh Neufm-Bond (202.) 
contsiner enough to mix weft. 9 GuiaSotf~ Antihistamine Neuttxx-Bond (202.) 

Locating the 35% Food Grade Hydrogen Peroxide c8n be 
8 problem 8s the Elite efforl to close down everything that Since it will be at least a month before the first of 
promotes h88&h, from products to therepies. Food Grade these products become available to order, pleame keep 
Hydrogen Peroxide is necess8r y 8s the drugs tore 13 %I v8ri8 t y 
contains edditives end stebifizers not good for ingestion. 

your eye on this box for availability updates! 

New Gaia Products 
P.O. Box 27710 

LasVegas, NV 89126 
For credit card orders, call 1 (800) NEW-GAIA (639-4242) 

We accept Discover, Visa or Master Card. 
Please make all checks and money orders payable to: New Gaio Prodnch 

(NAME) 

(ADDRESS-PLEASE GIVE STREET ADDRESS FOR UPS DELlVERY) 

(CITY) (STATE) (ZIP CODE) (TELEPHONE) 

CREDlT CARD (Visa, Master Card or Discover) (EXPIRATION DATE) 

i (Mitochondria) 16 oz. LIQUID Non-rubscribc 

l CAIANDRIANA 8 o I.“,. .x”Y~~I 8°F 

l CAIANDRIANA 16 oz. UQUID 
SubscrIbe _--.- - 

Non-subscribers $mD 

l CAIANDRIANA 32 oz. LIQUID 
s 

Non-%%k% $z% 
+ Subscribers t I 3 ZT) 

(Mitbchondria) 8 oz. LIQUID Non-subscribers 

Subscribers 1 $SO.O( 1 
Non-s! ubscribers 1 $64.00 

* AQUACAIA 
I- 

GAIALYTE (2 liters) 
Subscribers $15.00 

Non-subscribers $20.00 
I I I I 

A-C-E Anti-Oxidant formula (I 80 TABLETS) 

vUOE JUiCE (1 Liter) (WHOLE LEAF 
ALOE VERA CONCENTRATE) 1 OX 

*‘ALOE JUICE (16 oz.) (WHOLE LEAF ALOE 
VERA CONCENTRATE) I 5X 

$24.95 

s 18.00 

S 16.00 

CHLOREUA (l/2 LB.) (Sob TABLETS/500 mg.EA.) 532.00 

ECHINACEA GOLD PLUS (90 TABLETS) $24.50 
.’ 

ITEM 

GINKGO BILOBA (24% Extract) 
(180 TABLETS/40 mcr. EA.) 

$24.95 

l *OXY TODDY (1 qt.) (LEMON-LIME) S 18.00 
(CRANBERRY-APPLE) (CHERRY-BERRY) 

l ADDITIONAL DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE FOR CONTACT SUBSCRIBERS ONLY. 
H ASK ABOUT OUR QUANTITY DISCOUNTS. 
-ASK ABOUT OUR OTHER ALOE PRODUCTS. 

NICOTINE NEUTRA-BOND (202) 
CAFFEINE NEUTRA-BOND (202) 
ALCOHOL NEUTRA-BOND (202) 
SCROSE NEUTRA-BOND (202) 

FOR ALL BREAD MACHINE, BREAD MIXES, FLOUR ORDERS PROGRAM STAR’ 
INC PACKAGES AND MAINTNANCE PACKAGES, CALL FOR SHIPPING COSTS 

PLEASE USE THE SHIPPING RATE CHART WHEN CALCULATING 
SHIPPING FOR &L (NON-BREAD or PROGRAM STARTING 
PACKAGES and MAINTENANCE PACKAGES.) New Gala ProAuts. 

HITACHI (HBlOl) BREAD MACHINE 
(FACTORY BLEMISHED/REFURBISHED) $149.00 

GAIA SPELT BREAD MIX (Whole Wheat & Spelt) 

GAIA SPELT BREAD MIX (Pure Spelt) 

WHOLE SPELT KERNELS 

WHOLE GRAIN SPELT FLOUR 

4 ibs. C Sl.ZS/ib s 5.00 
IO Ibs. @ $1 .ZS/ib. s 12.50 

2 ibs: @ Sl.ZS/lb 2.50 
4 Ibs. @ Sl.ZS/lb 
8 Ibs. @ $1.25/lb. lZ% 

l PROGRAM STARTiNG PACKAGE I s180.00 I 
I Bottle Galandrlana (1 qt.) 
1 Bottle AquaGala (1 qt.) 
2 Bottles Gaialyte (2 liters each) 
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix 
5 Audio-cassettes 

subscribers 
only. 

+ MAINTENANCE PACKAGE 
I Bottle Galandrlana (1 qt.) 
2 Bottles Gaialyte (2 liters each) 
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix 

GAIASORB 

$115.00 
j0&Ffor 

subscribers 
only. 

I l * SHIPPING & HANDLING RATES: 1 NOTE: 
FOR: CA,W&OR,AZ, FOR THE REST OF 
MT, UT, ID, CO, NM, CONTINENTAL USA 
WY, NV. 

I 
s o-loo s O-100 s6.00 
s 101-200 s 101-200 it:: 

s O-100 S8.00 
s7.00 s 101-200 59.00 

s 201-300 s 201-300 S6.00 S6.00 S 201-300 s10.00 
s 301400 s 301400 s9.00 s9.00 s 301400 s11.00 
s 401.500 s 401-m s10.00 s10.00 s 401-500 s12.00 
s 501400 s11.00 s 501-600 s13.00 

‘ALASKA & HAWAII PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES 

** For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska, 
please call for rates. 

l * For Priority Mail to any locations, 
please call for rates. 

+* 81l Foreign odfm. please+ contact 
our office in writing for specific,rates 
as rates vary greatly. 

l * when ordering cases of product 
call for shipping rates. 

SUB-TOTAL 

l * SHIPPING (ALL ORDERS) 
NEVADA RESlDEm PLEASE 

ADD 7% SALES TAX 

TOTAL 

._ 
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THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES 16.YOU CAN SLAY THE DRAGON 
CALLED THE PHOEloXX JOUR- 17. THE NAKED PHOENIX 
FALS AND HAVE BEEN WRITTEN 18. BLOOD AND ASHES 
TO ASSIST MAN TO BECOME 19. FIRESTORMINBABYLON 
AWAREOF LON- STANDING DECEP- -20. THE MOSSAD CONNECTION 
TIONSANDOTHERMATTERSCRI’IJ- *21. CREATION, THE SACRED 
CAL TO HIS SURVIVAL AS A SPE- UNIVERSE 
CIES. SINGLE JOURNAL,8 ARE 23. BURNT OFFERINGS 
$6.00, ANY 4 JOURIOALSARE $5.50 24. SHROUDS OFTHE SEVENI’H 
EACH, 10 OR MORE JOURHALS SEAL 
ARE $5.00 EACH (Shipping extra *25. THE BI’ITER COMMUNION 
- 8ee right). cL26. COUNTERFEIT BLESSINGS 
**These marked JOURI’fALS ue out THE ANTI-CHRIST BY 
of8toduntafhrtharnotioe. ANY NAME: KHAZARS 
1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY 27. PHOENIX OPERATOR-OWNER 
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME MANUAL 
IMMANUEL,IAM SANANDA *28. OPERATION SHANSI’ORM 
3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL RE- *29. END OFTHE MASQUERADE 
MOVED 38. THE DARK CHARADE 
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISAS- 39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 
TER THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I 
5. FROMHE62E’IOARMAGEDDON 40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 
6. SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN FEET THE HOLOCAUST VOL. II 
FROM HELL 41. THE DESTRUCTION OF A 
7. THE RAINBOW MAsI%RS PLANET--ZIONISM m RACISM 
**9. SATAN’S DRUMMERS 42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE 
**lo. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL 43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I 
**ll. CRY OFTHE PHOENIX 44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. II 
“12. CRUCIFIXION OF THE PHOE- 45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. III 
NIX 46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV 
13. SKELETONS IN THE CLOSET 48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V 
*14. RRPP - KAPE, RAVAGE, 49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI 
PILLAGE AND PLUNDER OF THE SO. THE DMNE PLAN VOL. I 
PHOENIX 51. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VII 
15. RAPE OF THE CONSTITUTION 52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII 

53. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX 
54. THE FUNNEL’S NECK 
55. MARCHING TO ZION 
66. SEX AND THE LO’ITERY 
57. GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN 2000, 
DMNE PLAN VOL.11 
58. FROM THE FRYING 
PAN INTO THE PIT OF FIRE 
69. l REALITY” ALSO HAS A DRUM- 
BEATl 
60. AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS 
61. PUPPY-DOG TALES 
62. CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY 
63. THE BEST OF TIMES 
64. TO ALL MY CHILDREN 
65. THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE 
66. ULTIMATE PSYCHOPOLITICS 
67. THE BEAST AT WORK 
68. ECSTASY TO AGONY 
69. TATTERED PAGES 
70. NOTHORNLESS ROSES 
71. COALESCENCE 
72. CANDLELIGHT 
73. RELATIVE CONNECTIONS 

VOL. I 
74. MYSTERIES OF RADIANCE 

UNFOLDED VOL. II 
75. TRUI’H AND CONSEQUENCES 

VOL. III 
76. SORIINGTHE PIECES VOL. IV 
77. PLAYERS IN THE GAME 
78. IRON TRAP AROUND AMERICA 
79. MARCHING’IOZM; 
80. TRUl’IiFROMTHEZJGBOG 
81. RUSSIANROULEITE 

CONTACT:THEPEOENlXPROJECT 

is published by 

CONTACT, Inc. 

Post Office Box 27800 

Las Vegas, Nevada 89126 
Subscription orders may be placed by mail to the above address or by phone 
L-800-800-5565. Subscription rates are: $20 for 13 issues (US); $22 (Canad 
Mexico); $30 (Foreign); or 26 issues for $40 (US); $44 (Canada/Mexico); $( 
Foreign); or 52 issues for $75 (US); $80 (Canada/M exico); $110 (Fore& 
Subscribers: Expirat$m date appears on 
right side of mailing label. Copyright Statement 

. . 
- s65*oo for lo COPYRIGHT I994 by CON- 
copies of 13 issues (US); $97.50 for 25 
copies of 13 issues( $135. for 50 

TACT, hc. lactic oftl,is 
aem for Mvate, Mn-profit 

copies of 13 issues (US); $250 for 100 use is v as 
copies of 13 issues (US); $500 for 100 long as the content and integrity 
copies of 26 issues (US); or $1,000 for remainabsolutelyunchanged.For 
100 copies of 52 issues (US). UPS commtmiaI PurPos% reprodue 
postpaid Continental U.S. For Alaska, tion is .s@ictly f@i?en tie? 
HI, Canada, Mexico and Foreign, call and un’1 PernnsslOn Is gnmted m 
or write for shipping charges. writing by CONTACT, INC. 

Single copies of back issues of CONTACT, THE PHOEN~LIBER 
TOR or PHOEN~EXPRESS are $1.50 each. Quantity back issue prices 
are as follows: l-10 copies $1.50 each; 11-50 copies $15.00; 51-1OC 
copies $25.00. Shipping included, postpaid in the Continental U.S.A 
Alaska, Hawaii, Canada & Foreign orders please call or write for quotea 

on additional shipping charges. 

FOR INFORMATION ABOUT 
JOURNALS, BOOKS, ETC., 
MENTIONED IN THIS NEWS- 
PAPER, PLEASE INQUIRE: 

PHOENIX SOURCE 
DISTRIBUTORS, Inc. 

Pomt Office Box 27353 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89126 

1-800-800-6s66 
Canadians call 
l-BOS-822-965s 

(Mastercard, VISA, 
Discover) 

Phoenix Source 
Distributors 

SHIPPING 
CHARGES: 

USA (except Alaska & Hawall) 
UPS-$3.75 1 st title, $1 .OO ea add’1 

Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, 11.00 ea add’1 
Prlorlty-$3.40 1 st title, $1 .OO ea add’1 

ALASKA c HAWAII 
Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1 .OO ea add’1 
Rlorlty-$3.40 1 st tide, $1 .OO ea add’1 

UPS 2nd day-$9.00 1st title, $1 ea add’1 
CANADA C MEXUO 

Surface-$3.00 1st title, $1.50 ea add’1 
Alrbook64.50 1st title, $2.00 ea add1 

FOREIGN 
Surface-$3.00 1 st title. $1 SO ea add’1 

Alrbook-$8.00 per title estlmate 
[Please allow S-8 weeks for delivery on all 

book orders) 

TELEPHONE 
HOTLINE 

805-822-0202 
This is a service for 

NJC dedicated readers. 
Today’s Watch tele- 
ahone hotline carries 
the latest news and 
comments from Com- 
mander Ceres ‘Atonn’s 
most recent writings. 
This is our way of keep- 
Ing you informed about 
Fast-breaking news and 
events. 

The message ma- 
chine will answer after 
2 rings if there are any 
new messages for that 
day, and after 4 rings if 
not. Thus daily callers 
can hang up after 2 
rings and save toll 
charges if no new mes- 
sage has been recorded. 
The message update(s), 
if any, occur by 6 PM 
Pacific Time. 
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